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A. INTRODUCTION

The first subsection of this report addresses recent cases decided by the Supreme Court and lower courts on the questions of the constitutionality and requirements of affirmative action programs for disadvantaged business enterprises in public contracting. More recent case law and regulations have superseded much of a prior report on the same subject.1

The second subsection addresses whether there are actionable rights arising under disparate impact regulations prohibiting discrimination, for example, in the “siting” of highway projects. The section in effect updates an earlier article regarding civil rights issues arising out of the location of transportation projects.2

The third and fourth subsections address whether transportation departments may be sued for alleged civil rights violations under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 or under federal civil rights laws prohibiting discrimination based on age, disability, race, or gender. The two sections update an earlier article regarding civil rights issues arising out of the location of transportation projects.3

The fifth subsection deals with First Amendment issues affecting transportation departments such as the claims of certain groups to participate in Adopt-a-Highway programs or to have their logos on state license plates.

B. AFFIRMATIVE ACTION, PUBLIC CONTRACTING, AND TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENTS


This section discusses the constitutional, statutory, and regulatory framework of affirmative action with respect to public contracting and transportation departments. Subsection A.1 provides a brief overview of significant cases prior to the Supreme Court’s decision in Adarand v. Pena (Adarand III).4 The constitutional and statutory elements are discussed in subsection A.2 in light of Adarand III. Subsection A.3 discusses the regulations promulgated by the United States Department of Transportation (U.S. DOT) in 1999.

1 ORRIN FINCH, MINORITY AND DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS ENTERPRISE REQUIREMENTS IN PUBLIC CONTRACTING (National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP), Research Results Digest No. 146, 1985, and supplement, Legal Research Digest No. 25, 1992), hereinafter the “Finch Report.”
2 ANDREW BAIDA, CIVIL RIGHTS IN TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS (NCHRP, Legal Research Digest No. 48, 2003).

a. Cases and Developments Pre-Adarand III

This subsection of the report addresses recent case law and federal regulations concerning the constitutionality of the use of race-based classifications for minority business enterprises, as well as business enterprises owned by women.5 Although earlier regulations and cases referred to the affected groups by several acronyms, in this report they are referred to as Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (DBEs). DBE is the acronym for the federal program; however, many state and local governments continue to use the Minority Business Enterprises (MBE), Women’s Business Enterprises (WBE), and Female Business Enterprises (FBE) acronyms to describe their programs.

As discussed in the earlier report by Orrin Finch on this subject, federal law mandating contract provisions for nondiscrimination have a common origin in President Roosevelt’s 1941 Executive Order 11246. An Executive Order, issued September 24, 1965, by President Johnson expanded the 1941 edict to apply to all federally assisted construction contracts. In 1971, in Contractors Association of Eastern Pennsylvania v. Secretary of Labor6 the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit held that the President had the authority to impose fair employment conditions incident to the power to contract. The court held that the “Philadelphia Plan” was validly “designed to remedy the perceived evil that minority tradesmen [had] not been included in the labor pool available for the performance of construction projects in which the federal government [had] a cost and performance interest.”7 The decision set the pattern in many ways for the development of various plans and programs under executive authority to correct for racial imbalances in employment and in business enterprises.

Section 8(a) of the Small Business Act of 19538 (SBA), as amended in 1978, authorized the Small Business Administration to contract directly with small businesses and developed a set-aside program for socially or economically disadvantaged small businesses. In 1980, the United States Supreme Court in Fullilove v. Klutznick9 (overruled in 1995 by Adarand III10 where inconsistent with Adarand III) suggested that such programs would pass constitutional muster. The Court upheld a federally mandated 10 percent set-aside program for minority-owned businesses under the Public Works Employment Act of 1977. Six justices voted to

1 The Finch Report, supra note 1, discusses at some length the historical origins of affirmative action in regard to public contracting.
2 442 F.2d 159 (3d Cir. 1971), cert. denied, 404 U.S. 854, 92 S. Ct. 98, 30 L. Ed. 2d 95 (1971).
3 Id. at 177.
5 448 U.S. 448, 100 S. Ct. 2758, 65 L. Ed. 2d 902 (1980).
affirm the MBE provision of the Public Works Employment Act of 1977, Section 103(f)(2).

There was disagreement among the justices regarding the standard of review to be applied. Chief Justice Burger, joined by Justices White and Powell, stated that,

any preference based on racial or ethnic criteria must necessarily receive a most searching examination to make sure that it does not conflict with constitutional guarantees. This opinion does not adopt, either expressly or implicitly, the formulas of analysis articulated in such cases as University of California Regents v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265 (1978). However, our analysis demonstrates that the MBE provision would survive judicial review under either "test" articulated in the several Bakke opinions.

However, Justice Powell also authored an opinion, one considered to be the controlling opinion, in which he argued that there needed to be a greater emphasis than that placed by the Chief Justice on the standard of review to be applied and that, "[U]nder this Court's established doctrine, a racial classification is suspect and subject to strict judicial scrutiny."

In 1989, in Richmond v. J.A. Croson Co., the Supreme Court struck down a municipal plan requiring prime contractors to whom the city awarded construction contracts to subcontract at least 30 percent of the dollar amount of the contract to one or more minority business enterprises. In Croson, a clear majority of the Court agreed that the plan had two defects, one being the failure to make specific findings on the market to be addressed by the remedy and the other being the failure to limit the scope of the remedy because of having only generalized findings of discrimination. The Richmond Plan also did not consider "race-neutral means" to increase minority business participation in city contracting, and the 30 percent quota was not narrowly tailored.

The Croson Court dealt with the proper standard of review to be applied to state and local minority set-aside provisions under the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. In Croson, the city had adopted a 5-year plan in 1983 requiring that non-MBE contractors awarded a contract by the city were to subcontract at least 30 percent of the dollar amount of the contract to one or more MBEs. An MBE was defined as a business enterprise that was owned and controlled at least 51 percent by a minority. Minorities were defined as all "[c]itizens of the United States who are Blacks, Spanish-speaking, Orientals, Indians, Eskimos, or Aleuts." The city stated that the plan was remedial in nature and was for the purpose of increasing participation by MBEs in public contracts. The plan, which permitted a waiver of the 30 percent set-aside requirement in exceptional circumstances, set forth procedures for contracts let by the city under the terms of the plan. Statistics presented at a public hearing prior to the plan’s adoption indicated that, although 50 percent of the city was African American, only 0.67 percent of the city’s prime contracts had been awarded to MBEs between 1978 and 1983. Prime contractors attending the hearing had virtually no MBEs within their “membership.” However, there was no direct evidence of racial discrimination in public contracting by the city or its prime contractors.

---

11 In Fullilove the MBE provision required that

[ ] except to the extent that the Secretary determines otherwise, no grant shall be made under this Act for any local public works project unless the applicant gives satisfactory assurance to the Secretary that at least 10 per centum of the amount of each grant shall be expended for minority business enterprises. For purposes of this paragraph, the term ‘minority business enterprise’ means a business at least 50 per centum of which is owned by minority group members or, in case of a publicly owned business, at least 51 per centum of the stock of which is owned by minority group members. For the purposes of the preceding sentence, minority group members are citizens of the United States who are Negroes, Spanish-speaking, Orientals, Indians, Eskimos, and Aleuts. Fullilove, 448 U.S. at 454.

12 Id. at 491.

13 Id. at 507.


15 Id. See also discussion of Croson in Adarand Constructors v. Slater (Adarand VI); 228 F.3d 1147, 1163 (10th Cir. 2000).

16 Id.
To meet the 30 percent set-aside requirement when bidding on the project, Croson determined that a minority contractor would have to supply the product for the contract that amounted to 75 percent of the total contract price. After contacting several MBEs, one MBE expressed interest but failed to submit a bid. Croson then petitioned the city for a waiver of the 30 percent set-aside requirement. On learning of Croson’s petition, the one MBE that had expressed an interest submitted a bid that was 7 percent more than the price of the product in Croson’s bid. Croson requested either a waiver or for an increase in the contract price to accommodate the MBE’s price. The city ultimately denied the request for a waiver or for an increase in the contract price.36

Both the District Court and the Fourth Circuit applied the Fullilove27 and Bakke28 standard of review. Both courts deferred to the city’s decision, which was based on the Supreme Court’s decision in Fullilove giving deference to Congress’s findings of past discrimination.39 The Court reversed and remanded the case in light of the Court’s decision in Wygant v. Jackson Board of Education.30

The Fourth Circuit’s decision on remand was that the affirmative action plan was unconstitutional.31 The appellate court held that the plan violated both prongs of strict scrutiny under the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment mainly because of a lack of particularized evidence of prior discrimination by the city.32 In affirming the Fourth Circuit’s decision on remand, the Supreme Court ruled that the evidence offered in support of the city’s plan amounted only to a “generalized assertion” of past discrimination.33

While there is no doubt that the sorry history of both private and public discrimination in this country has contributed to a lack of opportunities for black entrepreneurs, this observation, standing alone, cannot justify a rigid racial quota in the awarding of public contracts in Richmond, Virginia. Like the claim that discrimination in primary and secondary schooling justifies a rigid racial preference in medical school admissions, an amorphous claim that there has been past discrimination in a particular industry cannot justify the use of an unyielding racial quota.34

Although the city had relied on Fullilove and the federal plan that was ruled to be constitutional in that case, the Court observed that in Fullilove the Congress had exercised its power under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment in finding discrimination at the national level. The Court emphasized that a state or locality may implement remedial measures too but only if the state or locality presents particular evidence of discrimination.35 The Court held that the city could not support a compelling interest for its race-based plan because of the deficiency in the city’s evidence.36 An analysis of whether the city’s plan was narrowly tailored was nearly impossible as the plan had not been linked to discrimination.37 Moreover, the Court observed that the city had not considered race-neutral means to effectuate the ends sought and ruled that the 30 percent quota lacked sound reasoning.38

The 30% quota cannot in any realistic sense be tied to any injury suffered by anyone.... None of [the district court’s] “findings,” singly or together, provide the city of Richmond with a “strong basis in evidence for its conclusion that remedial action was necessary.”39

[The 30% quota cannot be said to be narrowly tailored to any goal, except perhaps outright racial balancing.]40

Thus, the Court rejected the claim that the program was narrowly tailored to remedy the effects of prior discrimination.41

After Croson the question of whether a federal affirmative action plan was subject to the same standard of strict scrutiny was not answered until the Supreme Court’s decision in Adarand III.42 However, prior to Adarand III, in 1990 in Metro Broadcasting, Inc. v. Federal Communications Commission,43 which was overruled by Adarand III as discussed below, the Supreme Court held that:

Benign race-conscious measures mandated by Congress—even if those measures are not “remedial” in the sense of being designed to compensate victims of past governmental or societal discrimination—are constitutionally permissible to the extent that they serve important governmental objectives within the power of Congress and are substantially related to achievement of those objectives.... Our decision last Term in Richmond v. J. A. Croson Co., 488 U.S. 469 (1989), concerning a minority set-aside program adopted by a municipality, does not prescribe the level of scrutiny to be applied to a be-
nign racial classification employed by Congress [citations omitted].

Although in Metro Broadcasting the Court found that the Federal Communications Commission’s program based on awarding licenses and benefits to minority owners did not serve as a remedy for past discrimination, it did find that the race-based program served an important governmental interest in promoting broadcast diversity. Applying the constitutional test of intermediate scrutiny, the Court held that this was an important governmental objective and that the policies were substantially related to an important governmental interest, thus passing a constitutional challenge.

In sum, as one appellate court would declare later, “[t]he Supreme Court’s declarations in the affirmative action area are characterized by plurality and split decisions and by the overruling of precedent. This fractured prism complicates the task of lower courts in both identifying and applying an appropriate form of equal protection review.”

b. Adarand III and Strict Scrutiny

The Supreme Court’s decision in Adarand III and its progeny illustrate how the legal landscape has changed since the last report on this subject, beginning with the standard of review that must now be applied to affirmative action programs. In brief, however, the Supreme Court has created three standards of review (rational basis, intermediate scrutiny, and strict scrutiny) for use in equal protection analysis concerning whether a particular law permissibly or impermissibly infringes upon a person’s constitutional rights. The standard of review to apply depends on whether a party belongs to a discrete and insular group. The Court in Adarand III reversed the use of the test of intermediate scrutiny and held that in matters involving race-based classifications, the standard of review is one of strict scrutiny. Under the strict scrutiny test a race-based affirmative action program must use narrowly tailored means that are substantially related to a compelling governmental interest. In the area of gender classification relevant to WBEs, the case law currently continues to apply an intermediate standard of scrutiny.

At issue in the Adarand cases were Sections 8(a) and 8(d) and 502 of the SBA as amended. The regulations promulgated pursuant to the above statutes are “complex, cumbersome, and changing....” Indeed, the regulations were changed in the course of the Adarand cases. There are seven Adarand decisions; the issues and dispositions in the seven cases are summarized in Table 1 following the discussion of Adarand.

What gave rise to the Adarand cases was that in 1989 the Central Federal Lands Highway Division (CFLHD), a part of the U.S. DOT, awarded a prime contract for a highway construction project in Colorado to Mountain Gravel & Construction Company (CMGC). After being awarded the contract, CMGC solicited bids from subcontractors for a guardrail-portion of the contract and awarded the bid to the Gonzales Construction Company (Gonzales). Gonzales was certified as a small business that was controlled by socially and economically disadvantaged individuals. CMGC awarded the subcontract to Gonzales over the low bidder, Adarand, which challenged the outcome in the courts.

The terms of the prime contract provided that CMGC would receive additional compensation if it hired a subcontractor certified as a disadvantaged small business. Federal law at the time required a Subcontractor Compensation Clause (SCC) in most federal agency contracts similar to the one used in the Adarand case. The law required the clause to state that “the contractor shall presume that socially and economically disadvantaged individuals include Black Americans, Hispanic Americans, Native Americans, Asian Pacific Americans, and other minorities, or any other individuals found to be disadvantaged by the Small Business Administration pursuant to Section 8(a) of the Small Business Act.”

In Adarand III the Supreme Court readdressed the issue of the constitutionality of a federal affirmative action plan for only the third time. Overruling Metro Broadcasting, the Court vacated and remanded in Adarand III, holding that for all racial classifications, the courts must apply strict scrutiny. The Court also overruled Fullilove to the extent that the Fullilove decision suggests that a standard of review less than strict scrutiny may be applied to programs based on racial classifications. The Supreme Court left the question to the lower courts of whether there was a compelling governmental interest for the program and whether the

---

46 Adarand VII, 228 F.3d at 1160.
47 Certification may occur under the Small Business Act’s § 8(a) or (d) program or by a state under the DOT regulations.
48 Adarand III, 515 U.S. at 205.
49 Id.; see also 15 U.S.C. § 687(d)(2), (3).
50 Adarand III, 515 U.S. at 256; see Metro Broadcasting, Inc. v. Fed. Communications Comm’n, 497 U.S. 547, 110 S. Ct. 2997, 111 L. Ed. 2d 445 (1990) (upholding federally mandated program awarding new radio and television licenses to minority controlled firms) and Fullilove v. Klutznick, 448 U.S. 448, 100 S. Ct. 2758, 65 L. Ed. 2d 902 (1980) (upholding constitutionality of federal affirmative action plan requiring at least 10 percent of federal funds for local public works be used to procure services or supplies from minority business enterprises).
51 Metro Broadcasting, 497 U.S. 547.
means employed were narrowly tailored to achieve that interest.54

Following the Supreme Court’s remand in Adarand III, the district court in Adarand IV stated that, contrary to the Court’s pronouncement that the application of strict scrutiny is not "fatal in fact" to an affirmative action program, the district court could not envisage a race-based classification that was narrowly tailored.55 Thus, the district court granted the plaintiff highway construction company’s motion for summary judgment, which had sought declaratory and permanent injunctive relief because the SCC was not sufficiently narrowly tailored to pass strict scrutiny. Although recognizing that its further finding on whether there was a compelling governmental interest was obiter dicta,56 the district court did find that the

Requisite particularized findings of discrimination to support a compelling governmental interest for Congress’ action in implementing the SCCs under a strict scrutiny standard of review would include findings of discriminatory barriers facing DBEs in federal construction contracting nationwide, rather than in a single state, whether such barriers were as a result of intentional acts of the federal government or “passive complicity in the acts of discrimination by the private sector.” Such a standard, while acknowledging the Court’s requirement that there be findings of discrimination in the specific industry where alleged discrimination is sought to be remedied, ...takes into account Congress’ responsibility to address nation-wide problems with nation-wide legislation.58

The Tenth Circuit in Adarand V, because Colorado had modified its DBE regulations (see table on page 1-9), vacated the District Court’s judgment and remanded it with instructions to dismiss.59 In Adarand VI, the Supreme Court held that the case against the federal government was still viable and reversed and remanded.60

In Adarand VII the Tenth Circuit reversed the judgment of the District Court and held that the SCC program and the DBE certification program as currently structured did pass constitutional muster, but as the programs were structured in 1997 they did not.61 Although the SCC program was no longer in use in federal highway construction procurement contracts, the Tenth Circuit decided not to ignore intervening changes in the statutory and regulatory framework since the Adarand IV decision.62

The Tenth Circuit in Adarand VII noted that the only significant change in regard to the transportation appropriations statutes was the addition of both Section 1003(b) of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA), 105 Stat. 1920-22, and Section 1101(b)(6) of the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21), 112 Stat. 114-15, requiring the Comptroller General to conduct a study and report to Congress regarding several aspects of the DBE program. Moreover, the court noted that the regulations implementing affirmative action programs of the Surface Transportation and Uniform Relocation Assistance Act (STURAA), ISTEA, and TEA-21 had undergone the most substantial change of any of the regulations, particularly to meet the narrow tailoring requirement established by Adarand III.63

Six main changes occurred between the old and new regulations in regard to implementation, which may be briefly described as follows: (1) presumption of economic disadvantage is automatically rebutted for an individual with a net worth above $750,000, without a requirement of further proceedings;64 (2) quotas are explicitly prohibited in allocating subcontracts to DBEs and set-asides are limited to extreme circumstances;65 (3) DBE participation goals cannot be made in a specific area until extensive requirements have been met;66 (4) race-neutral means must be employed wherever possible in order to meet the highest feasible portion of the overall DBE participation goals;67 (5) individuals not presumed socially disadvantaged may prove their status by a preponderance of the evidence, and recipients must make certain that DBEs are not saturated in one particular type of work so as to preclude non-DBE firms from participating; and (6) recipients may seek waivers and exemptions to ensure that the programs are not applied more broadly than permissible.68

In Adarand VII the Tenth Circuit held that the government had demonstrated a “strong basis in evidence” supporting “its articulated, constitutionally valid, compelling interest”71 that Adarand had not rebutted.

56 Id. at 1580.
57 Id. at 1570.
58 Id. at 1573.
59 Adarand Constructors v. Slater (Adarand V), 169 F.3d 1292 (10th Cir. 1999).
61 Adarand VII, 228 F.3d 1147.
62 Id. at 1159, 1188.
63 Id. at 1192.
64 Id. at 1193, citing Participation by Disadvantaged Business Enterprises in Department of Transportation Programs, 64 Fed. Reg. 5096 (1999). “The current regulations, which apply to any federal highway funds authorized under ISTEA or TEA-21, see 49 C.F.R. § 26.3(a) (2000), are at 49 C.F.R. pt. 26; see also 64 Fed. Reg. at 5101-03 (discussing the narrowly tailored requirement in relation to the new regulations).
66 Id., citing 49 C.F.R. § 26.43(a)–(b).
68 Id., citing 49 C.F.R. §§ 26.51(a)–(b), (f).
70 Id., citing 49 C.F.R. § 26.15.
71 Id. at 1174–75.
Moreover, the court agreed that “Congress ha[d] a compelling interest in eradicating the economic roots of racial discrimination in highway transportation programs funded by federal monies.”\textsuperscript{72} The court held that the evidence of the existence of discriminatory barriers was supported by “ample evidence that when race-conscious public contracting programs are struck down or discontinued, minority business participation in the relevant market drops sharply or even disappears.”\textsuperscript{73} Adarand failed to meet its burden of demonstrating that the affirmative action program was unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{74} The court held that the revised law was sufficiently narrowly tailored and, thus, constitutional. Although the 1996 SCC was insufficiently narrowly tailored, the SCC was no longer used in direct federal procurements; its defects had been “remedied” by TEA-21 and the revised regulations that relate to the Federal-aid program.\textsuperscript{75}

Thereafter, the Supreme Court granted certiorari to decide whether the court misapplied the strict scrutiny standard. However, the Court dismissed the writ as improvidently granted on the basis that the contractor had shifted its challenge from the regulations to the statutes and regulations that pertained to direct procurement for highway construction on federal lands. Moreover, the Court dismissed the writ because the appeals court had not considered whether the various race-based programs applicable to direct federal contracting could satisfy strict scrutiny, and because the petition for certiorari nowhere disputed the circuit court’s explicit holding that the contractor lacked standing to challenge the very provisions it asked the court to review.\textsuperscript{76}

\textsuperscript{72} Id. at 1176.
\textsuperscript{73} Id. at 1174.
\textsuperscript{74} Id. at 1176.
\textsuperscript{75} Id. at 1179, 1186–87; see also 49 C.F.R. § 26.51, \textit{et seq}.
\textsuperscript{76} Adarand VI, 534 U.S. 103.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation</th>
<th>Issue(s) Presented</th>
<th>Holding(s)</th>
<th>Disposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adarand I</strong></td>
<td>(1) Whether the federal Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) program promulgated under federal highway funding provisions of the Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982 (STAA) and Surface Transportation and Uniform Relocation Assistance Act of 1987 (STURAA), administered by the Central Federal Lands Highway Division (CFLHD), violated the U.S. Constitution or the privileges and immunities guaranteed by 42 U.S.C. §§ 1983 and (2000(d)).</td>
<td>(1) Distinguishing the Supreme Court’s decisions in <em>Croson</em> from <em>Fullilove</em> and <em>Metro Broadcasting</em>, the district court did not require specific findings of past discrimination to justify the race-conscious measures promulgated by Congress, as required for states and local government entities under <em>Croson</em>. Instead, the court noted that Justice O’Connor stated in <em>Croson</em> that Congress may identify and redress the effects of society-wide discrimination without specific findings of discrimination. As a result, the district court concluded that the appropriate standard of review was intermediate scrutiny, not strict scrutiny.</td>
<td>Acknowledging that Congress had authorized the DBE, STAA, and STURAA programs, the district court held that each program required a review only under intermediate scrutiny analysis and that each program passed that level of constitutional review. As a result, the district court granted the defendants’ motion for summary judgment and dismissed the plaintiff’s claims and actions with prejudice. Adarand appealed the district court’s decision to the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Skinner, 790 F. Supp. 240 (D. Colo. 1992).</td>
<td>(2) Whether the DBE, STAA, and STURAA, served legitimate governmental interests and, if so, whether they are narrowly tailored to achieve those interests.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adarand II</strong></td>
<td>(1) Whether the appropriate standard of review was that found in <em>Fullilove</em> rather than in <em>Croson</em>.</td>
<td>(1) The Tenth Circuit agreed that the Supreme Court’s decision in <em>Fullilove</em> provided the proper standard of review for the instant case because CFLHD simply applied a federal command pursuant to the SBA.</td>
<td>The court of appeals affirmed the district court’s judgment, but on different grounds. Adarand filed a <em>writ of certiorari</em> and the Supreme Court granted <em>certiorari</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena, 16 F.3d 1537 (10th Cir. Colo. 1994).</td>
<td>(2) Whether CFLHD must make specific findings of past discrimination, as required in <em>Croson</em>, to justify its reliance on the DBE</td>
<td>(2) The Tenth Circuit did not find any support of any kind that would require a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
program, which furnished the necessary criteria for the federal agency's implementation of a race-conscious subcontracting clause (the SCC program).

(3) Whether § 502 of the Small Business Act (SBA)*, 15 U.S.C. § 644(g), which provides the statutory authorization for the challenged SCC program, is constitutional, considering that the Act delegated the authority to federal agencies to develop minority-participation goals and the means for achieving those goals.

(4) Whether SBA § 502 served legitimate governmental interests and, if so, whether they are narrowly tailored to achieve those interests.

* Adarand erroneously asserted and the district court mistakenly determined that the challenged program was authorized by the STAA and its successor, STURAA.

---

### Adarand III


1. Whether the appropriate standard of review to be applied for the race-conscious SBA program was intermediate scrutiny.

---

### Adarand IV

(1) Whether the race-conscious SCC program

(1)(a) In considering whether the SCC program

---


1. Whether the appropriate standard of review to be applied for the race-conscious SBA program was intermediate scrutiny.

(1) The Supreme Court held that all racial classifications imposed by the federal or state governments are to be analyzed under strict scrutiny, overruling the Court's decision in *Metro Broadcasting*. Therefore, only narrowly tailored measures that further compelling governmental interests are constitutional.

The Supreme Court vacated the lower court's judgment and remanded the case for further consideration based on the principles enunciated in the majority opinion.

---

The district court granted Adarand's mo-
**Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena, 965 F. Supp. 1556 (D. Colo. 1997).**

violated the Constitution, as well as the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000d, under the standard of strict scrutiny.

survived the first prong of strict scrutiny, the district court noted that although the congruency principle discussed in *Adarand III* placed the same standard of review on federal and states’ use of racial classifications, the breadth of Congress’s power under § 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment may require less exacting justifications for such use.

* Here, the district court held that Congress’s nationwide finding of discriminatory barriers facing DBEs in federal contracts was sufficient and that regional and state specific findings were unnecessary. The district court held that the governmental objectives were compelling.

(1)(b) However, the district court did not find the program to be narrowly tailored. Thus, the court concluded that the SCC program violated the Constitution and the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The district court relied on the five factors discussed in *Paradise* and concluded that the statutes and regulations implicated in the SCC program did not provide reasonable assurances that the application of racial criteria would be limited to accomplishing the remedial objectives of Congress.

* The Supreme Court in *Adarand III* did not address the question of how much congressional deference is due to a congressionally mandated race-conscious program.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Adarand V</strong></th>
<th>(1) Whether the SCC program was sufficiently narrowly tailored to</th>
<th>(1) After <em>Adarand IV</em>, Colorado modified its DBE regulations and eliminated</th>
<th>The Tenth Circuit vacated the district court’s judgment and remanded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adarand</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Constructors, Inc. v. Slater</strong>, 169 F.3d 1292 (10th Cir. Colo. 1999).</td>
<td>serve a compelling governmental interest as to survive strict scrutiny.</td>
<td>the presumption of social and economic disadvantage for racial and ethnic minorities, and conditioned the social disadvantage-status solely on the applicant's certification that the applicant is socially disadvantaged. More notably, Adarand became certified as a socially disadvantaged DBE. Because of the change in circumstances that invoked a procedural issue, the court held the matter to be moot.</td>
<td>it with instruction to dismiss. Adarand petitioned for a writ of certiorari.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adarand VI</strong></td>
<td>(1) Whether Colorado’s modification of its DBE regulations and Adarand’s subsequent certification under those provisions mooted the case.</td>
<td>(1) The court held the Colorado Department of Highways/Transportation (CDOT) did not result in acceptance of the certification by the federal government under its separate regulations. Therefore, Adarand’s claim against the federal government was still viable.</td>
<td>The Supreme Court reversed and remanded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adarand VII</strong></td>
<td>(1) Whether the SCC program served a compelling governmental interest. (2) Whether the SCC program was sufficiently narrowly tailored to serve a compelling governmental interest so as to survive strict scrutiny.</td>
<td>(1) The Tenth Circuit affirmed the district court’s finding of a compelling governmental interest. (2) The Tenth Circuit again looked at the factors pronounced by the Court in <em>Paradise</em> and at additional, narrow-tailoring factors. Significant changes had taken place with regard to the SCC program and DBE program since the 1997 trial court decision. After determining which provisions of the statutes were at issue and their scope, the court held that the current programs were narrowly tailored to serve a compelling governmental interest.</td>
<td>The Tenth Circuit reversed the judgment of the district court. Adarand petitioned for a writ of certiorari that the Court initially granted. See <em>Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Mineta</em>, 532 U.S. 941 (2001). However, the Court subsequently dismissed the writ as improvidently granted because it would require review of issues decided by the Tenth Circuit but not included in the writ of certiorari. See <em>Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Mineta</em>, 534 U.S. 103 (2001).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the Supreme Court in *Fullilove* had stated, “Congress may employ racial or ethnic classifications in exercising its Spending or other legislative powers only if those classifications do not violate
the equal protection component” as now construed by the Court to be a part also of the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment.77 However, “the burden rests with the Government to demonstrate that Congress had a strong basis in evidence to create this remedial program.”78 Since the Court’s decision in Adarand III, the strict scrutiny test must be applied to “smoke out’ illegitimate uses of race by assuring that the legislative body is pursuing a goal important enough to warrant use of a highly suspect tool” and to “ensure[] that the means chosen ’fit’ this compelling goal so closely that there is little or no possibility that the motive for the classification was illegitimate racial prejudice or stereotype.”79

c. TEA-21, SAFETEA-LU, and the U.S. DOT DBE Regulations (1999)

More recently and post-Adarand III, and similar to Section 105(f) of the Surface Transportation Act of 1982 (STAA), Section 1101(b) of TEA-2180 required that at least 10 percent of funds be made available for any program under titles I, III, and V of the Act to benefit DBEs.81 After September 30, 2003, there were numerous extensions of TEA-21.82 Meanwhile, in 1999 the U.S. DOT promulgated regulations regarding requirements that were applicable to DBEs.83 In addition to the regulations, discussed below, there is official guidance at a Web site maintained by the Office of Small Disadvantaged Business Utilization and the Minority Re-
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local workforce, including a finding that transportation projects can offer young people, including economically disadvantaged young people, an opportunity to gain productive employment. Congress stated that it was the

sense of Congress that Federal transportation projects should facilitate and encourage the collaboration between interested persons, including Federal, State, and local governments, community colleges, apprentice programs, local high schools, and other community-based organizations that have an interest in improving the job skills of low-income individuals, to help leverage scarce training and community resources and to help ensure local participation in the building of transportation projects.31

Third, SAFETEA-LU requires the Secretary, acting through the Minority Resource Center, to provide assistance in obtaining bid, payment, and performance bonds by DBEs pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 332(b)(4). Congress appropriated such sums as necessary to carry out the activities under this subsection.32

U.S. DOT also has revised and updated the airport concession rules applicable to DBEs as authorized by 49 U.S.C. § 47101(e), which are found in the Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.) at 49 C.F.R., Part 23, effective as of April 21, 2005.33 Although similar to the U.S. DOT–assisted contracts and concession rules found in 49 C.F.R., Part 26, that are applicable to DBEs, the Airport Concession DBEs (ACDBEs) rules are based on a different statute altogether. Although the former TEA-21 and 49 U.S.C. § 47101(e) apply to different kinds of businesses and business relationships and
differ in method, the laws maintain the same DBE-objective. Unlike U.S. DOT–assisted contracts, for example, ACDBEs may specialize in car rentals or restaurants located in or around airport facilities and may be subject to standards for business size as determined by the Secretary. Because the two DBE programs were regulated by separate statutes, the Supreme Court’s decision in *Adarand III*, requiring that strict scrutiny be applied to DBEs under 49 C.F.R., Part 26, indirectly raised constitutional concerns for ACDBEs under 49 C.F.R., Part 23.34 The 2005 revision of the ACDBE regulations addressed this concern.

Unlike Part 26-businesses seeking DBE certification, which requires strict adherence to SBA size standards and a cap on average gross receipts, Part 23 permits flexibility for setting size standards in the discretion of the Secretary.35 Although Part 23 permits an average $30 million cap, compared to the $17.42 million cap (now $19.57 million under SAFETEA-LU) in Part 26 on average gross annual receipts, subject to periodic adjustments for inflation, guidelines for size-standards for ACDBEs under Part 23 are still being considered.36

The former TEA-21 and regulations pursuant thereto did “not establish a nationwide DBE program centrally administered by the U.S. DOT. Rather, the regulations delegate to each State that accepts federal transportation funds the responsibility for implementing a DBE program that comports with TEA-21.”37 As discussed in subsection A.4, infra, the courts have upheld the DBE regulations issued by U.S. DOT in 1999.38 (As stated, SAFETEA-LU maintained the DBE program found in TEA-21 nearly in whole and contains three additional sections pertaining to DBE programs.) However, the courts also have had to address how to handle cases in which new regulations were promulgated in the midst of pending challenges to affirmative action requirements. For example, as
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seen, the *Adarand* case had such a long history that, by the time *Adarand VII* was before the Tenth Circuit, there had been “intervening changes” in the applicable statutes and regulations. Nevertheless, the Tenth Circuit held that it was permissible for the court to consider the new law so as not “to shirk our responsibility to strictly scrutinize the real-world legal regime against which *Adarand* seeks prospective relief,” as well as to consider “the statutory and regulatory framework in its prior stages as well.”

As the court noted, “STURAA, ISTEA, and TEA-21, the transportation appropriation statutes at issue in this case, incorporate the presumption of disadvantage from SBA § 8(d).”

As set forth in the 1999 U.S. DOT regulations, the DBE program has several objectives, including the assurance that there is “nondiscrimination in the award and administration of DOT-assisted contracts in the Department’s highway, transit, and airport financial assistance programs.” The requirements of the DBE program apply to “[a]ll FHWA recipients receiving funds authorized by a statute to which this part applies....” Discriminatory actions that are forbidden include actions that exclude “any person from participation in, deny any person the benefits of, or otherwise discriminate against anyone in connection with the award and performance of any contract covered by this part on the basis of race, color, sex, or national origin.”

The regulations are intended “[t]o create a level playing field on which DBEs can compete fairly for DOT-assisted contracts” and “[t]o ensure that the Department’s DBE program is narrowly tailored in accordance with applicable law....”

In brief, although the regulations should be consulted for the particulars, socially and economically disadvantaged individuals who qualify for the DBE program include “any individual who is a citizen (or lawfully admitted permanent resident) of the United States” and is an “individual who a [r]ecipient finds to be a socially and economically disadvantaged individual on a case-by-case basis.” A “[r]ecipient is any entity, public or private, to which DOT financial assistance is extended, whether directly or through another recipient, through the programs of the FAA, FHWA, or FTA, or who has applied for such assistance.”

Under present law, the Congress presumes that firms that are more likely to be economically disadvantaged are firms owned by minorities or women, however, unlike earlier affirmative action programs, the current “program...takes race into consideration as only one factor.” Although certain groups are presumed to be DBEs, “the current regulations are designed to increase the participation of non-minority DBEs” in that nonminorities that are not presumed to be socially disadvantaged are allowed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence their right to participate in the DBE program.
Section 26.5 of the 1999 regulations also defines “race-conscious” and “race-neutral” measures under the program: A “race-conscious measure or program is one that is focused specifically on assisting only DBEs, including women-owned DBEs.” A “race-neutral measure or program is one that is, or can be, used to assist all small businesses.... Race-neutral includes gender-neutrality.”

A recipient of federal funds must use race-neutral means before resorting to race-conscious means to remedy discrimination.

[A recipient] must meet the maximum feasible portion of [its] overall goal by using race-neutral means of facilitating DBE participation. Race-neutral DBE participation includes any time a DBE wins a prime contract through customary competitive procurement procedures, is awarded a subcontract on a prime contract that does not carry a DBE goal, or even if there is a DBE goal, wins a subcontract from a prime contractor that did not consider its DBE status in making the award (e.g., a prime contractor that uses a strict low bid system to award subcontracts).

Race-neutral means include: “[a]rranging solicitations, times for the presentation of bids, quantities, specifications, and delivery schedules in ways that facilitate DBE, and other small businesses,”

“[p]roviding assistance in overcoming limitations such as inability to obtain bonding or financing,” “technical assistance and other services,” and otherwise as specified in the regulations. The recipient “must establish contract goals to meet any portion of [its] overall goal [it does] not project being able to meet using race-neutral means.”

Thus, current law “employs a race-based rebuttable presumption to define the use of race-conscious remedial measures....” Assuming that a compelling interest has been demonstrated for a “race-conscious” approach, the law must be narrowly tailored. Although rigid numerical quotas are not narrowly tailored and are not permissible, it is not impermissible for Congress to require “innocent persons” to share some of the burden in eradicating racial discrimination by “cur[ing] the effects of prior discrimination.”

Under current federal law, a state must set a DBE utilization goal that reflects its “determination of the level of DBE participation [that] would be expected absent the effects of discrimination.” The goal is “undifferentiated” in that it must encompass all minority groups. Part C of the regulations addresses the role of the “statutory 10 percent goal” in the DBE program. As the regulations provide,

(a) The statutes authorizing this program provide that, except to the extent the Secretary determines otherwise, not less than 10 percent of the authorized funds are to be expended with DBEs.

(b) This 10 percent goal is an aspirational goal at the national level, which the Department uses as a tool in evaluating and monitoring DBEs’ opportunities to participate in DOT-assisted contracts.

(c) The national 10 percent goal does not authorize or require recipients to set overall or contract goals at the 10 percent level, or any other particular level, or to take any special administrative steps if their goals are above or below 10 percent.

Although there are several steps in the process of setting the recipient’s DBE program goal, Section 26.5 provides, inter alia, that the recipient’s overall goal must be based on demonstrable evidence of the availability of ready, willing and able DBEs relative to all businesses ready, willing and able to participate on [the recipient’s] DOT-assisted contracts (hereafter, the “relative availability of DBEs”). The goal must reflect [the recipient’s] determination of the level of DBE participation [it] would expect absent the effects of discrimination. [The recipient] cannot simply rely on either the 10 percent national goal, [the recipient’s] previous overall goal or past DBE participation rates in [its] program without reference to the relative availability of DBEs in [the recipient’s] market.

As Section 26.43 states, a recipient “is not permitted to use quotas for DBEs on DOT-assisted contracts subject to this part.” Furthermore, a recipient “may not set-aside contracts for DBEs on DOT-assisted contracts subject to this part, except that, in limited and extreme circumstances, [a recipient] may use set-asides when no other method could be reasonably expected to redress egregious instances of discrimination.”
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Prior law had given rise to ill-defined goals upon which remedial measures were based. However, as one court has observed, under current law

"[T]he process by which recipients of federal transportation funding set aspirational goals is now much more rigorous." The current regulation instructs each recipient that its "overall goal must be based on demonstrable evidence of the availability of ready, willing and able DBEs relative to all businesses ready, willing and able to participate on [the recipient's] DOT-assisted contracts" and must make "reference to the relative availability of DBEs in [the recipient's] market." 49 C.F.R. § 26.45(b) (2000). In addition, goal setting must involve "examining all evidence available in [the recipient's] jurisdiction." Id. § 26.45(e). Such evidence may include census data and valid disparity studies. See id. § 26.45(c)(1)-(3). After examining this evidence, the recipient must adjust its DBE participation goal by examining the capacity of DBEs to perform needed work, disparity studies, and other evidence. See id. § 26.45(d).

When submitting a goal, the recipient must include a description of the methodology and evidence used. See id. § 26.45(f)(3).

Important provisions regarding contract goals appear in § 26.51(e) and (f). For example,

(1) [A recipient may] use contract goals only on those DOT-assisted contracts that have subcontracting possibilities.

(2) [A recipient is not required to set a contract goal on every DOT-assisted contract. A recipient is not required to set each contract goal at the same percentage level as the overall goal. The goal for a specific contract may be higher or lower than that percentage level of the overall goal.]

Furthermore,

[t]o ensure that [the recipient's] DBE program continues to be narrowly tailored to overcome the effects of discrimination, [the recipient] must adjust [its] use of contract goals as follows:

(1) If [the recipient's] approved projection under paragraph (c) of this section estimates that [it] can meet [its] entire overall goal for a given year through race-neutral means, [the recipient] must implement [its] program without setting contract goals during that year.

(2) If, during the course of any year in which [the recipient is] using contract goals, [it] determine[s] that [it] will exceed [its] overall goal, [the recipient] must reduce or eliminate the use of contract goals to the extent necessary to ensure that the use of contract goals does not result in exceeding the overall goal. If [the recipient] determine[s] that [it] will fall short of [its] overall goal, then [the recipient] must make appropriate modifications in [its] use of race-neutral and/or race-conscious measures to allow [it] to meet the overall goal.

When a recipient has established a DBE contract-goal, it must

award the contract only to a bidder/offeree who makes good faith efforts to meet it. [The recipient] must determine that a bidder/offeree has made good faith efforts if the bidder/offeror does either of the following things:

(1) Documents that it has obtained enough DBE participation to meet the goal; or

(2) Documents that it made adequate good faith efforts to meet the goal, even though it did not succeed in obtaining enough DBE participation to do so."

Importantly, as provided in the 1999 regulations, [a recipient] cannot be penalized, or treated by the Department as being in noncompliance with this rule, because [the recipient's] DBE participation falls short of [its] overall goal, unless [the recipient has] failed to administer [its] program in good faith.

(b) If [the recipient does not have an approved DBE program or overall goal, or if [it] fail[s] to implement [its] program in good faith, [the recipient is] in noncompliance with this part.

Various requirements exist for recipients; for example, under § 26.27, recipients “must thoroughly investigate the full extent of services offered by financial institutions owned and controlled by socially and economically disadvantaged individuals in [a recipient’s] community and make reasonable efforts to use these institutions. [A recipient] must also encourage prime contractors to use such institutions.” Under § 26.33, recipients must take steps “to address overconcentration of DBEs in certain types of work,” such as

the use of incentives, technical assistance, business development programs, mentor-protégé programs, and other appropriate measures designed to assist DBEs in performing work outside of the specific field in which you have determined that non-DBEs are unduly burdened. [A recipient] may also consider varying [its] use of contract goals, to the extent consistent with § 26.51, to ensure that non-DBEs are not unfairly prevented from competing for subcontracts.

Notwithstanding the DBE program's requirements, recipients are allowed to apply for an exemption from any provision of Part A. As for
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Parts B or C, a recipient may “apply for a waiver of any provisions...including but not limited to, any provisions regarding administrative requirements.”

d. Decisions Upholding U.S. DOT’s 1999 DBE Regulations

As discussed below, decisions upholding TEA-21 and the U.S. DOT’s 1999 regulations include Sherbrooke Turf, Inc. v. Minnesota Department of Transportation, Northern Contracting, Inc. v. State of Illinois, and Western States Paving Co. v. Washington State Department of Transportation. (In Western States Paving Co., the court did hold that the federal DBE program was not facially unconstitutional but that the State of Washington’s implementation of its program was unconstitutional “as applied.”) The foregoing cases are discussed also in subsections C.1 to C.4, infra, and elsewhere in the report.

In Sherbrooke, the court rejected the claimant’s argument that in enacting TEA-21, “Congress had no ‘hard evidence’ of widespread intentional race discrimination in the contracting industry.” Moreover, Sherbrooke Turf, Inc., and Gross Seed Company “failed to present affirmative evidence that no remedial action was necessary [on the theory that] minority owned small businesses enjoy nondiscriminatory access to and participate in highway contracts.” The court held that there was a strong basis in the evidence to support Congress’s conclusion that race-based measures were necessary for the reasons stated by the Tenth Circuit in Adarand. As discussed later in the report, the court rejected an argument that the state transportation agencies, in this instance Minnesota and Nebraska, had to “independently satisfy the compelling interest aspect of strict scrutiny review.”

In Northern Contracting, Northern Contracting, which was owned 100 percent by a white male, regularly bid on subcontracts for Federal-aid highway prime contracts awarded to the Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT). Northern Contracting, specializing in fencing, guardrail, and handrail construction, alleged that “several contracts for which it submitted the lowest bid were awarded to subcontractors owned by racial minorities and/or women.” The plaintiff challenged “the constitutionality of provisions of federal and state laws designed to guarantee the award of a portion of highway subcontracts to disadvantaged business enterprises....” The court granted the federal defendants’ motion for summary judgment but denied the state defendants’ and plaintiffs’ motions for summary judgment.

The court held that federal officials had identified a compelling governmental interest for enacting TEA-21, that the statute and regulations were narrowly tailored, and that the state officials did not need to establish a distinct compelling interest for implementing the federal program. Issues of fact remained, however, inter alia, regarding whether the state employed race- and gender-conscious goals in awarding prime contracts and regarding the state’s zero-goal experimental program, the relative number and dollar amounts of subcontracts awarded to DBEs, and the number, type, investigation, and resolution of oral and written complaints of discrimination. On September 8, 2005, the court upheld the State of Illinois’s implementation of its program.

In Western States Paving Co. v. Washington State Department of Transportation, Western States, a company owned by a white male, was an asphalt and paving contractor based in Vancouver, Washington. To comply with TEA-21, the State of Washington had “mandated that the city obtain 14% minority participation on the project” on which the plaintiff submitted a bid. Prime Contractors rejected Western States’ bids, in one case choosing a bid that was $100,000 less than that of the minority-owned firm that was selected. The Ninth Circuit addressed whether TEA-21 was facially unconstitutional and whether it was unconstitutional as applied in the State of Washington.

Western States argued that TEA-21’s “minority preference program” was a violation of equal protection under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amend-
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ments to the U.S. Constitution. The district court held that TEA-21’s minority preference program was both constitutional on its face and as applied. The district court concluded that the State of Washington did not have “to demonstrate that its minority preference program independently satisfied strict scrutiny.” As to the “as applied” constitutional ruling, the Ninth Circuit reversed. In short, without any evidence of discrimination, the court remanded the case “to the district court with instructions to enter summary judgment in favor of Western States on its as-applied challenge.

Besides the Adarand case (see discussion, supra, of Adarand VII), the effect of changes in the law is illustrated also by the district court’s decision (on remand) in Rothe Development Corp. v. United States Department of Defense or “Rothe IV.” (Although the case does not involve the U.S. DOT’s DBE program, the case addresses a number of relevant issues discussed in this subsection and elsewhere in the report.) Although in June 2005 in Rothe V, the Federal Circuit affirmed in part and reversed in part certain rulings by the district court, the district court’s analysis, nevertheless, is instructive.

Rothe was a Texas corporation, owned by a white female. The contract in question was for computer operations and maintenance services for the Base Telecommunications System and Network Control Center at Columbus Air Force Base, Mississippi. Because the government increased Rothe’s bid by 10 percent, International Computers & Telecommunications (ICT) was the company awarded the contract. At issue in Rothe was the constitutionality of Section 1207 of the National Defense Authorization Act of 1987. In the Act, Congress set a goal that 5 percent of the total dollar amount of defense contracts for each fiscal year would be awarded to small businesses owned and controlled by socially and economically disadvantaged individuals. To achieve that goal, Congress authorized the Department of Defense to adjust bids submitted by non-socially and -economically disadvantaged firms upwards by 10 percent (the “price evaluation adjustment program” or “PEA” program). ICT met the requirements for being a socially and economically disadvantaged business and also qualified for a bid after the Department adjusted Rothe’s lowest bid. At issue was whether the 5-percent goal and the 10-percent preferential increase violated the Equal Protection Clause because both features relied in part “on race-conscious classifications.”

In Rothe I, in April 1999, the district court granted summary judgment for the government. After the Fifth Circuit in Rothe II transferred the case to the Federal Circuit, the Federal Circuit reversed the district court. The Federal Circuit held that “the district court failed to analyze the constitutionality of the 1207 program under the strict scrutiny analysis required by the Supreme Court in Croson and Adarand…and [that the district court] relied on post-reauthorization evidence to determine the constitutionality of the 1207 program as re-authorized.

In its 2005 decision, because Rothe sought prospective and declaratory relief, the district court in Rothe IV “address[ed] both the 1992 reauthorization as well as the 2003 reauthorization.” As for the program that was reauthorized in 1992 and applied in 1998, it was held to be unconstitutional “because of the lack of statistical evidence of discrimination against Asian Americans in this particular industry.” In Rothe, similar to Adarand IV, because the government provided ample evidence demonstrating that in this case the Defense Department was acting as a passive participant in present-day discrimination, the court found that Congress had a strong basis to believe that a race-based remedy was necessary in 2003. In Rothe IV, the district court held that the 5 percent and 10 percent features of the program as reauthorized in 1992 and applied in 1998 were unconstitutional. However, the court held that both features as reauthorized in 2003 were constitutional.

The court held that “this type of statistical evidence is more than ample to support Congress’s finding that a discreet remedy encouraging 5% of Defense dollars [for] SDBs [small disadvantaged businesses] [is] constitutional.” Moreover, “this
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type of generalized statistical evidence documenting the wide disparity in public contracting dollars and SDBs shows pervasive discrimination affecting all minority groups.”

Furthermore, “[t]his five percent goal cannot be considered a quota because there are no penalties involved if the Department of Defense does not meet the goal.”

In *Rothe V* the Federal Circuit affirmed in part and reversed in part and remanded the district court’s decision in *Rothe IV*. In this appeal only the issues of the present reauthorization and of the alleged facial constitutionality of Section 1207 were before the court. The court ruled that the government had failed to show that the PEA program would remain suspended in the future. Moreover, the suspension of the PEA program neither mooted Rothe’s claim nor deprived Rothe of standing to bring the action initially. Also, Rothe’s claim was ripe because “the issue whether section 1207, as reauthorized in 2002, is facially unconstitutional is a purely legal issue that is neither abstract nor hypothetical.”

In *Rothe V* the Federal Circuit reversed and remanded the case, however, because on the prior remand the district court had been instructed “to include an analysis of section 1207 ‘at present’.” However, in a series of discovery rulings, the district court “narrowed the issues on remand to exclude the evaluation of the present reauthorization of section 1207.” The Federal Circuit remanded, rather than direct a summary judgment in Rothe’s favor, because in the district court “the government was not on notice that it was required to come forward with all of its evidence” on the issues of the reauthorization and facial constitutionality of Section 1207.

Finally, it may be noted that as of this writing the case of *Enterprise Flasher, Co. v. Mineta*, now pending in the Delaware district court, challenges Delaware’s administration of the DBE program.

Although it has been held that the DBE provisions of TEA-21 and the 1999 U.S. DOT regulations are constitutional, there are still issues that may generate challenges to a DBE program. For example, “a future plaintiff could offer additional evidence sufficient to raise a genuine issue of material fact as to whether the government has met its evidentiary burden.” Moreover, in “*Adarand VII*, the court did not evaluate the state’s DBE program.”

2. State and Local Affirmative Action Programs

In *Concrete Works of Colorado, Inc. v. City and County of Denver*, the Tenth Circuit held that the defendant could use its spending powers to remedy private discrimination if it identified that discrimination with particularity as required by the Fourteenth Amendment. In *Concrete Works*, Concrete Works of Colorado, Inc., challenged the constitutionality of an affirmative action ordinance enacted by the City and County of Denver. Although Denver had enacted the first version of the law in 1990 and had enacted versions twice since then, the essential elements remained unchanged. In a case with a long history, the appellate court reversed the district court’s order enjoining Denver from enforcing the law.

In reviewing Denver’s evidence, including disparity studies, the appellate court rejected various attacks on the studies. The appellate court held that “evidence of market place data can be used to
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support a compelling interest...." It was proper for Denver to "demonstrate that it is a passive participant in a system of racial exclusion practiced by elements of the local construction industry by compiling evidence of marketplace discrimination and then linking its spending powers to the private discrimination." For instance, "evidence of discriminatory barriers to the formation of businesses by minorities and women" in the industry "shows a 'strong link' between a government's 'disbursements of public funds for construction contracts and the channeling of those funds due to private discrimination.'"

However, the appellate court ruled that the district court did properly consider Denver's "business formation studies[] and the studies measuring marketplace discrimination." The appellate court rejected attacks on the evidence that the "disparities shown in the studies may be attributable to firm size and experience rather than discrimination," that the studies did not control for "firm specialization," or that the studies were unreliable because they were "not a measure of only those firms actually bidding on City construction projects," as well as rejected other attacks on the sufficiency of the studies. After acknowledging that the record contained "extensive evidence" of Denver's compelling interest in the remediation of discrimination against both MBEs and WBEs, the court, finding the plan to be narrowly tailored, upheld the constitutionality of the Denver plan and reversed and remanded the case with instructions to enter judgment for Denver.

However, the courts have ruled that other affirmative action programs are unconstitutional. For example, in Builders Association of Greater Chicago v. County of Cook the court, finding that there was no evidence that the prime contractors on the county's projects were discriminating against minorities and that such pre-enactment evidence of discrimination was unknown to the county, the county was not entitled to take remedial action. The county failed to establish the premise for a racial remedy, which in any event went further than was necessary to eliminate the evil against which it was directed. Upholding these findings of fact, the Seventh Circuit affirmed the district court's judgment, ruling that the county's program was unconstitutional.

In Engineering Contractors Association of South Florida, Inc. v. Metropolitan Dade County six trade associations whose members regularly performed work for the county challenged "three substantially identical affirmative action programs administered by Dade County" that were enacted between 1982 and 1994 for Black Business Enterprises, Hispanic Business Enterprises, and WBEs with participation goals of 15 percent, 19 percent, and 11 percent, respectively, for each group. Any contract over $25,000 funded in part by the county required that every reasonable effort be made to achieve the goal, including set-asides, subcontractor goals, project goals, bid preferences, and selection factors. The goals of each contract were reviewed by the county and could be appealed to the county manager; each year the county commission had to decide whether to renew the affirmative action program.

In applying strict scrutiny, the district court found that the affirmative action plan did not meet the "strong basis in evidence" requirement in reference to the Black and Hispanic businesses, nor could the court find that the affirmative action program was narrowly tailored to serve the government's compelling interest. Likewise, the court found that in reference to the women's businesses there was a lack of probative evidence to support the county's rationale for implementing a gender preference and that the gender-based affirmative action plan was not substantially related to an important government interest.

The appellate court affirmed the district court's ruling that the programs violated the Equal Protection Clause. The appellate court, moreover, held that, even if it were assumed that the county had demonstrated a strong basis in evidence supporting a compelling reason for an affirmative action program, the county's affirmative action programs for Blacks and Hispanics were not narrowly tailored because the county had implemented race- or ethnicity-conscious measures without even considering
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or trying alternatives or neutral measures. On the other hand, the county’s gender-conscious program was sufficiently flexible, but the county failed “to present sufficient probative evidence of discrimination against women in the relevant parts of the local construction industry.” Failing to find clear error by the district court, the appellate court affirmed the judgment.

In Association for Fairness in Business, Inc. v. State of New Jersey, a preliminary injunction was granted and denied in part in an action challenging the minority set-aside provisions of the New Jersey Casino Control Act that provided that each casino licensee shall have a goal of expending 15 percent of the dollar value of its contracts for goods and services with MBEs and WBEs. The court ruled, inter alia, that

In this case, the State of New Jersey and the New Jersey Casino Control Commission have not made a showing of discrimination that would support a finding that New Jersey has a compelling interest in applying a set-aside program to contracts for goods and services in the casino industry. First, there is little evidence that the creation of the set-aside program in this case was predicated on findings of race-based or gender-based discrimination in the casino industry. There is no evidence, for example, that the New Jersey Legislature adopted the set-aside program on the basis of any such findings.

Enjoining the statute’s provisions that concerned implementation of the program, the court granted the Plaintiff’s motion for preliminary injunction.

3. Issues Arising in Connection With Challenges to DBE Requirements

a. Preliminary or Procedural Issues

Recent cases have addressed preliminary or procedural issues having to do with whether the claimant challenging a DBE program has standing and whether events have occurred in the interim that have rendered all or part of the case moot.

Standing.—As for whether the plaintiff has standing to challenge an affirmative action program,

the Supreme Court has set forth three requirements that constitute the “irreducible constitutional minimum” of standing. First, a plaintiff must demonstrate an “injury in fact” that is “concrete,” “distinct and palpable,” and “actual or imminent.” Second, a plaintiff must establish causation—a “fairly traceable” connection between the alleged injury in fact and the alleged conduct of the defendant. Third, a plaintiff must show redressability, that is, a “substantial likelihood that the requested relief will remedy the alleged injury in fact.”

In Northern Contracting, the court observed that “no uniform picture emerges from the case law regarding standing doctrine in cases involving governmental race or gender-based set-aside programs.” Nevertheless, the court held that the plaintiff had standing where the

plaintiff bid on federal-aid IDOT highway contracts in the past, will continue to bid on such projects in the future, and suffered competitive harm (however minimal) when three subcontracts in the past three years for which Plaintiff submitted the lowest bid were nevertheless awarded to DBEs pursuant to the federal and state DBE programs.

In Engineering Contractors, one of the principal issues in the case was also the one of standing. While affirming the district court’s finding that the county’s evidence of past discrimination was insufficient and ruling that the challenged enactments were unconstitutional, the Eleventh Circuit, however, agreed that the association had standing, as their members regularly performed work for the county.

By stipulation, the plaintiffs’ members are competing with MWBEs for County construction contracts, and because of the MWBE programs they do not compete on an equal basis. When the government loads the dice that way, the Supreme Court says that anyone in the game has standing to raise a constitutional challenge. “The injury in cases of this kind is that a discriminatory classification prevents the plaintiff from competing on an equal footing....” “To establish standing, therefore, a party challenging a set-aside program...need only demonstrate that it is able and ready to bid on contracts and that a discriminatory policy prevents it from doing so on an equal basis.” We are satisfied that the plaintiffs have standing....

Although recognizing that at least two courts had held that the plaintiff had not demonstrated causation or redressability resulting from TEA-21 and implementation of the regulations and thus lacked
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standing, the Northern Contracting court concluded that in most of the cases in this area the claimants were held to have standing.

In Rothe V the Federal Circuit held that the government’s suspension of the PEA program did not deprive Rothe of standing to bring the case initially; “while it is true that a plaintiff must have a personal interest at stake throughout the litigation of a case, such interest is to be assessed under the rubric of standing at the commencement of the case, and under the rubric of mootness thereafter.”

Mootness.—Where a provision of an affirmative action program is challenged, the government may announce that the program feature is no longer in use. The question has arisen whether the government’s change in policy after the initiation of a constitutional challenge has the effect of mooting the claimant’s case.

In Rothe IV, as noted, at issue was a preferential price increase or PEA. Although the government had not used the provision since 1998, the district court ruled that that “the possibility that the program could be reimplemented in the future confirms that the issue presented remains a live controversy.” The court stated that “a case does not become moot simply because the challenged conduct has temporarily ceased.” In Rothe V, the Federal Circuit affirmed the district court’s ruling that the suspension of the price-evaluation adjustment component of Section 1207 did not moot Rothe’s claim, in part “because the continued viability of the suspension depends on the continued fulfillment of the five percent goal; this fact tends to undermine the government’s proof that the price-evaluation adjustment will remain suspended.

On the other hand, the Federal Circuit affirmed the district court’s ruling that part of Rothe’s case was moot because the Defense Department (after Rothe’s unsuccessful bid for an award of the 1998 contract at issue) had “resolicited bids and awarded a new contract without the PEA program to an entirely different entity.” The Federal Circuit stated that a claim may be moot where the contract at issue was directed to the provision of services “over a specific time period that has now passed.

b. Evidence Required to Satisfy the Compelling Interest Requirement

Burden of Proof of Discrimination.—As held in Adarand III, when a governmental program relies on racial classifications, the program must satisfy the test of strict scrutiny. The program in fact must satisfy a two-prong test: it “must serve a compelling governmental interest, and [it] must be narrowly tailored to further that interest.” Both prongs and the sub-issues arising under each are discussed in this and the next section of the report.

First, when racial classifications are present in public contracting, the court “must determine whether the government’s articulated goal in enacting the race-based measures...is appropriately considered a ‘compelling interest’. Second, the court must elucidate the standards required for evaluating the government’s evidence of a compelling interest. Third, the court must decide whether the government’s interest is sufficiently strong to meet the government’s initial burden of demonstrating that there is a compelling interest. Finally, the court must decide whether the party challenging the program has met its “ultimate burden of rebutting the government’s evidence....

When enacting a DBE program Congress may consider evidence of discrimination in society at large with respect to public contracting, because the reach of Congress is “nationwide.” The validity of the evidence considered by Congress is entitled to some deference, but the congressional decision to implement a program is subject to judicial scrutiny. As seen, since the passage of TEA-21 and the promulgation of the U.S. DOT DBE regulations in 1999, several courts have considered the issue of the sufficiency of the evidence considered by Congress. The courts have “conclude[d] that the federal government has a compelling interest in not perpetuating the effects of racial discrimination in its own distribution of federal funds and in remediating the effects of past discrimination in the government contracting markets created by its di-
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Congress, thus, unlike the states, may “redress the effects of society-wide discrimination.”

Nevertheless, generalized congressional statements regarding racial discrimination are not enough “to demonstrate a strong basis in the evidence” but “must be considered when determining Congress’s intent.” When Congress reauthorized the DBE program in 2003 there were “more than fifty documents and thirty congressional hearings on minority-owned businesses prepared in response to the Supreme Court’s Adarand decision” that were entitled to some deference and constituted valid evidence. Moreover, Congress may rely on earlier, pre-enactment evidence, such as “numbers and statistics from 1990, 1996, and 1998 [which were] still relevant to Congress’ decision-making in 2003.” Congress also may “extrapolate findings of private discrimination to support a finding of unconstitutional discrimination in the public sector;” the reason is that such evidence “support[s] a congressional finding that the government acts as a passive participant in discrimination.”

Even so, the question is “how much evidence is necessary in order for Congress to use this power [to] create a nationwide program.” It is not necessary that Congress make specific findings in regard to discrimination against specific minority groups. Congress need not, for example, review the evidence or lack thereof of discrimination specifically against “Korean-Americans, because the DBE in question was owned by a member of that particular ethnic group,” nor must Congress have evidence specifically of discrimination in the “computer maintenance and repair services in the defense industry,” as was argued unsuccessfully in the Rothe case. That is, “Congress need only look to broad categories to provide information on the prevalence of discrimination.” For instance, in Rothe IV the court stated that Rothe’s argument that “a particular sub-class should not be presumed socially and economically disadvantaged narrows the inquiry too much for Congress.”

**Requirement of a “Strong Basis in Evidence.”—** The question of whether the government demonstrated a strong basis in evidence is a question of law that is reviewed de novo on appeal; the “underlying factual findings [are] reviewed for clear error.” For the government to fulfill the requirement that there must be a compelling interest for a program, there must be “identified discrimination;” there must be specific “evidence of past or present discrimination.” There must be “a strong basis in evidence to conclude that remedial action was necessary....” As the court explained in Concrete Works, the government “must identify the past or present discrimination ‘with some specificity.’ Second, it must also demonstrate that a ‘strong basis in evidence’ supports its conclusion that remedial action is necessary.”

With respect to TEA-21 and the 1999 regulations, the courts in Adarand VII, Sherbrooke Turf, Northern Contracting, and Western States Paving concluded “that Congress ‘had spent decades compiling evidence of race discrimination in government highway contracting, of barriers to the formation of minority-owned construction businesses, and of barriers to entry.’” Thus, “Congress had a ‘strong basis in evidence’ to conclude that the DBE program was necessary to redress private discrimination in federally-assisted highway subcontracting.” Strong evidence is that “approaching a prima facie case of a constitutional or statutory violation; not irrefutable or definitive proof of discrimination.” The government’s burden can be met “without conclusively proving the existence of past or present racial discrimination.”

In Western States, the Ninth Circuit held that with respect to public contracting, the federal government had demonstrated “a compelling basis for classifying individuals according to race....” Moreover, the State of Washington did not have to “demonstrate an independent compelling interest for its DBE program.”
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vidence of discrimination against each group included in the ordinances, Denver did not have "to show that each group suffered equally from discrimination."\textsuperscript{246} Instead, "Denver's only burden was to introduce evidence which raised the inference of discriminatory exclusion in the local construction industry and linked its spending to that discrimination."\textsuperscript{248}

Not all government defendants are able to meet the compelling interest requirement. For example, in \textit{Builders Association of Greater Chicago v. County of Cook}\textsuperscript{249} the Seventh Circuit held that there was no evidence that the prime contractors on the county's projects were discriminating against minorities. The county failed to establish the premise for a racial remedy and the remedy went further than was necessary to eliminate the evil against which it was directed.

Similarly, in \textit{Association for Fairness in Business, Inc. v. State of New Jersey}\textsuperscript{250} a federal district court in New Jersey granted a preliminary injunction in an action challenging the minority set-aside provisions of the New Jersey Casino Control Act. The Act provided that each casino licensee would have a goal of expending 15 percent of the dollar value of its contracts for goods and services with MBEs and WBEs. The State of New Jersey and the New Jersey Casino Control Commission were unable to make "a showing of discrimination that would support a finding that New Jersey has a compelling interest in applying a set-aside program to contracts for goods and services in the casino industry."\textsuperscript{251}

\textbf{Evidence Required for a Race-Conscious Versus a Gender-Conscious DBE Program.}—Under the 1999 DBE regulations applicable to recipients of federal aid for highway, transit, and airport projects, the regulations are applicable both to minorities and women. However, the evidence needed to support a compelling interest for the establishment of a race- or ethnicity-based program in contrast to a gender-based program is different. For a race- or ethnicity-based program, "there must be a strong basis in evidence to support the conclusion that remedial action is necessary."\textsuperscript{252} However, the evidence required is something less for a gender-conscious program. It appears that the most that can be said now of the evidence required is that it must be "probative evidence" that is also "sufficient."\textsuperscript{253} Although such language may be imprecise and "beg the question," apparently the standard to be applied will have to "draw meaning from an evolving body of case law."\textsuperscript{254}

\textbf{Requirement of Statistical Evidence of Discrimination.}—As seen, Congress had to have "a strong basis in evidence" before enacting a "race-based remedial program."\textsuperscript{255} Since the Supreme Court's decisions in \textit{Adarand III} and in \textit{Shaw v. Hunt},\textsuperscript{256} Congress has had "a burden to statistically document the need for a race-based program."\textsuperscript{257}

Decisional law, as well as the U.S. DOT's 1999 DBE regulations, specifically authorizes the use of disparity studies. In \textit{Adarand VII}, the court considered local disparity studies undertaken by state and local governments "to assess the disparity, if any, between availability and utilization of minority-owned businesses in government contracting."\textsuperscript{258} Although such studies were not conclusive that "the number of minority DBEs would be significantly higher but for such barriers," the court reasoned that "[t]he disparity between minority DBE availability and market utilization in the subcontracting industry raises an inference that the various discriminatory factors the government cites have created that disparity."\textsuperscript{259}

Although disparity and availability studies are beyond the scope of the report, one source states that "[d]isparity is the difference between capacity and utilization. In an ideal environment, capacity and utilization would be identical and the disparity measure would be zero. For the purposes of disparity study, a disparity measure of less than zero (a negative number) suggests underutilization of MBE or WBE firms, and a disparity measure of greater than zero suggests over utilization."\textsuperscript{260} As for an availability study, it is "an analysis of the market of qualified MBE/WBE businesses that are available in a given geographical location to do the work involved. The analysis should be based on
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those qualified MBE/WBE firms that are available to do the work in the given arena or field that you need for your project.\footnote{261}

Several cases since 1995 have dealt with whether an affirmative action program was supported by a strong basis in the evidence of past or current discrimination. In \textit{Concrete Works, supra}, the court found that “59 statistical studies from across the nation succinctly demonstrate[d] that Congress was reacting with a strong basis in the evidence.”\footnote{262} The evidence “conclusively demonstrate[d] that Asian-Americans, as well as other minorities, were not competing at a national level because of discrimination.”\footnote{263} In another case involving promotions, a statistical model demonstrated that “past promotions of African-Americans and Hispanics to detective were...substantially below” what they should have been in the absence of discrimination.\footnote{264}

In \textit{Concrete Works} the court reviewed statistical evidence from as early as 1989. In 1997 the City had retained a company “to conduct a study to estimate the availability of MBEs and WBEs and to examine, \textit{inter alia}, whether race and gender discrimination limited the participation of MBEs and WBEs in construction projects of the type typically undertaken by the City...”\footnote{265} The court noted that the resulting “study used a more sophisticated method to calculate availability than the earlier studies...”\footnote{266} Thereafter, Denver “reduced the annual goals to 10% for both MBEs and WBEs and eliminated a provision which previously allowed M/WBEs to count their own work toward their project goals.”\footnote{267}

The appellate court held that:

Denver may rely on "empirical evidence that demonstrates a significant statistical disparity between the number of qualified minority contractors...and the number of such contractors actually engaged by the locality or the locality's prime contractors..." Denver may supplement the statistical evidence with anecdotal evidence of public and private discrimination.... Denver, however, clearly may take measures to remedy its own discrimination or even to prevent itself from acting as a "passive participant in a system of racial exclusion practiced by elements of the local construction industry..." Thus, Denver may establish its compelling interest by presenting evidence of its own direct participation in racial discrimination or its passive participation in private discrimination....\footnote{268}

The appellate court held that “[t]he record contains extensive evidence” that Denver’s ordinances “were necessary to remediate discrimination against both MBEs and WBEs.”\footnote{269} Thus, the City had a compelling interest in remedying race discrimination in the construction industry, and it had an important government interest in remedying gender discrimination in the construction industry.\footnote{270}

In the district court’s 2005 opinion in \textit{Northern Contracting}, in which the court upheld IDOT’s DBE program, the court reviewed IDOT’s evidence in detail. The court noted that

\begin{quote}
[in setting its overall goal for the FY 2005 Plan, IDOT followed the two-step process set forth in 49 C.F.R. pt. 26: (1) calculation of a base figure for the relative availability of DBEs and (2) consideration of a possible adjustment to the base figure to reflect the effects of the DBE program and the level of participation that would be expected but for the effects of past and present discrimination.\footnote{271}]
\end{quote}

As discussed in the court’s opinion, under the 1999 regulations a recipient "may calculate its base estimate of DBE availability using one of five methods." Previously, IDOT had used a bidders’ list to make its calculations, but for the 2005 plan

IDOT commissioned [National Economic Research Associates, Inc., a Chicago-based consulting firm, ("NERA") to conduct a custom census to determine whether a more accurate means of determining the relative availability of DBEs might be available....

In developing its own methodology, NERA relied on 49 C.F.R. § 26.45(c)(5), which authorizes a Recipient to utilize alternative methods (beyond those specifically identified in the Regulations) to determine the relative availability of DBEs, so long as the alternative methodology is "based on demonstrable evidence of local market conditions and... designed to ultimately attain a goal that is rationally related to the relative availability of DBEs in [the Recipient’s] market.”\footnote{272}
In approving the approach taken by IDOT and its consultant, the court reviewed NERA’s six-step analysis used “to determine the baseline level of DBE availability.”

Statistical studies of discrimination have been attacked on various grounds. However, in Engineering Contractors Association of South Florida, Inc., supra, the plaintiffs’ principal objection to the county’s evidence was that the disparities had a neutral explanation—the size of the firms. The appellate court agreed with the district court that the anecdotal evidence and the statistical evidence together were still an insufficient evidentiary foundation. Without statistical evidence “anecdotal evidence is not enough to sustain a race-based remedial program.” Because of the lack of evidence to support the program, the court affirmed the district court’s decision, finding the program to be unconstitutional. Likewise, in Association for Fairness in Business, Inc., there was “little evidence that the creation of the set-aside program in this case was predicated on findings of race-based or gender-based discrimination in the casino industry.”

c. Factors Applicable to the Narrow Tailoring Requirement

Summary of Factors Applied by the Courts.—Assuming that a compelling interest has been demonstrated for a “race-conscious” approach, the government may use race-conscious programs that seek both to eradicate discrimination by the governmental entity itself and to prevent the public entity from acting as a “passive participant” in a system of racial exclusion practiced by elements of the local construction industry by allowing tax dollars to finance the evil of private prejudice. However, the law must be narrowly tailored. Rigid numerical quotas are not permitted precisely because they are not narrowly tailored.

There appear to be four to six factors the courts commonly consider in deciding whether the law is narrowly tailored:

1. the necessity of relief; (2) the efficacy of alternative, race-neutral remedies; (3) the flexibility of relief, including the availability of waiver provisions; (4) the relationship of the stated numerical goals to the relevant labor market; (5) the impact of relief on the rights of third parties; and (6) the over[-]inclusiveness or under[-]inclusiveness of the racial classification.

In Dallas Fire Fighters Association the Fifth Circuit only addressed the question of whether the race-conscious promotions were constitutional, not the affirmative action policies as a whole. The court acknowledged that

“[i]n analyzing race conscious remedial measures we essentially are guided by four factors: (1) necessity for the relief and efficacy of alternative remedies; (2) flexibility and duration of the relief; (3) relationship of the numerical goals to the relevant labor market; and (4) impact of the relief on the rights of third parties.”

Race-Neutral Means.—Narrow tailoring means that a program “discriminates against whites as little as possible consistent with effective remediation.” Reliance first on race-neutral means is important in demonstrating that an affirmative action program for public contracting is narrowly tailored. Since Adarand the government must show that it adequately considered “race neutral alternative remedies” prior to the implementation of a plan with its race-based presumptions of disadvantage. Thus, the Tenth Circuit has emphasized that the U.S. DOT’s “current, revised regulations instruct recipients that you must meet the maximum feasible portion of your overall goal by using race-neutral means of facilitating DBE participa-
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"if a recipient projects it will not be able to meet its overall goal using only race-neutral means, it must establish contract goals to the extent that such goals will achieve the overall goal. A recipient may use contract goals only on those U.S. DOT-assisted contracts that have subcontracting possibilities."

In its 2004 opinion, the district court in Northern Contracting dismissed the case against the federal defendants but found that there was an issue of fact as to whether the IDOT program was narrowly tailored. In an opinion in 2005, the district court upheld the IDOT DBE program. In regard to race-neutral means, the court stated that “IDOT’s fiscal year 2005 plan contains a number of race- and gender-neutral measures designed to achieve the maximum feasible portion of its overall DBE utilization goal without resort to race- or gender-conscious measures.” IDOT’s measures, *inter alia*, included “encourag[ing] participation in IDOT-contracted work on the part of small businesses, whether or not they qualify as DBEs.”

**Program Flexibility.**—Another factor the courts consider is the program’s flexibility. The 1999 DBE regulations have been held to satisfy that test. It is important that the program’s goals are not rigid and that a recipient is not actually required to meet them but “merely that the [recipient] make a good faith effort to do so...” Even so, in Adarand VII, the court found that the 1996 SCC program, as well as the present version of the regulations, met the flexibility test.
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The 1996 SCC program, providing a subsidy for the use of DBEs, is certainly more flexible than the set-asides considered in either *Fullilove* or *Croson* because the program is not mandatory. It does not require the use of DBEs in subcontracting against the will of the prime contractor. Moreover, the 1996 SCC program incorporates an additional element of flexibility—“the availability of waiver,”—because any prime contractor is free not to take advantage of the clause and will never be required to make a “gratuitous” choice of subcontractors. With regard to flexibility, the 1996 program passes muster under a narrow-tailoring analysis.

Nothing has changed in this regard from 1996 until the present that would militate [against] the contrary conclusion. On the contrary, the present version of the regulations [has] increased the flexibility of the government's...
In the 2005 *Northern Contracting* decision regarding whether the IDOT DBE program was narrowly tailored, the district court stated that “IDOT’s DBE program also retains significant flexibility through the use of contract-by-contract goal setting.... IDOT sets individual contract goals only after considering the nature of the work involved, the geographic area, and the availability of DBEs in that area.”

**Under- or Over-Inclusiveness.—** The program must be assessed for “under or over-inclusiveness of the DBE classification.” That is, “we must be especially careful to inquire into whether there has been an effort to identify worthy participants in DBE programs or whether the programs in question paint with too broad—or too narrow—a brush.” However, in analyzing whether the DBE program is narrowly tailored, it is not necessary to inquire into [the extent of] discrimination against each particular minority racial or ethnic group. A program must be evaluated regarding its “consideration of the use of race-neutral means’ and whether the program [is] appropriately limited [so as] not to last longer than the discriminatory effects it is designed to eliminate.”

For a classification to be narrowly tailored, it does not have to include minority individuals who have themselves suffered discrimination, as well as “all non-minority individuals who have suffered disadvantage as well.” If that “degree of precise fit” were required the test would “render strict scrutiny ‘fatal in fact,’” an unacceptable outcome given the Supreme Court’s declaration that the application of the strict scrutiny test is not fatal in fact. As the *Rothe IV* court stated, Congress directed the affirmative action program at issue in that case “specifically at individuals affected by discrimination” with regulations designed “to identify and eliminate individuals who were not disadvantaged and should no longer qualify.” Finally, the DBE program is not over-inclusive based on a now-discredited argument that the “[r]egulations ‘require[] states to presume literally everyone in America is socially and economically disadvantaged except white males.”

**Duration of the DBE Program.—** The revised regulations, together with the congressional debate over whether to continue the DBE program by enacting TEA-21, demonstrate that the program’s duration is limited so that it does not last any “longer than the discriminatory effects [they are] designed to eliminate.”

**Burden on Third Parties.—** TEA-21 and now, presumably, SAFETEA-LU, and the 1999 regulations satisfy the next factor—the burden on third parties—in part because limitations have been incorporated so that “the subsidy is capped in such a way to circumscribe the financial incentive to hire DBEs; after a fairly low threshold the incentive for the prime contractor to hire further DBEs disappears.”

**Numerical Proportionality.—** Next, courts have considered the factor of numerical proportionality—“whether the aspirational goals of 5% in the SBA and 10% participation contained in STURAA, ISTEA, and TEA-21 are proportionate only if they correspond to an actual finding as to the number of
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The appellate court directed its analysis to *Adarand III’s* specific questions on remand, and the foregoing narrow-tailoring factors: (1) the availability of race-neutral alternative remedies; (2) limits on the duration of the SCC and DBE certification programs; (3) flexibility; (4) numerical proportionality; (5) the burden on third parties; and (6) over- or under-inclusiveness.
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For example, an SDB can only participate in the program for a period of nine years. 13 C.F.R. § 124.2. In addition, the Small Business Administration has placed net worth caps on individuals participating in the program. 13 C.F.R. § 124.104(c)(2). By placing a cap on individuals that can participate, the program targets individuals “whose ability to compete” is no longer impaired. 13 C.F.R. § 124.104. In addition, the presumption of social disability can be overcome with credible evidence. 13 C.F.R. § 124.103(c). Likewise, an interested party may protest the disadvantaged status of an apparently successful SDB. 13 C.F.R. § 124.1017. Thus, these waiver provisions further support the Court’s conclusion that Congress specifically and narrowly tailored this remedy to its perceived compelling interest.

*Id.* at 859.


307 *Id.* at 1183.
existing minority-owned businesses.\textsuperscript{310} The Supreme Court in \textit{Croson} had found that it was “completely unrealistic” that “minorities will choose a particular trade in lockstep proportion to their representation in the local population.”\textsuperscript{311} The Tenth Circuit in \textit{Adarand} found that the record of past discrimination supported “the government’s contention that the 5% and 10% goals incorporated in the statutes at issue here, unlike the set aside[s] in both \textit{Fullilove} and \textit{Croson}, are merely aspirational and not mandatory.”\textsuperscript{312} In \textit{Northern Contracting} the court rejected the contention “that the federal DBE program lacks numerical proportionality, \textit{i.e.}, that the goal-setting mechanism is not ‘reasonably tied to’ the number of DBEs that are ‘qualified, willing, and able’ to work.”\textsuperscript{313}

\section*{d. Evidence Required to Satisfy the Narrow Tailoring Requirement}

This subsection discusses the type and quality of evidence needed to satisfy strict scrutiny as illustrated by two recent cases in which both courts accepted the federal DBE program as a compelling governmental interest. The courts recognized also that the federal program delegated to the states the actual administration of the program. Thus, the courts’ scrutiny also focused on whether the two states’ DBE programs were narrowly tailored to further the federal government's compelling interest. Although Congress’s findings were sufficient evidence to meet the compelling interest prong of strict scrutiny, the courts required the states to support their application of a DBE program through evidence sufficient to justify the need for the federal DBE program in each state.

In 2005 in \textit{Western States} the Ninth Circuit addressed whether TEA-21 violated the Equal Protection Clause on its face or as applied by the State of Washington.\textsuperscript{314} This statute contained race preferences in the distribution of federally funded transportation contracts. Under TEA-21 federal funds were provided to the Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT). Use of these funds required compliance with a minority utilization provision as discussed below. WSDOT determined that its projects had to obtain 14 percent minority participation to comply with this provision. The WSDOT rejected a bid submitted by Western States for one project and accepted a higher bid by a minority-owned firm.\textsuperscript{315}

The TEA-21 provision in question stated that “except to the extent that the Secretary [of U.S. DOT] determines otherwise, not less than 10 percent of the amounts made available for any program under titles I, III, and V of this Act shall be expended with small business concerns owned and controlled by socially and economically disadvantaged individuals.”\textsuperscript{316} The U.S. DOT’s regulations, \textit{supra}, state that the purpose of the preference program is to create a level playing field. As seen, the regulations define a DBE and permit a rebuttable presumption of social and economic disadvantage based on race.\textsuperscript{317} Although the level of DBE-participation is determined by the state, the statute seeks an aspirational goal of 10 percent.\textsuperscript{318} In determining the level of DBE-utilization under the regulations, the states are required to apply a two-step process. First, the state must determine the availability of DBEs within the state and may compare it to the availability of non-DBEs. Second, this figure may be adjusted upwards or downwards when compared to non-DBE firms available in the state based on the capacity of DBEs to perform work and based on statistical or anecdotal evidence of discrimination against DBEs obtained from statistical disparity studies, discrimination in the bonding and financing industries, and the present effect of past discrimination. The process results in the state’s DBE-utilization goal for the fiscal year.\textsuperscript{319}

In \textit{Western States} the Ninth Circuit emphasized that Congress did not have to put forth evidence that minorities suffer discrimination in every single contract.\textsuperscript{320} The Court held that

\textit{in light of the substantial body of statistical and anecdotal material considered at the time of TEA-21’s enactment, Congress had a strong basis in evidence for concluding that—in at least some parts of the country—discrimination within the transporta-
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tion contracting industry hinders minorities’ ability to compete for federally funded contracts.\textsuperscript{319}

Western States argued that WSDOT offered no evidence of discrimination in Washington at all. WSDOT responded by stating that it did not need to establish independently that its application of TEA-21 passed this prong of strict scrutiny. Although the court agreed with WSDOT, the court next inquired into the constitutionality of WSDOT’s application of the provision.\textsuperscript{320}

In determining whether WSDOT’s application was narrowly tailored, the court required additional evidence to justify WSDOT’s application of the plan. In ascertaining the state’s DBE utilization goal under the regulations, WSDOT did not adjust its DBE utilization figure either for discrimination in the bonding and financing industry or past or present effects of discrimination because of a lack of supporting statistical or anecdotal evidence of such discrimination. Accordingly, the court held that WSDOT’s application of the DBE program violated equal protection because WSDOT’s application of the program was not narrowly tailored to further Congress’s remedial objective.\textsuperscript{321}

In\textsuperscript{322}\textit{Northern Contracting}, supra, in 2004 the district court had earlier upheld the federal DBE provisions and dismissed the federal defendants but had noted that an inquiry into the state’s application of the state’s DBE program was needed to determine whether it was narrowly tailored for purposes of strict scrutiny.\textsuperscript{322} Because Northern Contracting sought prospective relief only the court analyzed the constitutionality of only the most recent IDOT DBE program (2005) to determine whether the program was narrowly tailored.\textsuperscript{323} The court explained that

IDOT is, however, required to demonstrate that its implementation of the federal DBE program is narrowly tailored to serve the federal program’s compelling interest. Specifically, to be narrowly tailored, “a national program must be limited to those parts of the country where its race-based measures are demonstrably needed.” The federal DBE program delegates this tailoring function to the state; thus, IDOT must demonstrate, as part of the narrowly tailored prong, that there is a demonstrable need for the implementation of the federal DBE program within its jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{324}

In ascertaining the state’s DBE utilization goal as required under the federal provision, IDOT considered whether DBE availability was artificially low due to or but for past discrimination. IDOT commissioned a study to address this possibility and also considered an independent study, testimony from three esteemed expert witnesses, comparison analyses from DBE and non-DBE program regions, a report on the consequences of having no goals at all, and the effect of prior IDOT DBE utilization, as well as testimony from public hearings. All of these sources supported the conclusion that past discrimination did artificially lower the availability of DBEs.\textsuperscript{325} Accordingly, the evidence supported the use of the DBE program within IDOT’s jurisdiction. The plan was flexible in its application and had race neutral requirements. After considering the evidence proffered by IDOT and its application of the program, the district court held that the program was narrowly tailored as applied.\textsuperscript{326}

e. Whether States Are Required to Make a Separate Showing to Satisfy Strict Scrutiny

The discussion in the previous subsections has touched on the issue of whether a state is required to make a separate showing to satisfy strict scrutiny, an issue addressed by the Eighth Circuit in\textit{Sherbrooke Turf}.\textsuperscript{327} It has been held that a state does not have to establish the compelling-interest prong independently of Congress’s finding of a compelling interest, but the state must prove that its DBE program is narrowly tailored.

In\textit{Sherbrooke Turf}, the court held, first, that Congress had a strong basis in the evidence to support its conclusion that race-based measures were necessary for the reasons stated by the Tenth Circuit in\textit{Adarand VII}.\textsuperscript{328} The court rejected the argument that in enacting TEA-21 the ‘Congress had no ‘hard evidence’ of widespread intentional race discrimination in the contracting industry….\textsuperscript{329} Moreover,\textit{Sherbrooke Turf} and\textit{Gross Seed} “failed to present affirmative evidence that no remedial action was necessary because minority[-]owned small businesses enjoy non-discriminatory access to and participation in highway contracts.”\textsuperscript{330}

Second, the Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) and Nebraska Department of Roads (NDOR) did not have to satisfy independently “the compelling interest aspect of strict scrut-
tiny review.” The court noted that under prior law (when the 10 percent federal set-aside was more mandatory and Fullilove, not strict scrutiny, applied) the Seventh Circuit had held that a contractor could not challenge a grantee state for “merely complying with federal law.” Thus, the Sherbrooke court rejected the plaintiffs’ argument that the states had to prove independently that there was a compelling interest for the program because of discrimination:

If Congress or the federal agency acted for a proper purpose and with a strong basis in the evidence, the program has the requisite compelling government interest nationwide, even if the evidence did not come from or apply to every State or locale in the Nation. Thus, we reject appellants’ contention that their facial challenges to the DBE program must be narrowly tailored unless the record before Congress included strong evidence of race discrimination in construction contracting in Minnesota and Nebraska. On the other hand, a valid race-based program must be narrowly tailored, and to be narrowly tailored, a national program must be limited to those parts of the country where its race-based measures are demonstrably needed. To the extent the federal government delegates this tailoring function, a State’s implementation becomes critically relevant to a reviewing court’s strict scrutiny. Thus, we leave this question of state implementation to our narrow tailoring analysis.

Although Congress did not need to have “strong evidence of race discrimination in construction contracting in Minnesota and Nebraska,” the court agreed that, with respect to the issue of whether a program was narrowly tailored, “a national program must be limited to those parts of the country where its race-based measures are demonstrably needed.” Thus, although a state DOT may not need to make a separate showing to satisfy the compelling-interest prong of the strict scrutiny test, the state would have to show that the program was narrowly tailored.

Sherbrooke and Gross Seed argued that the Minnesota and Nebraska DBE programs were not narrowly tailored. However, both states had commissioned studies of their highway contracting markets before adopting overall goals for DBE participation for federally assisted highway projects in FY 2001. With Sherbrooke Turf and Gross Seed unable to offer better data the court ruled that both programs were narrowly tailored. Similarly, the Ninth Circuit has ruled that “to the extent the federal government delegates this tailoring function, a State’s implementation becomes critically relevant to a reviewing court’s strict scrutiny.” The court discussed how in the Sherbrooke Turf case it was shown that “[b]oth Minnesota and Nebraska had hired outside consulting firms to conduct statistical analyses of the availability and capacity of DBEs in their local markets....

In contrast, in the Western States case, there was no evidence, statistical or otherwise, of discrimination in the state’s transportation contracting industry. Under the law, however, “each of the principal minority groups [that were] benefited by Washington’s DBE program...must have suffered discrimination in the state.” In Western States, the court reviewed how WSDOT had arrived at its final DBE utilization goal of 14 percent, but the department “did not make any adjustment to its base figure to reflect the effects of past or present discrimination because it lacked any statistical studies evidencing such discrimination.” The court pointed out various problems with the government’s evidence. For example, the “disparity between the proportion of DBE performance on contracts that include affirmative action components and those without such provisions does not provide any evidence of discrimination against DBEs.” Other evidence was “oversimplified,” because it did “not account for factors that may affect the relative capacity of DBEs to undertake contracting work.” Finally, there was no anecdotal evidence of discrimination in the industry.

In its 2005 decision in Northern Contracting, supra, the district court held that IDOT’s DBE pro-
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program was narrowly tailored to achieve the federal government's compelling interest, which the court had upheld earlier when dismissing the claim of Northern Contracting against the federal defendants. \(^{346}\)

In sum, a recipient state "need not establish a distinct compelling interest before implementing the federal DBE program."\(^{347}\) However, "a recipient's implementation of the federal DBE program must be analyzed under the narrow tailoring analysis...\(^{346}\)


At least one case has addressed the issue of the relationship of the federal DBE requirements under 10 C.F.R. § 1040, et seq. (1998 Equal Business Opportunity Program) and a state constitutional provision prohibiting governmental affirmative action except in a narrow instance.

In C&C Construction, Inc. v. Sacramento Municipal Utility District,\(^{349}\) the Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD) appealed a summary judgment in favor of the plaintiff contractor for declaratory and injunctive relief. The contractor alleged that the district's affirmative action program violated Article 1, Section 31(a) of the California Constitution, an amendment resulting from a voter initiative. SMUD conceded that its affirmative action program discriminated in favor of minorities but argued that the program fell within the exception of California Constitution Article 1, Section 31(e) for measures required to maintain eligibility for the receipt of federal funds. The trial court found that SMUD had failed to produce evidence of express federal contractual conditions, laws, or regulations that made approval of federal funds contingent upon race-based discrimination.

C&C challenged SMUD's 1998 affirmative action program on the basis that it violated Section 31 of the California Constitution, an amendment adopted as Proposition 209 in 1996 as the California Civil Rights Initiative. Article 31(a) provides: "The state shall not discriminate against, or grant preferential treatment to, any individual or group on the basis of race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin in the operation of public employment, public education, or public contracting." The court noted that it had been held that "a municipal contracting scheme that requires preferential treatment on the basis of race or gender violates this provision."\(^{350}\) However, an exception stated that "nothing in this section shall be interpreted as prohibiting action which must be taken to establish or maintain eligibility for any federal program, where ineligibility would result in a loss of federal funds to the State."\(^{351}\)

The Superior Court of Sacramento County had ruled in favor of C&C's complaint for declaratory and injunctive relief, because the program violated the California Constitution Article 1, Section § 3(a). The appellate court affirmed. At issue was whether SMUD had offered substantial evidence that its race-based program was necessary to maintain federal funding. Although SMUD had conducted disparity studies, it had actually done so "to assess [] whether the requisite factual conditions existed within SMUD's geographic market area to justify remedial discrimination in the form of race-based affirmative action program."\(^{352}\) The studies did not assess race-neutral methods. The appellate court noted that "section 31 is similar to, but not synonymous with, the equal protection clause of the federal Constitution. Under equal protection principles, state actions that rely upon suspect classifications must be tested under strict scrutiny to determine whether there is a compelling governmental interest."\(^{353}\) However, "section 31 allows no compelling interest exception."\(^{354}\) As seen, the only exception is for the use of race-based governmental action to maintain eligibility for federal funds.

C&C's complaint alleged that SMUD's affirmative action program violate[d] section 31 because it [gave] preferential treatment to contractors on the basis of race."\(^{355}\) SMUD was unable to show that its affirmative action program was required as a condition to maintaining eligibility for federal funds. The court reviewed various federal laws, including those pertaining to the U.S. DOT. In every case, the court found no federal law that required SMUD to use race-based measures. For example, under the applicable regulations, the U.S. DOT does not require race-based affirmative action, even though it allows such action.\(^{356}\)

The court held that "the governmental agency must have substantial evidence that it will lose federal funding if it does not use race-based meas-

\(^{346}\) Northern Contracting, 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 19868.
\(^{348}\) Id. at *139.
ures and must narrowly tailor those measures to minimize race-based discrimination." SMUD, however, did not "study whether race-neutral programs would suffice," nor did SMUD prove that there were any federal laws concerning the distribution of federal money to the states that required race-based measures. The court stated that "the disparity studies were designed to determine whether the Supreme Court decision in Croson permitted race-based affirmative action...." However, "SMUD cannot impose race-based affirmative action unless it can establish that it cannot remediate past discrimination with race-neutral measures. The California Constitution requires the state agency to comply with both the federal laws and regulations and section 31, subdivision (a), if possible." 

In sum, to discriminate based on race a state entity had to have substantial evidence that it would lose federal funding if it did not use race-based measures. Moreover, such measures had to be narrowly tailored to minimize race-based discrimination. In C&C Construction, Inc. the court held that the definition of "discrimination" in Section 8315 of the California Government Code was ineffective. The court reviewed the federal regulations that required affirmative action to remediate past discrimination and noted that affirmative action could be either race-based or race-neutral; SMUD could not impose race-based affirmative action without a showing that race-neutral measures were inadequate.

The court affirmed the lower court’s judgment and issuance of a permanent injunction in favor of the contractor on its complaint alleging that the district’s affirmative action program violated Article 31(a) of the California Constitution.

5. Affirmative Action in Hiring and Promotions

Although not involving affirmative action in public contracting, there are recent cases in which the issue was affirmative action in hiring and promotions. For example, in Majeske v. City of Chicago the Chicago Police Department had "developed a plan to increase the number of minorities promoted to detective" by dividing the candidates into three groups of white, African American, and Hispanic members. The candidates that scored in the top 17 percent of each group took the written test for promotion. The court accepted the city’s "persuasive statistical evidence" of past discrimination. There was persuasive statistical data and anecdotal evidence that adequately established past discrimination by the defendant; remedying such discrimination was a compelling governmental interest that justified the defendant’s affirmative action plan; and the city’s plan on promotions was narrowly tailored. The court affirmed the district court’s ruling and upheld the city’s affirmative action plan as being constitutional.

Similarly, in Dallas Fire Fighters Association v. City of Dallas, Texas the Fifth Circuit considered a case dealing with affirmative action policies that permitted race- and gender-based out-of-rank promotions and a fire chief’s appointment of an African American under the policy. The fire department’s promotional system dealt with several factors: examination scores at each level of rank, conduct issues, and race and gender considerations. Race and gender factored into the promotional process in an attempt to increase minority and female representation in the fire department over nonminority, male firefighters, even though this group scored higher than females or minority candidates. The claimants protested the race- and gender-based promotions, while a fourth group protested the promotion of an African American to deputy chief in 1990. The district court granted summary judgment in favor of the Dallas firefighters, finding both constitutional and statutory violations.

The Fifth Circuit held that the race-based, out-of-rank plan violated the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment because it lacked sufficient findings of "egregious and pervasive discrimination or resistance to affirmative action." The level of discrimination did not rise to one that showed a compelling governmental interest of...
remedying the present effects of past discrimination.\(^{373}\) The court noted that Dallas pointed to several features of the promotional plan that weighed in favor of its constitutionality, e.g., (1) only qualified individuals are promoted; (2) the Dallas Fire Department uses banding of test scores to ensure that the beneficiaries of the out-of-rank promotions are equally qualified to those whom they pass over; (3) the affirmative action plan under which the promotions are made lasts only 5 years; (4) the affirmative action promotions to a rank will cease when the manifest imbalance in the rank is eliminated; and (5) only 50 percent of annual promotions to a rank may be made under the affirmative action plan.\(^{374}\)

The court responded by stating that “they are not enough to overcome the minimal record evidence of discrimination that is sufficient to support only the use of less intrusive alternative remedies.”\(^{375}\) Additionally, the court held that the gender-based, out-of-rank promotions violated the Equal Protection Clause because the evidentiary burden for evidence of gender discrimination at the fire department or in the industry itself was not met. Even though the appellate court applied the less exacting standard of intermediate scrutiny to gender-based discrimination, the court could not find that the promotions were substantially related to an important governmental interest as required under the standard.\(^{376}\)

On the other hand, the appointment of an African American to deputy chief was not based on the affirmative action policies but was merely one factor in the consideration and was permissible under Title VII.\(^{377}\) The validity of the appointment depended on whether it was “justified by a manifest imbalance in a traditionally segregated job category and whether the appointment unnecessarily trammled the rights of nonminorities or created an absolute bar to their advancement.”\(^{378}\) The court found there was a lack of evidence to establish that claim, finding that the African American was appointed for more reasons than just his race and that no rights of nonminorities were barred absolutely or were unnecessarily trammled.\(^{379}\)

### 6. The University of Michigan Cases

Although not involving DBE programs, two cases involving the University of Michigan’s affirmative action plans must be noted as they are the Supreme Court’s most recent rulings on the subject. The Supreme Court held to the view of the plurality opinion in Bakke that diversity is a compelling governmental interest for the purposes of the strict scrutiny analysis. Although the Court avoided limiting diversity solely to education, there is no indication as yet that diversity is a permissible compelling governmental interest in the realm of public contracting.

In Grutter v. Bollinger\(^{380}\) the Michigan Law School denied admission to Grutter, a well-qualified, white female. Grutter alleged that the law school discriminated against her through its admission policy, which considered race as one of many factors in the application process.\(^{381}\) As it stands, quotas are impermissible, yet a holistic assessment of applicants for the purpose of diversity is permissible. In Grutter the Court considered voluminous evidence on the benefits derived from having diversity. Michigan Law School based its affirmative action policy on Justice Powell’s opinion in Bakke, which permitted race consideration if race were only one of many elements used for ascertaining the compelling state interest of attaining a diverse student body. According to the Court, diversity attaches itself in a unique way to the educational process.

In Grutter the law school’s alleged objective was to obtain the educational benefits that are derived from a diverse student body. The objective was not to ameliorate past discrimination or societal discrimination. In brief, the plan sought to obtain a critical mass of minority students; the law school’s application process considered “soft variables,” and these variables included the applicant’s undergraduate institution’s quality and the race of the applicant or other types of diversity, such as life experience and socioeconomic background. The plan placed substantial weight on these latter considerations in the admissions process in attempting to attain a critical mass of minority students.\(^{382}\)

The Court has found diversity to be a compelling governmental interest, fulfilling one of the prongs for the strict scrutiny analysis; nevertheless, the means for attaining that interest must be narrowly tailored. Michigan Law School did not set a number of minority students sought by the law school.\(^{383}\) The school’s goal was to achieve a critical mass by recruiting minority applicants who, based on the “fixed” requirements, would not have been considered for admission.

---
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The Court also considered the context and relevant differences of the affirmative action plan, principles derived from *Gomillion v. Lightfoot* and *Adarand III*, respectively. As for relevant differences, the Court in *Adarand III* had stated:

Justice Stevens concurs in our view that courts should take a skeptical view of all governmental racial classifications. He also allows that “nothing is inherently wrong with applying a single standard to fundamentally different situations, as long as that standard takes relevant differences into account.” What he fails to recognize is that strict scrutiny does take “relevant differences” into account—indeed, that is its fundamental purpose…. [T]o the contrary, it evaluates carefully all governmental race-based decisions in order to decide which are constitutionally objectionable and which are not…. And Justice Stevens himself has already explained in his dissent in *Fullilove* why “good intentions” alone are not enough to sustain a supposedly “benign” racial classification….

In *Grutter*, by taking into account the context and relevant differences of the school’s policies, the majority opinion effectively limited the application of its decision more or less to education. However, the Court’s reasoning may provide insight into the constitutionality of affirmative action when diversity is believed to be a compelling government interest and indicate acceptable means by which a plan may be narrowly tailored to achieve this interest. The law school claimed race-neutral alternatives would have a detrimental effect on the ability of the school to have a diverse student body. The Court did not require exhaustion of race-neutral alternatives to be in accordance with narrow tailoring. Cautioning about the use of race-based preferences, the Court again required that affirmative action plans must not unduly burden individuals who are not a part of the favored racial group.

The Court recognized that the Fourteenth Amendment’s objective was to bring an end to any type of discrimination based on race and created a sunset provision of 25 years. In light of individualistic review of applicants, supported by significant research attesting to the educational benefits of a diverse student body, the Court found that the policy did not violate the Equal Protection Clause.

The Court relied on evidence from numerous businesses such as 3M and GM, as well as from high-ranking retired military officers and from civilian leaders. In dissent, Chief Justice Rehnquist argued that the law school’s program was merely a guise for racial balancing.

In *Gratz v. Bollinger*, Gratz and Hamacher were denied admission to the University of Michigan’s undergraduate program even though both were qualified for acceptance. The Court held, in a six to three decision with five separate opinions, that the university’s undergraduate admission policies violated the Equal Protection Clause, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and 42 U.S.C. § 1981 in that the university’s use of race was not narrowly tailored in its pursuit of diversity.

In *Gratz*, the university used a point system, awarding an applicant up to a maximum of 150 points based on several predictable categories. However, there was one category called “miscellaneous” that automatically awarded 20 points based upon the applicant’s membership in an under-represented minority-status group or socioeconomically disadvantaged group; attendance at a high school with a predominantly under-represented minority population; or under-representation in the unit to which the student was applying. The Admissions Review Committee could flag an application if it did not pass the initial screening but showed promise.

The Court did not question the legitimacy of the university’s interest. Rather, the Court questioned whether the means were narrowly tailored to achieve the interest in attaining educational diversity. The Court stated that “the result of the automatic distribution of 20 points is that the University would never consider student A’s individual background, experiences, and characteristics to assess his individual ‘potential contribution to diversity.’” Instead, every applicant like student A would simply be admitted. The applicants must be placed on the same footing for consideration, but this does not mean according them the same weight.

With the uncertainty of *Bakke* and Justice Powell’s concurring opinion on the legitimacy of diversity as a compelling governmental interest, in *Grutter* and *Gratz* the Court again faced the issue of affirmative action plans in higher education.
all three cases, Bakke, Grutter, and Gratz, the appellants provided evidence of the benefits of diversity to support the use of race in admissions. In Grutter the Court addressed the issue of whether diversity is a compelling governmental interest, which had previously divided the circuits. Because of the large amount of evidence submitted by the appellant and third parties, the Court deferred to the appellant and accepted its conclusion that diversity was a compelling governmental interest while still applying the legal standard of strict scrutiny.

Bakke arguably provided clear insight concerning the answer to the above question, but the Court's jurisprudence did not provide much insight concerning how to demonstrate the need for diversity and the benefits that are derived from diversity. In Grutter the appellant primarily met its evidentiary burden through expert testimony and reports. The university explained the need and importance of diversity but, arguably more importantly, explained the limited use for which race was employed in achieving diversity. Additionally, numerous higher education institutions, major American businesses, high-ranking retired officers, and civilian leaders of the United States military submitted amici curiae briefs in support of the benefits that flow from diversity, stating that the “skills needed in today's increasingly global marketplace can only be developed through exposure to widely diverse people, cultures, ideas, and viewpoints.”

Although not involving a federal or state DBE program as discussed in this report, the Grutter and Gratz cases as of this writing are nevertheless the latest decisions of the Supreme Court on the matter of affirmative action.

C. LAWS PROHIBITING DISCRIMINATION IN TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS

1. Statutory and Regulatory Framework

a. Title VI, Section 601 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

Civil rights issues arise when public transportation officials plan highways and related projects that are alleged to affect minority or ethnic groups on a discriminatory basis. The primary law is Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Section 601 of the Act provides that “no person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.”

The Supreme Court has interpreted Section 601 as proscribing only “intentional” discrimination. In South Camden Citizens in Action v. New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection the district court stated that “[i]n order to state a claim upon which relief can be granted under either 601 of Title VI or the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment and § 1983, a party must allege that he or she was the target of purposeful, invidious discrimination.” In Alexander v. Sandoval the Supreme Court held that, first, “private individuals may sue to enforce § 601 of Title VI and obtain both injunctive relief and damages” and “[s]econd, it is similarly beyond dispute—and no party disagrees—that § 601 prohibits only intentional discrimination.”

As one article explains,

"[t]he Court has stated that "the reach of Title VI's protection extends no further than the Fourteenth Amendment." To succeed, the plaintiffs must demonstrate that they were the target of purposeful or in-
vidious discrimination. It is not enough that the law has a disproportionately adverse effect upon a racial minority; rather, to be unconstitutional under the Equal Protection Clause, the disproportionate adverse impact must be traced to a discriminatory purpose. . .

"[D]isproportionate impact is not irrelevant, but it is not the sole touchstone of an invidious racial discrimination." In fact, when the disproportionate impact is essentially an unavoidable consequence of a legitimate legislative policy, the "inference simply fails to ripen into proof." Thus, allegations of disparate impact alone provide an insufficient basis for relief under either section 601 of Title VI or 1983.

In an earlier case, Alexander v. Choate, involving Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Supreme Court ruled that the section only prohibited intentional discrimination, not discrimination of the disparate impact variety. In Choate, the state had reduced the number of annual days of inpatient hospital care covered by the state Medicaid program. The petitioners alleged that both the 14-day limitation and in fact any limitation on inpatient coverage would disparately affect the handicapped. The petitioners alleged a violation of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Section 504 provides that "[n]o otherwise qualified handicapped individual...shall, solely by reason of her or his handicap, be excluded from the participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance." Although the reduction had more impact on the activity receiving Federal financial assistance, the Court noted that in Guardians Association v. Civil Service Commission of New York City, the Court confronted the question whether Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U. S. C. § 2000d et seq., which prohibits discrimination against racial and ethnic minorities in programs receiving federal aid, reaches both intentional and disparate-impact discrimination. No opinion commanded a majority in Guardians, and Members of the Court offered widely varying interpretations of Title VI. Nonetheless, . . .

The Court in Choate also said that in the case of discrimination against the handicapped, the discrimination is usually the result "not of invidious animus, but rather of thoughtlessness and indifference—of benign neglect." On the other hand, the Choate Court, noting that courts of appeals had held under some circumstances that Section 504 reaches disparate impact legislation, stated that the Court "assume[d] without deciding that § 504 reaches at least some conduct that has an unjustifiable disparate impact upon the handicapped." The Court, however, rejected the respondents' disparate impact claims, observing that in Southeastern Community College v. Davis, the Court had stated "that § 504 does not impose an 'affirmative-action obligation on all recipients of federal funds.'" In sum, Section 601 of Title VI may be invoked only in instances of intentional discrimination.

b. Disparate Impact Regulations Under Title VI, Section 602

Title VI, Section 602 provides in pertinent part that

[each Federal department and agency which is empowered to extend Federal financial assistance to any program or activity . . . is authorized and directed to effectuate the provisions of section 2000d of this title with respect to such program or activity by issuing rules, regulations, or orders of general applicability which shall be consistent with achievement of the objectives of the statute authorizing the financial assistance in connection with which the action is taken.]

Under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as well as Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 and other statutes and regulations, the U.S. DOT promulgated rules to effectuate Title VI and provided guidelines for the Federal Highway Administration's (FHWA) Title VI compliance program and review of that program relative to the Federal-aid highway program. However, as discussed in

---

414 See Choate, 469 U.S. at 290, citing 29 U.S.C § 794.
the next section, the Supreme Court has held that no private right of action exists to enforce the disparate impact regulations and policies. Nonetheless, transportation officials need to be aware of other civil rights–related laws and regulations that are implicated by their decisions regarding projects and planning. The regulations issued pursuant to Section 602 of Title VI are implicated when "a recipient, in violation of agency regulations, uses a neutral procedure or practice that has a disparate impact on protected individuals, and such practice lacks a substantial legitimate justification."

The U.S. DOT is obligated "to assure that possible adverse economic, social, and environmental effects relating to any proposed project on any Federal-aid system have been fully considered in developing such project, and that the final decisions on the project are made in the best overall public interest...." Federal regulations achieve these goals by requiring state transportation agencies to give "state assurances" of being in compliance with Title VI when federal assistance is sought with respect to proposed highway projects. Compliance is accomplished by requiring state highway agencies to engage in a number of other "state actions," including the establishment and staffing of a responsible civil rights unit.

Part 21 of Title 49 of the C.F.R. gives effect to Title VI in that "no person in the United States shall, on the grounds of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance from the Department of Transportation." Part 200 of Title 23 of the C.F.R. establishes a Title VI compliance program and a review procedure for it, thereby seeking to effectuate the purpose of 49 C.F.R. Part 21.

U.S. DOT regulations are representative of how departments and agencies of the federal executive branch have given effect to federal law on disparate impact. U.S. DOT regulations provide that participants in such programs

may not, directly or through contractual or other arrangements, utilize criteria or methods of administration which have the effect of subjecting persons to discrimination because of their race, color, or national origin, or have the effect of defeating or substantially impairing accomplishment of the objectives of the program with respect to individuals of a particular race, color, or national origin.

The regulations also state that,

[in determining the site or location of facilities, a recipient or applicant may not make selections with the purpose or effect of excluding persons from, denying them the benefits of, or subjecting them to discrimination under any program to which this regulation applies, on the grounds of race, color, or national origin; or with the purpose or effect of defeating or substantially impairing the accomplishment of the objectives of the Act or this part.]

Although 49 C.F.R. § 21.19 provides for judicial review pursuant to the limitations of Title VI, as discussed in the next section, the Supreme Court has held that disparate impact regulations promulgated pursuant to Title VI do not give rise to a private right of action. Thus, the sole remedy available to individuals alleging that there has been a disparate impact exists under the regulations and procedures described in part C hereafter.

c. Requirements Under Executive Order 12898 (1994)

As seen, § 2000d-1 may operate as a sword against intentional discrimination but not against disproportionate or adverse impact.

On February 11, 1994, President Clinton issued Executive Order 12898 entitled Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations. The Order seeks to identify and address "disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of [federal agency] programs, policies, and activities on minority populations and low-income populations." The Order created an interagency working group, which includes the head of the U.S. DOT.

...
agency to implement an agency strategy that would at a minimum

(1) promote enforcement of all health and environmental statutes in areas with minority populations and low-income populations;
(2) ensure greater public participation;
(3) improve research and data collection relating to the health of and environment of minority populations and low-income populations; and
(4) identify differential patterns of consumption of natural resources among minority populations and low-income populations.439

The effect of the Order is to require federal agencies to approach and combat directly disproportionate and adverse effects to human health by their programs, policies, and activities on minority and low-income populations. The Order results in internal agency reflection that is reviewed by other agencies and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.440 The Order does not create a private right of action and is intended solely to improve the internal management of the executive branch.441

Section 2-2 of the Order uses language similar to that found in 42 U.S.C. § 2000d, stating that

[each] Federal agency shall conduct its programs, policies, and activities that substantially affect human health or the environment, in a manner that ensures that such programs, policies, and activities do not have the effect of excluding persons (including populations) from participation in, denying persons (including populations) the benefits of, or subjecting persons (including populations) to discrimination under[[] such[] programs, policies, and activities[] because of their rare, [color, or national origin.442

2. No Private Right of Action Under Disparate Impact Regulations

Although the Supreme Court on several occasions has addressed the scope of Title VI during the last 20 years,443 the Court did not decide until 2001 whether under Title VI there was a private right of action to enforce the disparate impact regulations promulgated under Title VI.444 There is no private right of action.

In Alexander v. Sandoval,445 the issue was “whether private individuals may sue to enforce disparate impact regulations promulgated under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.”446 The plaintiff had claimed that Alabama’s English-only driver’s license examination violated disparate impact regulations. The Court declared that it was not addressing whether the regulations were “authorized by § 602 [of Title VI], or whether the courts below were correct to hold that the English-only policy had the effect of discriminating on the basis of national origin...”447 Rather, the Court agreed to review “only the question posed in the first paragraph of this opinion: whether there is a private cause of action to enforce the regulation.”448

First, the Court held “that § 601 prohibits only intentional discrimination.”449 Second, the Court explained that “[i]t is clear now that the disparate-impact regulations do not simply apply § 601—since they indeed forbid conduct that § 601 permits—and therefore clear that the private right of action to enforce § 601 does not include a private right to enforce these regulations.”450 Declaring that such a right must come, if at all, from the independent force of Section 602, the Court held that “we assume for purposes of this decision that § 602 confers the authority to promulgate disparate-impact regulations” but held that this section does not confer a private right to enforce the regulations.451

The Court stated that Congress, as opposed to executive branch agencies, must create private

439 Id. § 1-103.
440 See id. § 1-102.
441 Id. § 6-609.
442 Compare Exec. Order No. 12898, § 2-2 with 42 U.S.C. § 2000d (stating “[n]o person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance”).
445 Id. at 278.
446 Id. at 278.
447 Id.
449 Sandoval, 532 U.S. at 285–86 (citation omitted).
450 Id. at 286.
rights of action to enforce federal law.\textsuperscript{450} A statute that focuses on the person regulated instead of on the individuals to be protected does not imply an intent to confer rights on any particular classes of persons. In this case, “the focus of § 602 is twice removed from the individuals who will ultimately benefit from Title VI’s protection,” because the section “focuses neither on the individuals protected nor even on the funding recipients being regulated, but on the agencies that will do the regulating.”\textsuperscript{451} The Court pointed out that Section 602 authorizes agencies to enforce the regulations by terminating funding or “any other means authorized by law,”\textsuperscript{452} but that a private right of action does not exist to enforce disparate impact regulations promulgated under Title VI. The authority given to issue regulations indicated not the intent of Congress to sanction a right of action under the regulations but rather the opposite;\textsuperscript{453} “neither as originally enacted nor as later amended does Title VI display an intent to create a freestanding private right of action to enforce regulations promulgated under § 602.”\textsuperscript{454}

In 2002, in \textit{Gonzaga University v. Doe},\textsuperscript{455} in a case involving the improper or unauthorized release of personal information under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA),\textsuperscript{456} the Court held that “the relevant provisions of FERPA create no personal rights to enforce under 42 U.S.C. § 1983.”\textsuperscript{457} Under FERPA, federal funds to a university “may be terminated only if the Secretary determines that a recipient institution ‘is failing to comply substantially with any requirement of [FERPA]…’”\textsuperscript{458} According to the Court, however, the statutory regime does not “confer[] upon any student enrolled at a covered school or institution a federal right, enforceable in suits for damages under § 1983, not to have ‘education records’ disclosed to unauthorized persons without the student’s express written consent.”\textsuperscript{459} The Court stated it had “never” held that spending legislation drafted in terms resembling those of FERPA can confer enforceable rights.\textsuperscript{460}

The Court continued and stated emphatically that it “now reject[ed] the notion that our cases permit anything short of an unambiguously conferred right to support a cause of action brought under § 1983.”\textsuperscript{461} The statute, not the regulations, must have “rights-creating language” before a claim may be pursued under § 1983 that “by itself does not protect anyone against anything.”\textsuperscript{462} The Court emphasized that under FERPA the Congress authorized the Secretary of Education to handle violations of the Act.\textsuperscript{463}

Recent cases decided by courts of appeals have followed the \textit{Sandover} and \textit{Gonzaga} decisions. In \textit{South Camden Citizens in Action}, the Third Circuit held that a “federal regulation alone may not create a right enforceable through section 1983 not already found in the enforcing statute.”\textsuperscript{464} The court rejected the contrary view of the Sixth Circuit in \textit{Loschiavo v. City of Dearborn} and held that “the EPA's disparate impact regulations cannot create a federal right enforceable through section 1983.”\textsuperscript{465} It may be noted that Justice O'Connor, on behalf of four Justices in \textit{Wright v. City of Roanoke Redevelopment and Housing Authority}, had stated that the question of “whether administrative regulations alone could create such a right” is “a troubling issue.”\textsuperscript{466}

In 2003, in \textit{Save Our Valley v. Sound Transit (Central Puget Sound Regional Transit Authority)},\textsuperscript{467} the plaintiff, a community advocacy group, challenged the defendant Regional Transit Authority’s plan to build a light-rail line through the community. The plaintiff argued that the project would “cause disproportionate adverse impacts to minority residents.”\textsuperscript{468} The plaintiff alleged that the proposed line ‘violated a Department of Transportation ‘disparate impact’ regulation—promulgated pursuant to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964…’”\textsuperscript{469} The court noted that the department’s disparate impact regulations go further than the statute they implement, “proscribing activities that

\textsuperscript{450} Id. at 289.
\textsuperscript{451} Id. (citations omitted).
\textsuperscript{452} Id., quoting 42 U.S.C. § 2000d-1.
\textsuperscript{453} Id.
\textsuperscript{454} Id. at 293 (Stevens, Souter, Ginsburg, & Breyer, JJ., dissenting).
\textsuperscript{455} 536 U.S. 273, 122 S. Ct. 2268, 153 L. Ed. 2d 309 (2002).
\textsuperscript{456} 20 U.S.C. § 1232g).
\textsuperscript{457} \textit{Gonzaga Univ.}, 536 U.S. at 276.
\textsuperscript{458} Id. at 279, citing 20 U.S.C. §§ 1234c(a), 1232g(f).
\textsuperscript{459} Id.
\textsuperscript{460} Id.
have disparate effects on racial groups, even though such activities are permissible under § 601.\footnote{Id.}

The Ninth Circuit ruled that violations of rights, not violations of laws, gave rise to § 1983 actions; that plaintiffs suing under § 1983 must demonstrate that a statute, not a regulation, conferred an individual right; and that the paramount consideration was to determine whether Congress intended to create the particular federal right sought to be enforced. The Ninth Circuit stated:

Section 1983 creates a cause of action against any person who, acting under color of state law, abridges “rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws” of the United States.\footnote{Id.} The Supreme Court has held that only violations of rights, not laws, give rise to § 1983 actions.\footnote{Id.} This makes sense because § 1983 merely provides a mechanism for enforcing individual rights “secured” elsewhere, i.e., rights independently “secured by the Constitution and laws” of the United States. “One cannot go into court and claim a ‘violation of § 1983’—for § 1983 by itself does not protect anyone against anything.”\footnote{Id.}

The Third, Fourth, and Eleventh Circuits have held that an agency regulation cannot create an individual federal right enforceable through § 1983.\footnote{Id.}

Since only Congress can create implied rights of action (as the Court held in \textit{Sandoval}), \textit{the Court’s Gonzaga holding suggests that only Congress can create rights enforceable through § 1983.}\footnote{Id.}

In addition, the Ninth Circuit, with respect to the disparate-impact regulation at issue in that case, held that the plaintiff “cannot enforce the disparate-impact regulation. Even if a regulation in general could create an individual federal right enforceable through § 1983, it is plain that the...regulation at issue here does not create such a right.... Congress in § 602 did not authorize federal agencies to create new rights.\footnote{Id.} Thus, “[t]he disparate-impact regulation cannot create a new right; it can only ‘effectuate’ a right already created by § 601. And § 601 does not create the right that SOV [Save Our Valley] seeks to enforce, the right to be free from racially discriminating effects.”\footnote{Id.}

In 2004, in \textit{Bonano v. East Caribbean Airline Corporation},\footnote{Id. at 939 (citations omitted).} the plaintiff had contracted with the defendants for air transportation and related travel services. When the airlines defaulted on the contract, the plaintiff sued, alleging, \textit{inter alia}, violations of the Federal Aviation Act and regulations thereunder.\footnote{Id. at 83, citing 14 C.F.R. §§ 380.12, 380.32(f) & (k), 380.34.} The district court based its determination that an implied private right of action existed primarily on 14 C.F.R. § 380.4.

However, based on the text of the Act, the First Circuit held that no private right of action existed. The appellate court determined that the Act was regulatory in nature, and private rights of action were rarely implied where a statute’s core function was to furnish directives to a federal agency. The court ruled that there was no private right of action and hence no basis for jurisdiction.

We begin with the obvious: Congress, with a single exception (not applicable here, but discussed infra), has not explicitly provided for private enforcement of the Act. Consequently, if a private right of action exists, it must be implied. In recent years, the Supreme Court has clarified the principles that must be used to determine the existence \textit{vel non} of an implied private right of action.\footnote{Id. at 83–84 (citations omitted).} Those clarifying decisions necessarily guide our analysis.

A private right of action, like substantive federal law itself, must be created by Congress.\footnote{Lambert, supra note 443, at 1246.} The judiciary’s task is to interpret the statute that Congress has enacted in order to determine what the statute reveals about Congress’s intentions.\footnote{Rossiter v. Benoit, 152 Cal. Rptr. 65, 88 Cal. App. 3d 706 (1979) (claimant sued for mental distress for an arrest for public drunkenness).} As discussed below, § 1983 does not itself create any substantive rights but provides a civil remedy for the deprivation of federal statutory or constitutional rights. Admittedly, “[t]here is virtually no limit on the types of causes of action allowable under the Act.”\footnote{Blessing v. Freestone, 520 U.S. 329, 340, 117 S. Ct. 1353, 1359, 137 L. Ed. 2d 569, 582 (1997) (emphasis in original) (citation omitted).} However, to seek such relief, “a plaintiff must assert the violation of a federal right, not merely a violation of federal law.”\footnote{Id.} Furthermore, “[t]he fact that Congress included in section 602 so detailed an enforcement scheme strongly suggests that it did not intend to permit, in the alternative, private lawsuits to enforce section 602.\footnote{Id.} Finally, the Supreme Court held in \textit{Seminole Tribe of Florida v. Florida} that no relief under § 1983 was available under the \textit{Ex parte Young} doctrine “where Congress has prescribed a detailed remedial scheme for the enforcement against a State of a statutorily created right.”\footnote{517 U.S. 44, 116 S. Ct. 1314, 134 L. Ed. 2d 252 (1996).}
3. Administrative Enforcement Procedures

The regulations list the types of discrimination prohibited by any recipient through any program for which federal financial assistance is provided by the U.S. DOT. As a precondition to receiving federal financial assistance, a recipient must provide assurances to the U.S. DOT that it will comply with the requirements. The Secretary of the U.S. DOT must seek the cooperation of a recipient and provide guidance to it in its attempt to comply voluntarily with the regulations.

The disparate impact regulations generally identify two ways in which the disparate impact policies are enforced. First, federal financial assistance may be refused if an applicant “fails or refuses to furnish an assurance required under [49 C.F.R.] § 21.7 or otherwise fails or refuses to comply with a requirement imposed by or pursuant to that section.” Section 21.13 of the Department’s regulations identifies the procedures that apply when the Department seeks to terminate financial assistance or to refuse to grant or to continue such assistance. A hearing, which occurs before either the Secretary or a hearing examiner, must precede any adverse action taken against an applicant or recipient of federal funds.

As stated, under Title VI and regulations thereto the states must give certain assurances to the U.S. DOT. Moreover, as set forth in U.S. DOT Order 1050.2, the states are required to take affirmative action to correct any violations found by the FHWA within a reasonable time period not to exceed 90 days and to have an adequately staffed civil rights unit and designated coordinator. When there is a review under the regulations, if a report notes violations and makes recommendations, an FHWA Divisional Administrator, who oversees the state’s administration of the Federal-aid program and other federal requirements, must forward the report to the state highway agency for corrective action. After a meeting with the state no later than 30 days after receipt of the report, the state is allowed a reasonable time, not to exceed 90 days, for voluntary corrective action. FHWA provides assistance with respect to the state’s attempt to comply voluntarily. If the state fails to comply, then the division administrator recommends that the state be found in noncompliance and that the Office of Civil Rights make an additional determination. The foregoing actions are reviewed by the Secretary of the U.S. DOT for final determination and appropriate action in accordance with Title 49 of the C.F.R.

In training material disseminated by the U.S. DOT, the Department has summarized the substance of the procedure.

In a disparate impact case, the focus of the investigation concerns the consequences of the recipient’s practices, rather than the recipient’s intent. To establish liability under disparate impact, the investigating agency must first ascertain whether the recipient utilized a facially neutral practice that had a disproportionate impact on a group protected by Title VI. If the evidence establishes a prima facie case, the investigating agency must then determine whether the recipient can articulate a substantial legitimate justification for the challenged practice. To prove a substantial legitimate justification, the recipient must show that the challenged policy was necessary to meeting a goal that was legitimate, important, and integral to the recipient’s mission.

If the recipient can make such a showing, the inquiry must focus on whether there are any equally effective alternative practices that would result in less adverse impact or whether the justification professed by the recipient is actually a pretext for discrimination.

If a substantial legitimate justification is identified, the third stage of the disparate impact analysis is the complainant’s demonstration of a less discriminatory alternative.

A decision is then issued, followed by recommendations for compliance if a violation of Title VI is found likely to exist.

The second way in which the disparate impact policies are enforced is when a complaint alleging a violation of the policies is filed with the funding agency. U.S. DOT’s regulations provide that “[a]ny person who believes himself or any specific class of persons to be subjected to discrimination...
prohibited by this part may by himself or by a representative file with the Secretary [of the Department of Transportation] a written complaint.\textsuperscript{495} The Secretary must investigate a complaint by an allegedly injured party or by his or her representative within 180 days after the alleged discrimination complaint is filed.\textsuperscript{496} If the investigation results in a finding of noncompliance, then the Secretary must inform the recipient of funds and attempt to resolve the matter informally.\textsuperscript{497} "If there appears to be a failure or threatened failure to comply with this part, and if the noncompliance or threatened noncompliance cannot be corrected by informal means," then the state’s noncompliance may result in the cessation of federal financial assistance and a recommendation to the Department of Justice.\textsuperscript{498} The U.S. Department of Justice may enforce any rights the United States has under any federal law, any applicable proceeding pursuant to any state or local law, and any other means necessary against the recipient.\textsuperscript{499} Not only may there be a hearing, but also judicial review is permitted for action taken pursuant to Title VI, Section 602.\textsuperscript{500}

In summary, although private suits may be brought under Title VI and § 1983 for intentional discrimination, the Supreme Court has eliminated Title VI and its implementing regulations as the means by which private redress may be sought for government action alleged to have a disparate impact on minority groups. The sole remedy for a claim of disparate impact caused by a project is as provided under the above regulations.

D. CLAIMS UNDER 42 U.S.C. § 1983

1. Constitutional and Statutory Framework

Section 1983 is based on the constitutional authority of Congress to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment. The Civil Rights Act of 1871, 42 U.S.C. § 1983, provides that

\begin{quote}
any person who, under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage, of any State or Territory or the District of Columbia, subjects, or causes to be subjected, any citizen of the United States or other person within the jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws, shall be liable to the party injured in an action at law, suit in equity, or other proper proceeding for redress.\ldots
\end{quote}

Section 1983 is a powerful lure for potential plaintiffs because in addition to injunctive and declaratory relief, the courts may award money damages and attorney’s fees. States have immunity under the Eleventh Amendment; thus, states and their agencies are not amenable to suit under § 1983.\textsuperscript{502} State personnel may be sued only when not acting in their official capacity.\textsuperscript{503} Moreover, not all state personnel may be sued, because § 1983 only applies to persons acting under color of state law.\textsuperscript{504} Section 1983 does not apply to parties acting under color of federal law.\textsuperscript{505} An individual state defendant may be held “liable” for injunctive relief.\textsuperscript{506}

Section 1983 is not itself a source of substantive rights but merely provides a method for vindicating federal rights conferred elsewhere.\textsuperscript{507} Section 1983 does not create a cause of action in and of itself. Rather, the plaintiff must prove that he or she was...

\textsuperscript{495} 49 C.F.R. § 21.11(b).
\textsuperscript{496} Id. § 21.11(a–c).
\textsuperscript{497} Id. § 21.11(d).
\textsuperscript{498} Id. § 21.13(a).
\textsuperscript{499} Id. § 21.13(a).
\textsuperscript{500} Id. § 21.15.
\textsuperscript{501} Id. § 21.19; see Title VI § 603 (outlining judicial review available for actions taken pursuant to § 602).
\textsuperscript{503} Will v. Mich. Dep’t of State Police, 491 U.S. 58, 109 S. Ct. 2304, 2382, 138 L. Ed. 2d 914, 941–42 (1997) (stating that a suit against a state official in his or her official capacity is a suit against the state); Hafer v. Melo, 502 U.S. 21, 112 S. Ct. 358, 360, 116 L. Ed. 2d 301, 308 (1991) (stating that a suit against an official in his or her official capacity is outside the class of persons subject to liability under § 1983).
\textsuperscript{504} See West v. Atkins, 487 U.S. 42, 108 S. Ct. 2250, 101 L. Ed. 2d 40 (1988) (holding that state employees act under color of state law when acting in their official capacities or when they exercise their responsibilities pursuant to state law).
\textsuperscript{506} See Will, 491 U.S. at 71 n.10 (stating that a state official sued in his or her official capacity for injunctive relief would be a person under § 1983 because such actions for prospective relief are not treated as actions against the state), citing Kentucky v. Graham, 473 U.S. at 167 n.14 and Ex parte Young, 209 U.S. 123, 159–60 (1908); but see National Private Truck Council v. Okla. Tax Comm’n, 515 U.S. 582, 588 n.5, 115 S. Ct. 2351 n.5, 132 L. Ed. 2d 509 n.5 (1995) (noting that injunctive or declaratory relief is not authorized under a § 1983 claim dealing with taxes where there is an adequate remedy at law).
\textsuperscript{507} Mosely v. Yuletseko, 275 F. Supp. 2d 608, 612 (E.D. Pa.) (Section 1983 itself does not create a cause of action but rather provides redress for violations of constitutional provisions and federal laws).
deprived of a right secured by the United States Constitution or the laws of the United States and that the deprivation of his or her right was caused by someone acting under color of state law.\textsuperscript{510} Thus, a § 1983 claim requires that the plaintiff establish that there has been a deprivation of some right, privilege, or immunity secured by either the United States Constitution or by a federal statute.\textsuperscript{510} As discussed later, not all federal statutes, however, may be enforced through § 1983 actions.

With respect to disparate impact and § 1983, the Supreme Court does not support such a claim under that section. As one author states, “[t]he Supreme Court has held that claims under 42 U.S.C.A. Section 1983 require a showing of intent rather than disparate impact,” citing \textit{General Building Contractors Association}.\textsuperscript{510} Also citing \textit{General Building Contractors Association}, the Court in \textit{Gratz v. Bollinger},\textsuperscript{511} stated that “purposeful discrimination that violates the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment will also violate § 1981.”

As discussed below, neither a state transportation department nor its officers sued in their official capacities are amenable to suit under § 1983. Moreover, government officials who are sued also may have absolute or qualified immunity for § 1983 claims. Next, the report discusses some of the elements of a § 1983 action regardless of whether there is immunity. Because there is a dearth of § 1983 cases specifically against state transportation departments and their officials, the principles stated herein are derived from cases against municipal and other government agencies and officials who are amenable to suit under § 1983. In some limited situations, private companies or individuals may be subject to suit under § 1983 because they have acquired the status or condition of a state actor. The final sections of the report discuss remedies and attorney’s fees incident to § 1983 litigation.


\textbf{a. “Persons” Under § 1983 and Sovereign Immunity}

Under § 1983 “every person” is potentially liable. Although municipalities are persons under § 1983,\textsuperscript{512} a state or state agency is not a person under § 1983 and cannot be sued under § 1983 in a state or federal court;\textsuperscript{514} nor is a state official sued in his or her official capacity a person under § 1983.\textsuperscript{515} Although § 1983 does not restrict a state’s Eleventh Amendment immunity,\textsuperscript{516} there are two exceptions. First, a state may be sued where Congress enacts legislation pursuant to Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment unequivocally expressing its intent to abrogate the states’ Eleventh Amendment immunity.\textsuperscript{517} Second, a state may consent to suit in federal court.\textsuperscript{518}

\textsuperscript{511} Maine v. Thiboutot, 448 U.S. 1, 5, 100 S. Ct. 2502, 2503, 65 L. Ed. 2d 555, 559 (1980).

[T]he 1870 Act, which contained the language that now appears in § 1981, was enacted as a means of enforcing the recently ratified Fourteenth Amendment. In light of the close connection between these Acts and the Amendment, it would be incongruous to construe the principal object of their successor, § 1981, in a manner markedly different from that of the Amendment itself....

With respect to the latter, official action will not be held unconstitutional solely because it results in a racially disproportionate impact.... [Even] if a neutral law has a disproportionately adverse impact upon a racial minority, it is unconstitutional under the Equal Protection Clause only if that impact can be traced to a discriminatory purpose....” See \textit{Washington v. Davis}, 426 U.S. 229 (1976)....

We conclude, therefore, that § 1981, like the Equal Protection Clause, can be violated only by purposeful discrimination.

\textsuperscript{513} 539 U.S. at 276 n.23 (emphasis supplied).

\textsuperscript{516} Nichols v. Domley, 266 F. Supp. 2d 1310, 1313 (D. N.M. 2003).
\textsuperscript{517} Murphy v. Arkansas, 127 F.3d 750, 754 (8th Cir. 1997).
Thus, the enactment of § 1983, creating a cause of action for deprivation of civil rights under color of state law, did not abrogate the states' sovereign immunity under the Eleventh Amendment to the United States Constitution. The Eleventh Amendment states that “[t]he Judicial power of the United States shall not be construed to extend to any suit in law or equity, commenced or prosecuted against one of the United States by citizens of another state, or by citizens or subjects of any foreign state.” The amendment protects an unconsenting state and state agencies but not units of local government from claims for damages and actions brought by private parties in federal courts.

In *Alden v. Maine* the Supreme Court held in a case involving the Fair Labor Standards Act that Congress did not have the power to subject a non-consenting state to private suits for damages in the state’s own courts. In regard to § 1983, in *Will v. Michigan Department of State Police* the Supreme Court held that states are not within the statute’s category of possible defendants and are not subject to suit.

Section 1983 provides a federal forum to remedy many deprivations of civil liberties, but it does not provide a federal forum for litigants who seek a remedy against a State for alleged deprivations of civil liberties. The Eleventh Amendment bars such suits unless the State has waived its immunity, Welch v. Texas Dept. of Highways and Public Transportation, 483 U.S. 468, 472-473 (1987) (plurality opinion), or unless Congress has exercised its undoubted power under § 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment to override that immunity. That Congress, in passing § 1983, had no intention to disturb the States’ Eleventh Amendment immunity and so to alter the federal-state balance in that respect was made clear in our decision in Quern. Given that a principal purpose behind the enactment of § 1983 was to provide a federal forum for civil rights claims, and that Congress did not provide such a federal forum for civil rights claims against States, we cannot accept petitioner's argument that Congress intended nevertheless to create a cause of action against States to be brought in state courts, which are precisely the courts Congress sought to allow civil rights claimants to avoid through § 1983.

Although state officials may be sued in their individual capacities for damages under § 1983 for depriving citizens of their federal constitutional and federal statutory rights (see part B.2, infra), a state transportation department is not subject to suit under § 1983. In *Manning v. South Carolina Department of Highway and Public Transportation* the plaintiff alleged that the department and certain officials thereof in the course of condemning the plaintiff’s property violated the plaintiff’s constitutional rights of due process. The court held that neither the department nor its officials acting in their official capacities were persons amenable to suit under § 1983.

In *Vickroy v. Wisconsin Department of Transportation*, the plaintiffs, who were injured in an automobile accident, argued “that the Department violated their constitutional rights to travel...by causing or permitting road designs that lead to accidents.” The court, while also agreeing that the plaintiffs’ claim was frivolous, held that there was an “antecedent” problem in that the department was a unit of state government and thus not a person amenable to suit under § 1983. As explained in *Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad Co. v. State of Ohio*,
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Egerdahl v. Hibbing Cmty. College, 72 F.3d 615, 619 (8th Cir. 1995).


Quern, 440 U.S. at 338 (“This suit is brought by Illinois citizens against Illinois officials. In that circumstance, Illinois may not invoke the Eleventh Amendment, since that Amendment bars only federal court suits against States by citizens of other States.” *Id.* at 349 (Brennan, J., concurring opinion).

527 U.S. 706, 119 S. Ct. 2240, 144 L. Ed. 2d 636 (1999). The Court explained that

[t]he Eleventh Amendment makes explicit reference to the States' immunity from suits "commenced or prosecuted against one of the United States by Citizens of another State, or by Citizens or Subjects of any Foreign State." U.S. Const., Amdt. 11. We have, as a result, sometimes referred to the States' immunity from suit as "Eleventh Amendment immunity." The phrase is convenient shorthand but something of a misnomer, for the sovereign immunity of the States neither derives from nor is limited by the terms of the Eleventh Amendment. Rather, as the Constitution's structure, and its history, and the authoritative interpretations by this Court make clear, the States' immunity from suit is a fundamental aspect of the sovereignty which the States enjoyed before the ratification of the Constitution, and which they retain today....

*Id.* at 712 (emphasis supplied).


Illinois, Department of Transportation, such an action lacks federal jurisdiction. In the Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad Co. case the department and its officials appealed a mandatory injunction that had directed them to restore to the company “all possessor rights as the fee simple owner of a plot of land.” The action was dismissed against the department: “federal courts lack jurisdiction over this matter as a section 1983 suit because a state agency is not a ‘person’ within the meaning of the Civil Rights Act.

It does not appear that recently there have been many attempted § 1983 actions against transportation departments and their officials. As stated, such actions have been dismissed because of the states’ immunity under the Eleventh Amendment. For instance, in Gregory v. South Carolina Department of Transportation, the plaintiff and property owner “claim[ed] that the state defendants targeted him and his neighborhood for a systematic under-valuation appraisal because of his race” in connection with the state’s use of eminent domain to acquire property for a specific bridge project. The court ruled that the claim was barred by the Eleventh Amendment.

The practical effect of the Eleventh Amendment in modern Supreme Court jurisprudence is that “non-consenting States may not be sued by private individuals in federal court.” In order for Congress to abrogate the states’ sovereign immunity as granted by the Eleventh Amendment, Congress must 1) intend to do so unequivocally and 2) act under a valid grant of constitutional authority.

Plaintiff’s suit against the South Carolina Department of Transportation is barred by the Eleventh Amendment. The Fourth Circuit has recognized that the South Carolina State Highway Department (“SCSHD”) was protected by the Eleventh Amendment and thus was not amenable to suit unless Congress abrogated its rights under existing law. The South Carolina Department of Transportation (“SCDOT”) replaced the SCSHD for all practical purposes as of 1993. See S.C. Code Ann. § 57-3-10 (2002) (the notes following state, “The 1993 amendment established the structure of the Department of Transportation, in place of former provisions establishing the Department of Highways and Public Transportation, pursuant to a restructuring of the Department”).

The court further noted that “a general jurisdictional grant does not suffice to show [that] Congress abrogated a state’s Eleventh Amendment rights....

More recently, in Paulson v. Carter a federal district court agreed that the Oregon State Bar (OSB) and officials of the OSB acting in their official capacity were not persons within the meaning of § 1983. As explained by the Ninth Circuit, "claims under § 1983 are limited by the scope of the Eleventh Amendment." Accordingly, “state officers in their official capacities, like States themselves, are not amenable to suit for damages under § 1983.... Moreover, states or governmental entities that are considered arms of the State for Eleventh Amendment purposes are not persons under § 1983.”

As explained also in Beach v. Minnesota, the Supreme Court has interpreted the Eleventh Amendment as barring individual citizens from suing states in federal court, including their own state. Thus, a § 1983 claim brought by a terminated administrative law judge for the state’s Department of Motor Vehicles against the department was barred by the Eleventh Amendment because the department was a state agency.
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immunity will defeat entirely a suit under § 1983,544 except that states retain no sovereign immunity as against the federal government,545 and one may bring a § 1983 action against state officials in their official capacities for prospective, injunctive relief.546 See subsection E, infra.

b. “Persons” Under § 1983 and Government Officials

When a governmental official is sued both in his or her official and individual capacities for acts performed in each capacity, the alleged acts are treated as transactions of two different legal personalities.547 The state's sovereign immunity extends to protect individual defendants sued in their official capacities because the “Eleventh Amendment bars a suit by private parties to recover money damages from the state or its alter egos acting in their official capacities.”548 To the extent the allegations are against the individual defendants in their individual or nonofficial capacities, they are considered persons under § 1983.549 Section 1983 defendants must be connected in some way with a unit of state or local government separate from the state to meet the state action requirement. However, “[s]tate employees in their individual capacities...may be liable for damages under § 1983, even when the conduct in question is related to their official duties.”550 A private person may be a defendant if he or she has acted in conjunction with a governmental entity.551 Only personal liability is established by showing merely that an official, acting under color of state law, caused the deprivation of a federal right.552

In Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad Co., the claim against the departmental officials was dismissed as well. The Seventh Circuit explained that “[a] state official acting under color of state authority may be treated as a ‘person’ under section 1983.”553 However, “[t]he official may be sued [only] in his own right, in a suit that is not against the state, for acts outside his statutory authority or for acts within authority that is claimed to be unconstitutional.”554 The action was really only one against the state as it was the state that held “the disputed interest in the property.”555

In a case involving a claim against officers of the state’s public safety department alleging that they violated the plaintiffs' constitutional rights under the First, Fourth, and Fourteenth Amendments, the court held that “[a]n official sued in his or her individual capacity is not cloaked in the state’s Eleventh Amendment protection from suit and can be a ‘person’ liable under Section 1983 for deprivation of federal rights.”556 As discussed below, under some circumstances a government officer otherwise amenable to suit under § 1983 may be shielded from liability by the doctrine of qualified immunity if his or her conduct did not violate clearly established constitutional rights about which a reasonable official would have known.

c. “Persons” Under § 1983 and Absolute or Qualified Immunity

Absolute Immunity.—Assuming that the individual defendant is amenable to suit under § 1983, there are, nevertheless, two types of immunity—absolute and qualified—that are available under the common law of governmental liability that remain available to public officials under § 1983. Absolute immunity protects government officials from liability completely but is accorded to public officials only in limited circumstances.557 Absolute immunity is available if the action in controversy is legislative, prosecutorial, or judicial in nature. To determine whether a defendant is entitled to absolute immunity requires that the court “evaluat[e] whether the official's action is functionally comparable to that of judges.”558 As one district court has noted, “[t]ruly judicial acts are among the few functions accorded the more encompassing protections of absolute immunity.”559 One looks at the function performed rather than the identity of the actor.560
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Judges are absolutely immune from suits for monetary damages, and such immunity cannot be overcome by allegations of bad faith or malice.\textsuperscript{561} Judicial immunity applies to bar an unsuccessful state litigant’s § 1983 claims for monetary damages asserted against state judges in their individual capacities.\textsuperscript{562} Judicial immunity can only be overcome if the judge has acted outside the scope of his or her judicial capacity or in the “complete absence of all jurisdiction.”\textsuperscript{563} Persons exercising quasi-judicial functions have been held to have absolute immunity.\textsuperscript{564} In \textit{Gutman v. Khalsa} an administrative hearing officer and administrative prosecutor for a state medical board were entitled to absolute immunity from liability under § 1983 for their roles in revoking a physician’s state medical license. Similarly, prosecutors are absolutely immune from suits for monetary damages “in initiating a prosecution and in presenting the State’s case.”\textsuperscript{565} It has been held that a prosecutor’s withholding of exculpatory evidence is a quasi-judicial act protected by absolute immunity.\textsuperscript{566} Furthermore, such immunity can not be overcome by allegations of malice.\textsuperscript{567}

\textit{Qualified Immunity}.—If absolute immunity is not available, public officials may still enjoy a qualified immunity. The qualified immunity doctrine strikes a balance between compensating those who have been injured by official conduct and protecting the government’s ability to perform its traditional functions; in short, qualified immunity acts to safeguard government and thereby “to protect the public at large, not to benefit its agents.”\textsuperscript{568}

The courts must rule on the qualified immunity issue from the beginning, focusing on the characterization of the constitutional right in controversy and deciding whether, based on the complaint, a constitutional violation is present.\textsuperscript{569} The doctrine requires that a court decide whether a plaintiff’s allegation, if true, establishes a violation of a clearly established right. Even if a government official’s conduct violates a clearly established right, “the official is nonetheless entitled to qualified immunity if his or her conduct was objectively reasonable.”\textsuperscript{570} Even an official whose conduct “violates some statutory or administrative provision” does not necessarily lose his or her qualified immunity.\textsuperscript{571}

As the Supreme Court stated in \textit{Davis v. Scherer}, “[t]he qualified immunity doctrine recognizes that officials can act without fear of harassing litigation only if they reasonably anticipate when their conduct may give rise to liability for damages and only if unjustified lawsuits are quickly terminated.\textsuperscript{572} Moreover, “[i]n most instances, qualified immunity is regarded as sufficient to protect government officials in the exercise of their duties.”\textsuperscript{573} The general rule of qualified immunity is intended to provide officials the ability “reasonably [to] anticipate when their conduct may give rise to liability for damages.”\textsuperscript{574}

\textit{[In] varying scope, a qualified immunity is available to officers of the executive branch of government, the variation dependent upon the scope of discretion and responsibilities of the office and all the circumstances as they reasonably appeared at the time of the action on which liability is sought to be based. It is the existence of reasonable grounds for belief formed at the time and in light of all the circumstances, coupled with good faith belief, that afford a basis for qualified immunity of executive officers for acts performed in the course of official conduct.”\textsuperscript{575}

A defendant is entitled to qualified immunity only if the constitutional right he or she allegedly violated has not been clearly established.\textsuperscript{576} That is, one is not entitled to qualified immunity when the contours of the violated right have not been defined
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\textsuperscript{568} Allen, 2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 10330, at *10 (court dismissed claims against a Delaware state judge, a prosecutor, two public defenders, the Delaware Public Defender Office, the Delaware Public Archives, and the prothonotary of the state superior court brought under 42 U.S.C.S. § 1983).
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\textsuperscript{572} Beltran v. City of El Paso (5th Cir. 2004), 367 F.3d, 299, 308 (citation omitted).
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with sufficient specificity such that a state official had fair warning that his or her conduct deprived a victim of his or her rights.\textsuperscript{578} In \textit{Davis, supra}, the Supreme Court held that an employee who alleged that his employment was terminated without a due process hearing failed to show that the due process rights were clearly established at the time of the conduct at issue.\textsuperscript{579}

As explained in \textit{M.W., etc. v. Madison County Board of Education},\textsuperscript{580} to overcome qualified immunity, the right allegedly violated must be so clear that any reasonable public official in the defendant’s position would understand that his conduct violated the right: “If officers of reasonable competence could disagree on this issue, immunity should be recognized...”

There are two ways in which a plaintiff seeking to overcome the bar of qualified immunity can show that a right was clearly established in the law at the time the alleged violation occurred. First, a district court within this circuit must be able to find binding precedent from the Supreme Court, the Sixth Circuit, itself that directly establishes the conduct in question as a violation of the plaintiff’s rights... If no binding precedent is “directly on point,” the court may still find a clearly established right if it can discern a generally applicable principle from either binding or persuasive authorities whose “specific application to the relevant controversy” is “so clearly foreshadowed by applicable direct authority as to leave no doubt in the mind of a reasonable officer that his conduct was unconstitutional.”\textsuperscript{581}

The doctrine of qualified immunity does not prevent a court from entering an order for declaratory and injunctive relief.\textsuperscript{582} For example, in \textit{Fort Eustis Books, Inc. v. Beale},\textsuperscript{583} the plaintiffs sought declaratory and injunctive relief against certain city attorneys and police officers in connection with the seizure of plaintiff’s property pursuant to a civil \textit{ex parte} “search order.” Although the court found that the plaintiff’s allegations were insufficient for granting the relief, the court held that the defendants could not claim immunity where the plaintiff’s sought only injunctive and declaratory relief.\textsuperscript{584} Furthermore, even though a defendant supervisor possibly would not be liable for damages under § 1983, he was nonetheless “a proper party to a suit to enjoin alleged unconstitutional conduct by the officers under his control.”

The qualified immunity doctrine thus “protects government officials who perform discretionary functions from suit and from liability for monetary damages under § 1983.”\textsuperscript{585} Thus, as a general rule, in claims arising under federal law government officials acting within their discretionary authority are immune from civil damages if their conduct does not “violate clearly established statutory or constitutional rights of which a reasonable person would have known.”\textsuperscript{586} The doctrine has protected an official from liability when the official enforced an illegal ordinance that the official thought was valid.\textsuperscript{587} However, a director of a federally funded teaching program was not entitled to qualified immunity where the director required a teacher to sign a release of various documents, including medical records, as a condition to the renewal of the teacher’s contract; “qualified immunity does not protect...the plainly incompetent or those who knowingly violate the law.”\textsuperscript{588}

3. “Under Color of State Law”

\textbf{a. Applicability of § 1983 to Units of Government Separate from the State}

The purpose of § 1983 is to deter state actors from using the badge of their authority to deprive individuals of their federally guaranteed rights and to provide relief to victims if such violations of con-

\textsuperscript{578} Myers v. Baca, 325 F. Supp. 2d 1095, 1112 (C.D. Cal. 2004). \textit{See also Murphy, 127 F.3d at 755 (8th Cir. 1997) (the circuit court stating that a right is clearly established for qualified immunity purposes if the “contours of the right [are] sufficiently clear that a reasonable official would understand that what he is doing violates that right”), citing Anderson v. Creighton, 483 U.S. 635, 640, 107 S. Ct. 3034, 97 L. Ed. 2d 523 (1987).}
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situtional or statutory rights occur. The reach of § 1983 was expanded in 1961 when the U.S. Supreme Court decided *Monroe v. Pape* and was extended again by the Court’s decision in *Monell v. New York*. In *Monroe*, the Court held that the phrase “under color of law” included the misuse of power exercised under state law, even though the persons committing the acts that constituted the deprivation of rights were acting beyond the scope of their authority. The Court expanded the meaning of the phrase “under color of law” in this way because it believed that § 1983 was intended to “give a remedy to parties deprived of constitutional rights, privileges and immunities by an official’s abuse of his position.”

In 1978, the Supreme Court in *Monell v. New York* overruled *Monroe v. Pape* insofar as the *Monroe* Court held that local governments were immune from suit under § 1983. By virtue of the *Monell* decision, municipal corporations are persons amenable to suit under § 1983. The *Monell* Court did uphold the *Monroe* decision insofar as the *Monroe* Court held that the doctrine of *respondeat superior* is not a basis for holding local governments liable under § 1983 for the constitutional torts of their employees. The *Monell* Court held that a local government may not be sued under § 1983 for an injury inflicted solely by its employees or agents. Instead, it is when execution of a government’s policy or custom, whether made by its lawmakers or by those whose edicts or acts may fairly be said to represent official policy, inflicts the injury that the government as an entity is responsible under § 1983. Since this case unquestionably involves official policy as the moving force of the constitutional violation found by the District Court ..., we must reverse the judgment below. In so doing, we have no occasion to address, and do not address, what the full contours of municipal liability under § 1983 may be. We have attempted only to sketch so much of the § 1983 cause of action against a local government as is apparent from the history of the 1871 Act and our prior cases, and we expressly leave further development of this action to another day.

In ruling that the Eleventh Amendment is not a bar to municipal liability, the *Monell* Court’s holding was limited to “local government units which are not considered part of the state for Eleventh Amendment purposes.”

b. Applicability of § 1983 to State Actors

In *Lugar v. Edmondson Oil Co.*, the Court set forth the standard for determining whether a party had acted under color of state law and is therefore subject to suit under § 1983.

First, the deprivation must be caused by the exercise of some right or privilege created by the State or by a rule of conduct imposed by the State or by a person for whom the State is responsible. Second, the party charged with the deprivation must be a person who may fairly be said to be a state actor. This may be because he is a state official, because he has acted together with or has obtained significant aid from state officials, or because his conduct is otherwise chargeable to the State. Without a limit such as this, private parties could face constitutional litigation whenever they seek to rely on some state rule governing their interactions with the community surrounding them.

A federal district court recently explained the *Lugar* standard in *Yanaki v. Iomed, Inc.* In *Yanaki*, Iomed had filed a complaint against Yanaki alleging that Yanaki had appropriated confidential business information and had violated an employment agreement with Iomed. Iomed’s attorneys thereafter obtained an *ex parte* civil “search order” for Yanaki’s residence pursuant to which certain computer hardware and records were located and seized. Yanaki thereafter filed a § 1983 claim against the involved attorneys and government officials. The district court held that the plaintiff had failed to state a § 1983 claim. The court stated that the Supreme Court’s decision in *Lugar, supra*, “clearly distinguishes between court orders purportedly authorized by unconstitutional statutes and unconstitutional orders purportedly authorized by constitutional statutes. The appropriate use by private litigants of a constitutional statute or rule does not constitute state action for the purposes of § 1983.”

In *Yanaki*, the plaintiff did not argue that the action taken was based on a statute that was uncon-
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stitutional but argued that the search order was unconstitutional. However, as for the alleged unconstitutional search order, “the mere involvement of a state court or state law enforcement officer in a private matter does not necessarily constitute state action.” Another court has stated that § 1983 actions are limited to those state court proceedings that are a “complete nullity.”

As stated, a plaintiff must show that the conduct at issue resulted from state action. As explained in Allocco v. City of Coral Gables, there are other means or tests that have been used to expand the concept of state action. The Allocco case involved multiple constitutional and statutory claims against a municipality and the University of Miami (UM), a private institution. The plaintiffs, who had been employed as public safety officers for UM and as part-time law enforcement officers for the city, sought to obtain the same benefits and pay as full-time officers of the city. The court noted that “only in rare circumstances can a private party be viewed as a state actor for section 1983 purposes.” The court held that UM did not exercise a “right, privilege, or rule of conduct created by the state.” However, the court also addressed whether the plaintiffs could demonstrate that UM was a state actor based on the public function test, the state compulsion test, or the nexus/joint action test, which have been used to hold that a private party could be deemed to be a state actor.

Under the public function test, “state action may be found only where the plaintiff is alleging that the private entity violated his constitutional rights while exercising ‘some power delegated to it by the State which is traditionally associated with sovereignty.’” Under the state compulsion test, the government must have “coerced or at least significantly encouraged the action alleged [to have] violate[d] the Constitution.” Under the nexus/joint action test, the state must have “so far insinuated itself into a position of interdependence with the [private party] that it must be recognized as a joint participant in the challenged activity.” In Allocco, the court held that the plaintiffs failed to establish that UM was a state actor for § 1983 purposes.

Finally, to be acting under color of state law it appears that the state employee sued in his or her personal capacity must be a supervisor or manager. As a federal court in the Eastern District of New York has stated, most § 1983 claims “generally involve discrimination by a supervisor at the workplace.”
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Section 1983 creates a species of tort liability, and the statute is interpreted in light of the background of tort liability. To satisfy the requirement for action under color of law or the state action element of a § 1983 action there need not be a specific intent to deprive an individual of a federally protected right. However, as very recent cases have held, the U.S. Constitution does not guarantee due care on the part of state officials; liability for negligently inflicted harm is categorically beneath the threshold of constitutional due process. Actions and decisions by officials that are merely inept, erroneous, ineffective, or negligent do not amount to deliberate indifference and do not divest officials of qualified immunity. As discussed, “state officials are shielded from § 1983 damage liability if their conduct did not violate clearly established constitutional rights of which a reasonable official would have known.”

In DeShaney v. Winnebago County Department of Social Services the Court held that the Due Process Clause does not transform every tort committed by a state actor into a constitutional violation. To successfully state a claim for a deprivation of procedural due process, a plaintiff must assert that a person acting under color of state law deprived the plaintiff of a protected property interest and that the procedures for challenging the deprivation are inadequate. To prevail on a substantive due process claim “a plaintiff must establish as a threshold matter that he has a protected property interest to which the Fourteenth Amendment’s due process protection applies.”

Not all property interests entitled to procedural due process protection are similarly protected by the concept of substantive due process: “[w]hile property interests are protected by procedural due process even though the interest is derived from state law rather than the Constitution, substantive due process rights are created only by the Constitution. Thus, except in certain situations, such as when a person is in the state’s actual custody and must rely on the state for protection or medical care, there is no cause of action under § 1983 when the action complained against was private in nature. In DeShaney, supra, there was no claim against a county’s department of social services and various employees for failing to protect a child from a violent father. The language of the Due Process Clause “cannot fairly be extended to impose an affirmative obligation on the state to protect citizens against private actors.” The Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment “does not transform every tort committed by a state actor into a constitutional violation” actionable under § 1983.

d. State-Created Danger; Deliberate Indifference Doctrine

In Brown v. Pennsylvania Department of Health Emergency Medical Services Training Institute the Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit held that there is no federal constitutional right to rescue services, competent or otherwise, pursuant to the Due Process Clause.

One exception to this general rule of non-liability is the “state-created danger” exception, under which a plaintiff may state a claim for a civil rights violation if the plaintiff shows: (1) the harm ultimately caused was foreseeable and fairly direct; (2) the conduct of a state actor who acts in haste and under pressure is “shocking to the conscience;” (3) there existed some relationship between the State and the plaintiff; and (4) the state actors used their authority to create an opportunity that otherwise would have existed for the third party to cause harm.

If the state actors are not acting in haste and under pressure, the second element of the “state-created danger” exception is that the state actors must have acted in willful disregard for the safety of the plaintiff. Whether action is shocking to the
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conscience and thus arbitrary in the constitutional sense depends on the context in which the action takes place. The degree of culpability required to meet the standard depends upon the particular circumstances confronting those acting on the state’s behalf.629

The issue, of course, concerning whether there is an applicable policy or custom that has been violated arises in the context of actions under § 1983 against municipalities. In a case alleging that the government had a policy of intentional discrimination against women, the court held that, to establish deliberate indifference, the plaintiff must demonstrate culpability beyond mere negligence or even gross negligence.630 To sustain a gender-based equal protection challenge in a case involving an assault, a plaintiff must show (1) the existence of a policy, practice, or custom of law enforcement that provided less protection to victims of domestic assault than to victims of other assaults; (2) that discrimination against women was a motivating fact; and (3) that the plaintiff was injured by the policy, custom, or practice.631

e. Liability for Acts in Excess of Authority or for Gross Negligence

If government defendants act in excess of their statutory authority, they may be subject to liability under § 1983. For example, in Morgan v. Bubar632 the plaintiff and defendants were employees of the State of Connecticut. The plaintiff alleged that Bubar made defamatory statements about the plaintiff to their supervisor and that two supervisors failed to investigate or initiate an investigation of a report of violence allegedly committed by the plaintiff in the workplace.633 The court ruled that the allegations were sufficient “to support a conclusion that the defendants acted in excess of statutory authority such that the defendants are not shielded by the doctrine of sovereign immunity.”634

Furthermore, “[t]he doctrine of sovereign immunity does not shield state employees from liability for acts or omissions constituting gross negligence.”635 Thus, “[a] state employee who acts wantonly, or in a culpable or grossly negligent manner is not protected [by sovereign immunity].”636

Gross negligence is defined as that degree of negligence “which shows indifference to others, disregarding prudence to the level that safety of others is completely neglected. Gross negligence is negligence which shocks fair-minded people, but is less than willful recklessness.” Whether certain behavior constitutes gross negligence is “generally a factual matter for resolution by the jury and becomes a question of law only when reasonable people cannot differ.”637

In cases alleging § 1983 claims based on a government defendant’s nonfeasance or misfeasance, such as the failure to train personnel adequately, there is no basis for a constitutional violation because such claims could be made about almost any encounter resulting in an injury. Even if there is a viable constitutional claim, the defendant may have qualified immunity, which is “a shield from civil liability for ‘all but the plainly incompetent or those who knowingly violate the law.’”638

f. Non-Liability of Government Supervisors

Supervisors may not be held liable for the acts of their subordinates: “an individual cannot be held liable under Section 1983 in his individual capacity unless he ‘participated in the constitutional violation.’”639

As one court has explained,

[liability may not be premised on the respondeat superior or vicarious liability doctrines, “nor may a defendant be held liable merely by his connection to the events through links in the chain of command…”]

Direct participation, however, is not necessary. A supervisory official may be personally liable if she has “actual or constructive notice of unconstitutional

630 Hernandez, 380 F.3d at 882, citing Conner v. Travis County, 209 F.3d 794, 796 (5th Cir. 2000). In Hernandez, the court observed that “[a]ccording to [Child Protective Services] policy, children may not be placed in homes which are under investigation for abuse,” a policy allegedly violated by the individual defendants. See id. at 884. See also Rhyne v. Henderson County, 973 F.2d 386, 392 (5th Cir. 1992) (stating that the basis of 1983 liability “must amount to an intentional choice, not merely an unintentionally negligent oversight”).
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639 Valentine, 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 430 at *17, quoting Hildebrandt v. Ill. Dep’t of Natural Res., 347 F.3d 1014, 1039 (7th Cir. 2003).
practices and demonstrates ‘gross negligence’ or ‘de-
liberate indifference’ by failing to act.\textsuperscript{646}

To hold a supervisor liable under § 1983, “[a] plaintiff...is required to establish that: (1) his ‘con-
stitutional rights were violated’ and (2) ‘the defen-
dants acted under color of state law.’\textsuperscript{646} It must be
shown that the alleged supervisor is one who “di-
rected the constitutional violation” or that the vi-
olation must have “occurred with his ‘knowledge and

4. Official Policy or Custom in Regard to
Municipal Liability

The Monell decision requires that before a mu-
nicipal defendant may be held liable for depriva-
tions of civil rights, there must be a showing that
the deprivation resulted from a government policy
or custom.\textsuperscript{647} The plaintiff must set for a “short
and plain statement of the claim showing that the
pleader is entitled to relief.”\textsuperscript{646} The official policy
need not be formally adopted or written, as a per-
sistent and well-settled custom may be the basis for
a § 1983 claim.\textsuperscript{645}

To support a claim “based upon the existence
of an official custom or policy,” the plaintiff must
show that

1) a policy or custom existed; 2) the governmental
policy makers actually or constructively knew of its

existence; 3) a constitutional violation occurred; and
4) the custom or policy served as the moving force
behind the violation. To adequately state such a
claim, Plaintiffs must also specifically describe how
the policy or custom relates to the constitutional
violation.\textsuperscript{646}

For purposes of municipal liability, “a ‘policy’
may be established by either a policy or decision
adopted by the municipality or a single act of a
municipal official with final policymaking author-
ity,\textsuperscript{647} but the custom or practice must be “so well
settled and widespread that the policymaking offi-
cials of the municipality [may] be said to have ac-
tual or constructive knowledge of it, yet did nothing
to end the practice.”\textsuperscript{646} An act performed pursuant
to a custom that did not have formal approval of
the “appropriate decision-maker” may fairly subject
a municipality to liability under § 1983 “on the
theory that the relevant practice is so widespread
as to have the force of law.”\textsuperscript{649}

In Valentine v. City of Chicago,\textsuperscript{650} the court
agreed that

[a] local governmental unit’s unconstitutional policy,
practice, or custom can be shown by: (1) an express
policy that causes a constitutional deprivation when
enforced; (2) a widespread practice, that, although
unauthorized, is so permanent and well-settled that
it constitutes a ‘custom or usage’ with the force of
law; or (3) an allegation that a person with final poli-
cymaking authority caused the injury.\textsuperscript{651}

Valentine was a female truck driver and sweeper
for the city’s transportation department who al-
leged sexual harassment by two supervisors and a
co-worker and who eventually filed an action under
§ 1983, as well as Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964.\textsuperscript{652} As for the § 1983 claim, the court granted a
summary judgment in favor of the city, because “[a]
municipal governmental unit cannot be held liable
under Section 1983 ‘unless the deprivation of con-
stitutional rights is caused by a municipal policy or
custom.’\textsuperscript{653} The plaintiff failed to show that “any
express policy or practice was behind the alleged
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report or appeal, failed to remedy the wrong, (3) the defend-
cant created a policy or custom under which unconstitu-
tional practices occurred, or allowed the continuance of
such a policy or custom, (4) the defendant was grossly
negligent in supervising subordinates who committed the
wrongful acts, or (5) the defendant exhibited deliberate in-
difference to the rights of inmates by failing to act on in-
formation indicating that unconstitutional acts were
occurring.
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harassment or alleged failure to prevent the harassment.\textsuperscript{664}

One federal court has noted that “an isolated incident or a meager history of isolated incidents is insufficient to prove the existence of an official policy or custom.”\textsuperscript{665} One incident of unconstitutional conduct by a city employee cannot be a basis for finding that there was an agency-wide custom for purposes of the imposition of municipal liability under § 1983.\textsuperscript{666} In City of Oklahoma City v. Tuttle,\textsuperscript{667} the Court held that “[p]roof of a single incident of unconstitutional activity is not sufficient to impose liability under Monell, unless proof of the incident includes proof that it was caused by an existing, unconstitutional municipal policy, which policy can be attributed to a municipal policymaker.”\textsuperscript{668} Although it has been held that evidence of a single incident cannot establish the existence of a policy or custom for purposes of a § 1983 claim,\textsuperscript{669} in McClure, the district court held that in the Fifth Circuit a municipality may be held liable in a § 1983 action “for even a single decision made by its legislative body, even if the decision is singular and not meant as a continuing policy, because even a single decision by such a body unquestionably constitutes an act of official government policy.”\textsuperscript{670} On the other hand, it has been held that statements of individual lawmakers are not binding on a city.\textsuperscript{671}

For an official to represent government policy he or she must have final policymaking authority, authority that is lacking when an official’s decisions are subject to meaningful administrative review.\textsuperscript{672} Whether a particular official has final policymaking authority for the purposes of § 1983 is a question of state law.\textsuperscript{673} The court must determine whether the person or entity that made the policy at issue speaks for the government entity being sued. Such an inquiry seeks to determine whether governmental officials are final policymakers for the local government in a particular area, or on a particular issue; as stated, the finding is dependent on an analysis of state law.\textsuperscript{674}

In a case in which the plaintiffs alleged that a police officer and a code compliance officer unlawfully cancelled a concert the district court dismissed the § 1983 claims. The plaintiffs had failed to establish “that the officials’ actions were taken in violation of the ordinance and permit rules.”\textsuperscript{675} Indeed, the court deemed it to be significant that the plaintiffs had argued that the officials were liable not because they had followed a government policy but rather because they had arbitrarily and capriciously violated it.

5. Remedies

In a $§1983$ action, the court may award declaratory and injunctive relief, damages, and attorney’s fees. Moreover, as discussed herein, in regard to an individual who is an officer or employee of a state, the individual defendant may be liable for injunctive relief. Nominal, compensatory, and punitive damages also are available under § 1983. To recover compensatory damages, the plaintiff must prove that the unconstitutional activities were the cause in fact of actual injuries.\textsuperscript{676} To prove damages, evidence must be received on general damages, including emotional distress and pain and suffering, and on special damages, such as lost income and medical expenses.\textsuperscript{677}

In addition to compensatory damages, a court may award punitive damages in a § 1983 suit to punish the defendant for outrageous conduct and to deter others from similar conduct in the future.\textsuperscript{678} Even if the plaintiff cannot prove actual damages, the court may award punitive damages.\textsuperscript{679} Municipalities, however, are generally immune from puni-
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tive damages in § 1983 actions, as are municipal officers when sued in their official capacities. Individuals who are not protected by other forms of immunity may be subject to punitive damages. Punitive damages are available “when the defendant’s conduct is shown to be motivated by evil motive or intent, or when it involves reckless or callous indifference to the federally protected rights of others.” The standard applicable to common law tort actions is the same for § 1983 actions. In City of Newport v. Fact Concerts, Inc., the Supreme Court was clear that punitive damages could be awarded “against the offending official, based on his personal financial resources...."

As for injunctive relief, “[c]ivil rights actions under section 1983 are exempt from the usual prohibition on federal court injunctions of state court proceedings." Although the Eleventh Amendment bars claims for damages against state agencies and officials acting in their official capacity, the federal courts may enjoin state officials acting in their official capacity as long as the injunction governs only the officer’s future conduct and no retroactive remedy is provided; the rule applies also to declaratory judgments. As has been noted, “[s]tate officials acting in their official capacities are § 1983 ‘persons’ when sued for prospective relief,” such as reinstatement as a state employee. Thus, where a state employee alleged that he was wrongfully terminated by the state’s Employment Security Department on account of his race and age, his § 1983 claim was not barred because he sought equitable relief, such as reinstatement as a state employee.

The requirements for an injunction generally are that the movant must show that he or she will suffer irreparable harm if the injunction is not granted; that the movant would probably prevail on the merits; that the state would not be harmed by the injunction more than the movant would be helped by it; and that the granting of the injunction would be in the public interest. Alternatively, the movant must show either a combination of probable success on the merits and the possibility of irreparable injury or that serious questions have been raised and that the balance of hardships tips sharply in the movant’s favor.

6. Attorney’s Fees

A prevailing party in certain civil rights actions may recover attorney’s fees pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1988. Moreover, states may be able to prevent supplemental claims against the state either under the Eleventh Amendment or because the federal claims have been dismissed. “Attorney’s fees in civil rights and employment discrimination cases are wholly outside the strictures of the Eleventh Amendment as the result of Congressional abrogation that the Supreme Court has upheld.” Claimants who bring suit under a comprehensive federal statutory scheme that does not include a provision allowing for the recovery of attorney’s fees may not do so under § 1988. The assertion of a § 1983 claim in addition to another statutory claim does not create a claim for attorney’s fees under § 1988.

In Maher v. Gagne, the Supreme Court held that attorney’s fees under § 1988 were available in all types of § 1983 actions. A plaintiff prevails when actual relief on the merits of his claim materially alters the legal relationship between the parties by modifying the defendant’s behavior in a way that
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directly benefits the plaintiff.”  The Supreme Court has stated that “although the technical nature of a nominal damage award...does not affect the prevailing party inquiry, it does bear directly on the propriety of fees awarded under § 1988.” Ordinarily, the prevailing plaintiff may recover attorney’s fees as a matter of course. The prevailing defendant, however, may recover attorney’s fees only when the court in its discretion finds that the plaintiff’s action was “frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation, even though not brought in subjective bad faith.”

One issue that has arisen is whether a plaintiff who prevails only on a pendent state law claim rather than his or her § 1983 claim may be awarded attorney’s fees. In Southwestern Bell Telephone Company v. City of El Paso, Southwestern Bell brought suit under § 1983 for declaratory and injunctive relief against the City and County Water Improvement District No. 1 (EPCWID). The action alleged that EPCWID’s application process and fees as were violations of the Contract Clause of the United States Constitution and of the Federal Telecommunications Act of 1996. The district court denied Southwestern Bell’s motion for attorney’s fees, reversed the jury’s verdict, and awarded the plaintiff’s fees. In *Norris v. The First Circuit held that the plaintiffs were the prevailing party entitled to attorney’s fees even though they did not obtain a favorable judgment or a formal settlement agreement in their § 1983 suit. In *Norris v. Murphy*, a jury awarded the plaintiff the nominal amount of $1 in damages, but the court awarded virtually the entire amount of attorney’s fees and costs requested.

The Court has handed down several decisions that significantly cut into the award of attorney’s fees in § 1983 actions. The Court’s decision in *Marek v. Chesney*, interpreting Rule 68 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, encourages settlement of civil rights cases by denying the award of attorney’s fees under § 1988 for fees incurred after a settlement offer is rejected, unless the final judgment obtained by the offeree is more favorable than the settlement offer.
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691 Id. at 550, citing *Scham v. District Courts Trying Criminal Cases*, 148 F.3d 554, 556 (5th Cir. 1998). constitutional deprivation was substantial, and (2) the successful pendent claims arose out of a common nucleus of operative facts. A claim is substantial if it supports federal question jurisdiction; the “common nucleus of operative facts” element must satisfy the test established in *United Mine Workers v. Gibbs* for pendent jurisdiction.

Another issue is whether there is a right to attorney’s fees when the plaintiff is awarded only nominal damages. In *Farrar v. Hobby*, the Supreme Court held that in a civil rights suit for damages the awarding of nominal damages highlights the plaintiff’s failure to prove actual, compensable injury. Whatever the constitutional basis for substantive liability, damages awarded in a § 1983 action must always be designed to compensate injuries caused by the constitutional deprivation. If a plaintiff recovers only nominal damages because of his failure to prove an essential element of his claim for monetary relief, “the only reasonable fee is usually no fee at all.”

However, attorney’s fees have been awarded even when the amount of damages awarded was nominal. In *Ortiz de Arroyo v. Barcelo*, the First Circuit held that the plaintiffs were the prevailing party entitled to attorney’s fees even though they did not obtain a favorable judgment or a formal settlement agreement in their § 1983 suit. In *Norris v. Murphy*, a jury awarded the plaintiff the nominal amount of $1 in damages, but the court awarded virtually the entire amount of attorney’s fees and costs requested.

The Court has handed down several decisions that significantly cut into the award of attorney’s fees in § 1983 actions. The Court’s decision in *Marek v. Chesney*, interpreting Rule 68 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, encourages settlement of civil rights cases by denying the award of attorney’s fees under § 1988 for fees incurred after a settlement offer is rejected, unless the final judgment obtained by the offeree is more favorable than the settlement offer.
Finally, the Eleventh Amendment does not bar recovery of attorney’s fees against the state. On the other hand, attorney’s fees are not recoverable against the state when the plaintiff prevails.

E. DISCRIMINATION CLAIMS UNDER OTHER FEDERAL LAWS AGAINST TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENTS

1. Introduction

Although various forms of discrimination are prohibited by federal law, states and their instrumentalities, such as transportation departments, as well as their officers and employees acting in their official capacity, have immunity for certain claims alleging discrimination by virtue of the states’ sovereign immunity under the Eleventh Amendment to the United States Constitution. Moreover, there are law review articles and other commentary arguing that, based on Supreme Court decisions in recent years, some discrimination-type claims presently permitted against the states may be subject to challenge. Nevertheless, states have immunity under the Eleventh Amendment to claims made under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) and under Title I of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Individual employees may not be sued under Title VII.

Besides the issue of sovereign immunity, this section will discuss how the law has evolved recently in the areas of discrimination prohibited by the ADA, the ADEA, or Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. This section of the report will discuss whether and when Congress may abrogate the states’ sovereign immunity under the Eleventh Amendment, even when a claim arises under federal antidiscrimination law. Moreover, regardless of state immunity, each section will discuss the elements of claims arising out of alleged discrimination on the basis of age, disability, race, or sex.

2. Recent U.S. Supreme Court Decisions on the States’ Sovereign Immunity Under the Eleventh Amendment

As discussed previously in the report, when a state transportation department asserts the Eleventh Amendment as a defense, an action under § 1983 will be dismissed unless the state has waived such immunity. Eleventh Amendment immunity will not shield agency officials from suit if they are sued in their individual, non-official capacity. Moreover, where government officials, sued in their individual capacity, have raised the defense of qualified immunity, some courts have imposed a “heightened pleading requirement”; that is, some factual detail is necessary so that the court will be able to determine whether a right was a clearly established one at the time of the allegedly wrongful conduct.
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As for whether states have any immunity under the Eleventh Amendment from claims under the ADA, ADEA, or Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the analysis in this section begins with the decision of the United States Supreme Court in 1976 in *Fitzpatrick v. Bitzer*.

In *Fitzpatrick*, a group of Connecticut state employees brought suit against the state alleging sexual discrimination regarding retirement benefits. The *Fitzpatrick* Court held that when Congress amended Title VII in 1972 to extend coverage to the states as employers, Congress clearly exercised its power under [Section] 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment to abrogate the states’ Eleventh Amendment immunity. The issue, however, that was not raised in the *Fitzpatrick* case was whether the abrogation of immunity was “a proper exercise of congressional authority under [Section] 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment.”

On several occasions since the *Fitzpatrick* decision, the Supreme Court has addressed the issue of whether Congress has exercised its authority properly when abrogating the states’ sovereign immunity. The cases since *Fitzpatrick* are, of course, particularly relevant to whether the states have sovereign immunity for some claims under the federal antidiscrimination laws. A preliminary question that the Court has had to address was on which constitutional grants of authority Congress plausibly could rely to abrogate the states’ sovereign immunity. In 1996, in *Seminole Tribe v. Florida* the Court held that Congress may only authorize suits against nonconsenting states, that is, abrogate the states’ sovereign immunity under the Eleventh Amendment, when Congress is acting within its power under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment. Congress may not abrogate the states’ sovereign immunity under another grant of constitutional authority to Congress, such as the Commerce Clause.

After the decision in *Seminole Tribe*, beginning in 1997, the Supreme Court struck down acts of Congress that were, in the Court’s view, in excess of Congress’s power under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment. Thus, in 1997, in *City of Boerne v. Flores*, the Supreme Court held that the Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993 (RFRA) exceeded Congress’s power under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment. As the Court explained, the RFRA prohibits “government” from “substantially burdening” a person’s exercise of religion even if the burden results from a rule of general applicability unless the government can demonstrate the burden “(1) is in furtherance of a compelling governmental interest; and (2) is the least restrictive means of furthering that compelling governmental interest.”

The Court, stating that Congress does not have the “power to determine what constitutes a constitutional violation,” held that Congress did not have “the power to decree the substance of the Fourteenth Amendment’s restrictions on the States. Legislation which alters the meaning of the Free Exercise Clause cannot be said to be enforcing the Clause.”

The Court, recognizing that it is not easy to differentiate “between measures that remedy or prevent unconstitutional actions and measures that make a substantive change in the governing law,” held that “[t]here must be a congruence and proportionality between the injury to be prevented or remedied and the means adopted to that end.

In rendering its decision, the Court emphasized the absence of a sufficient record for the Congress to act under its Section 5 power. The “RFRA’s legislative record lacks examples of modern instances of generally applicable laws that were passed because of religious bigotry.” The intent of the law, in the opinion of the Court, “cannot be understood as a response to, or designed to prevent, unconstitutional behavior.”

Although the first question is whether the Congress clearly expressed an intent to abrogate the states’ sovereign immunity in a given area, the Congress may not purport to do so under Section 5 unless there is sufficient evidence to justify congressional action. Whether Congress has enacted purportedly remedial legislation pursuant to its Section 5 power depends on whether the legislation
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passes the Court’s congruence and proportionality test. An example is the case of Florida Prepaid Postsecondary Education Expense Board v. College Savings Bank. In the state agency argued that the Patent Remedy Act was an unconstitutional abrogation of the states’ sovereign immunity under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment. In the Act, Congress had provided that states, their instrumentalities, and their officers and employees acting in their official capacities were subject to suit in federal court by any person for patent infringement. College Savings alleged that Florida Prepaid had infringed College Savings’ patent for certain “financing methodology.”

The Court noted that pursuant to its holding in City of Boerne, the Court had to “identify the Fourteenth Amendment ‘evil’ or ‘wrong’ that Congress intended to remedy...” However, the Court held that in enacting the Patent Remedy Act, Congress had “identified no pattern of patent infringement by the States, let alone a pattern of constitutional violations.” Moreover, “Congress itself said nothing about the existence or adequacy of state remedies in the statute,” nor was there any evidence in the legislative history of patent infringement by the states. Hence, the Congress had not properly abrogated sovereign immunity in making “all States immediately amenable to suit in federal court for all kinds of possible patent infringement and for an indefinite duration.”

In contrast, in 2003 in Nevada Department of Human Resources v. Hibbs, the Court upheld the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) of 1993 that “entitles eligible employees to take up to 12 work weeks of unpaid leave annually for any of several reasons, including the onset of a ‘serious health condition’ in an employee’s spouse, child or parent.” The FMLA permits claims for monetary damages and equitable relief against employers, including public agencies. To the surprise of some commentators, in light of the Court’s decision in the City of Boerne and Florida Prepaid cases, the Court held that employees of the State of Nevada may recover damages in the event of the state’s failure to comply with the family-care provision of the Act.

In Hibbs there was no serious issue regarding whether Congress intended to abrogate the sovereign immunity of the states. Moreover, the Court reiterated that under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, Congress may “do more than simply proscribe conduct” that the Court has held to be unconstitutional and that “Congress may enact so-called prophylactic legislation that proscribes facially constitutional conduct in order to prevent and deter unconstitutional conduct.” In Hibbs, the Court concluded that the Congress had evidence of a pattern of constitutional violations by the states. Furthermore, “Congress had evidence that, even where state laws and policies were not facially discriminatory, they were applied in discriminatory ways.” The Court concluded that “the States’ record of unconstitutional participation in, and fostering of, gender-based discrimination in the administration of leave benefits is weighty enough” for the enactment of the FLMA. The law, moreover, was “narrowly targeted” with other limitations that Congress had placed on its “scope.”

Other decisions upholding or denying congressional authority to abrogate the states’ Eleventh Amendment immunity are discussed hereafter under the relevant sections pertaining to age, disability, and race and sex discrimination. In some areas of federal antidiscrimination law, the states are wholly or partially immune. After discussing the immunity issue, each section will discuss both the legal elements for claims of discrimination and any recent cases brought against transportation agencies. As will be seen, in discrimination cases, even when a transportation agency is not immune from suit, the agency frequently has prevailed on a motion for summary judgment, resulting in a dismissal of all or part of the case.

3. Age Discrimination in Employment Act

a. State Sovereign Immunity for Claims for Monetary Damages Under the ADEA

The ADEA, which prohibits employment discrimination on the basis of age against individuals...
age 40 or over, may be enforced in accordance with the powers, remedies, and procedures provided in the Fair Labor Standards Act. The ADEA provides:

It shall be unlawful for an employer—

(1) to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual or otherwise discriminate against any individual with respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment, because of such individual's age;

(2) to limit, segregate, or classify his employees in any way which would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect his status as an employee, because of such individual's age; or

(3) to reduce the wage rate of any employee in order to comply with this chapter.

In 1974 Congress provided that employees could maintain a suit under the ADEA against a public entity in any federal or state court. However, in 2000 in Kimel v. Florida Board of Regents the Supreme Court struck down the law that abrogated the states’ sovereign immunity for ADEA claims. The Kimel case concerned three suits by plaintiffs against Alabama and Florida state agency employers, inter alia, for monetary damages for alleged age discrimination. However, the Kimel Court held that Congress had exceeded its authority in abrogating the states’ immunity for such suits. Applying the congruence and proportionality test, the Court held that the substantive requirements imposed by the ADEA on the states “are disproportionate to any unconstitutional conduct that conceivably could be targeted by the Act.” Stating that “[s]tates may discriminate on the basis of age without offending the Fourteenth Amendment if the age classification in question is rationally related to a legitimate state interest,” the Court held that Congress had not properly abrogated the states’ immunity under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment. The Court’s reasoning was that the ADEA was “so out of proportion to a supposed remedial or preventive object that it cannot be understood as responsive to, or designed to prevent, unconstitutional behavior.” That is, when extending the ADEA to the states, Congress “never identified any pattern of age discrimination by the States, much less any discrimination whatsoever that rose to the level of a constitutional violation.” Accordingly, Congress did not validly abrogate the states’ sovereign immunity to suits by private individuals. In any case, the Court stated that in almost every state, “[s]tate employees are protected by state age discrimination statutes,” which are cited in a footnote to the opinion.

b. Elements of an ADEA Claim

Although a state transportation agency has sovereign immunity for claims for monetary damages, but not for injunctive relief, other transportation agencies that are not part of the state government may be subject to suit; thus, the elements of an ADEA claim will be discussed. For a plaintiff to establish a prima facie case of age discrimination, the plaintiff must show that (1) he is a member of the protected class; (2) he is qualified for his position; (3) he has suffered an adverse employment action; and (4) the circumstances surrounding that action give rise to an inference of age discrimination. Claims under the ADEA are analyzed according to a burden shifting framework first articulated by the Supreme Court in McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green. If the employer’s action is motivated by something other than the employee’s age, then there is no disparate treatment under the ADEA. Under the ADEA, employees may not hold another individual or a supervisor liable as they are not liable under the Act.

---
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The ADEA makes it unlawful for an employer to subject an employee to an adverse employment action because the employee previously charged the employer with age discrimination. To state

[a] prima facie case of retaliation under the ADEA requires proof that: (1) the plaintiff was engaged in an activity protected under the ADEA; (2) the employer was aware of the plaintiff's participation in the protected activity; (3) the plaintiff was subject to an adverse employment action; and (4) there is a nexus between the protected activity and the adverse action taken.

It is not completely clear whether Congress has abrogated sovereign immunity as to retaliation claims against federal agencies under the ADEA. According to a federal court in Virginia, although 29 U.S.C. § 633a(a) waives sovereign immunity of federal agencies for age discrimination suits against them, the ADEA does not expressly prohibit suits for retaliation by federal agencies. Although the court recognized that the Second Circuit and D.C. Circuit have held that Congress waived sovereign immunity for retaliation claims against federal agencies under the ADEA, the district court in Virginia held that Congress chose not to waive immunity for retaliation claims against federal agencies.

4. Americans with Disabilities Act

4.a. Sovereign Immunity for Claims for Monetary Damages Under Title I

The ADA is designed “to provide a clear and comprehensive national mandate for the elimination of discrimination against individuals with disabilities.” Prohibiting discrimination in the contexts of employment, public services, and public accommodations and services operated by private entities, the ADA provides the following for each context:

Employment.—“No covered entity shall discriminate against a qualified individual with a disability because of the disability of such individual in regard to job application procedures, the hiring, ad- vancement, or discharge of employees, employee compensation, job training, and other terms, conditions, and privileges of employment.”

Public Services.—“Subject to the provisions of this subchapter, no qualified individual with a disability shall, by reason of such disability, be excluded from participation in or be denied the benefits of the services, programs, or activities of a public entity, or be subjected to discrimination by any such entity.”

Public Accommodations and Services Operated by Private Entities.—“No individual shall be discriminated against on the basis of disability in the full and equal enjoyment of the goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, or accommodations of any place of public accommodation by any person who owns, leases (or leases to), or operates a place of public accommodation.

As the Court stated in 2004 in Tennessee v. Lane, the ADA “forbids discrimination against persons with disabilities in three major areas of public life: employment, which is covered by Title I of the statute; public services, programs, and activities, which are the subject of Title II; and public accommodations, which are covered by Title III.”

“Title II...prohibits any public entity from discriminating against ‘qualified’ persons with disabilities in the provision or operation of public services, programs, or activities.” A “public entity” includes state and local governments and their agencies or instrumentalities. In 42 U.S.C. § 1213(2), the ADA specifically identifies transportation services. Thus,

persons with disabilities are “qualified” if they, “with or without reasonable modifications to rules, policies, or practices, the removal of architectural, communication, or transportation barriers, or the provision of auxiliary aids and services, meet[ ] the essential eligibility requirements for the receipt of services or the participation in programs or activities provided by a public entity.”

The ADA incorporates Section 505 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 that authorizes private citizens to bring suit for money damages.

---
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subject to suit for discrimination in violation of the Rehabilitation Act if the state accepts Federal Rehabilitation Act funds.\(^{771}\) In contrast, “[u]nder the ADA Congress did not manifest a clear intent to condition participation in the programs funded under the Act on a State’s consent to waive its constitutional immunity.”\(^{772}\) A retaliation claim may not be brought under the ADA against a state entity if the state entity is not otherwise subject to subchapters I, II, and IV of the ADA.\(^{773}\)

Although Title I of the ADA authorizes claims for monetary damages, such claims may not be made against states or their agencies or instrumentalities. In Board of Trustees of the University of Alabama \(^{774}\) v. Garrett\(^{774}\), the respondents had filed suits against Alabama state employers seeking monetary damages under Title I of the ADA. Title I, as noted, prohibits states and other employers from “discriminating against a qualified individual with a disability because of that disability...in regard to...terms, conditions, and privileges of employment.”\(^{775}\) In Garrett, the Court held that the Eleventh Amendment bars suits against the states for money damages for their failure to comply with Title I. In the Court’s opinion, congressional authority to abrogate the states’ sovereign immunity under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment “is appropriately exercised only in response to state transgressions.”\(^{776}\) The legislative record, however, “fail[ed] to show that Congress did in fact identify a pattern of irrational state discrimination in employment against the disabled.”\(^{777}\) Furthermore, the Court held that the remedy imposed by Congress was not “congruent and proportional to the targeted violation.”\(^{778}\)

The Eleventh Amendment, however, may not be asserted to bar an ADA claim made by the United States against a state for monetary damages or injunctive relief. In U.S. v. Mississippi Department of Public Safety\(^{779}\), the United States alleged that the Mississippi state agency violated the ADA by dismissing an individual from the training academy of the Mississippi Highway Safety Patrol because of his disability, Type 2 diabetes.\(^{780}\) The United States maintained that if the agency had made reasonable accommodations for his disability, the individual “would have been able to perform the essential functions of the job.”\(^{781}\)

The Fifth Circuit, reversing the district court’s dismissal of the suit, held that the claim for monetary damages and other compensatory relief was not barred by the Eleventh Amendment.\(^{782}\) Although the State of Mississippi argued that the United States was attempting to “circumvent the safeguards of the Eleventh Amendment [to] obtain personal relief for private individuals,”\(^{783}\) the Fifth Circuit held that the Supreme Court in Garrett, supra, had stated that its ruling “had no impact on the ability of the United States to enforce the ADA in suits for money damages,” and that the United States was not barred by the Eleventh Amendment from suing to enforce federal law as authorized by the ADA.\(^{784}\)

**b. Sovereign Immunity and Title II of the ADA**

Under Title II the states do not have sovereign immunity from ADA claims that arise out of a state’s denial of a fundamental right, such as access to the courts. Three years after the decision in Garrett, the Supreme Court in Tennessee v. Lane\(^{785}\) considered whether Title II of the ADA was a proper exercise of congressional authority under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment to abrogate the states’ Eleventh Amendment immunity. The Court held that although Congress has broad power under Section 5 to devise “appropriate remedial and preventative measures for unconstitutional actions,” Congress “may not work a substantive change in the governing law.”\(^{786}\) Where the Congress acts to enforce constitutional rights based on disability, legislation is constitutional if it passes the lowest level of scrutiny, the rational basis test. Thus, classifications based on disability violate the said test only “if they lack a rational relationship to a legitimate governmental purpose.”\(^{787}\)

In Lane the respondents alleged that as paraplegics “they were denied access to, and the services of, the state court system by reason of their dis-
One respondent was unable to answer criminal charges without crawling up two flights of stairs to get to the courtroom because of the absence of an elevator. When he refused to crawl or to be carried the next time he was arrested for failure to appear,\textsuperscript{796} The other respondent, a court stenographer, had lost work and “an opportunity to participate in the judicial process” because of her disability.\textsuperscript{797} The Court found that “Congress enacted Title II against a backdrop of pervasive unequal treatment in the administration of state services and programs, including systematic deprivation of fundamental rights” of persons with disabilities “in a variety of settings,” including courthouses and other state-owned buildings.\textsuperscript{798} The Court held that Congress had the power under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment to abrogate the states’ Eleventh Amendment immunity “to enforce the constitutional right of access to the courts.”\textsuperscript{799} The Court also found that the remedy under the ADA was a limited one as Congress had only “required the States to take reasonable measures to remove architectural and other barriers to accessibility,”\textsuperscript{800} or in some instances to use less costly or other measures as allowed by the regulations.\textsuperscript{801}

The Court decided the 	extit{Lane} case, however, on the narrow basis of whether the Congress could abrogate the states’ Eleventh Amendment immunity under Title II of the ADA where the claim involved a fundamental right, such as access to the courts. The 	extit{Lane} Court stated that “the decision in 	extit{Garrett}, which severed Title I of the ADA from Title II for purposes of the § 5 inquiry, demonstrates that courts need not examine ‘the full breadth of the statute’ all at once.”\textsuperscript{802} Furthermore, the Court stated that “[b]ecause this case implicates the right of access to the courts, we need not consider what the Constitution requires in the class of cases that implicate only 	extit{Cleburne}’s prohibition on irrational discrimination.”\textsuperscript{803} The Eleventh Amendment does not preclude injunctive relief from being sought and awarded against a state agency for a violation of federal law.

Thus, the states have sovereign immunity for claims for monetary damages under Title I of the ADA. As for sovereign immunity for claims arising under Title II, the 	extit{Lane} decision dealt with the limited issue of a disability and a claim of discrimination in connection with the denial of a fundamental right—access to the courts. The Court has not ruled on whether there is sovereign immunity for other claims against the states under Title II.

As for future developments, it may be noted that in 	extit{Goodman v. Georgia}\textsuperscript{804} the Eleventh Circuit affirmed a district court’s decision granting summary judgment with respect to claims for monetary damages in an inmate’s suit against Georgia brought under Title II of the ADA. The court granted summary judgment on behalf of the state pursuant to state sovereign immunity but held that injunctive relief may be sought. During the appeal, the United States intervened by filing suit against Georgia.\textsuperscript{805} In 2005, the Supreme Court granted Goodman’s petition for certiorari,\textsuperscript{806} thus raising the issue of whether the ADA abrogates the states’ sovereign immunity for inmate suits by prisoners with disabilities alleging discrimination by state-operated prisons. In January 2006, the Supreme Court reversed the Eleventh Circuit and remanded. The Court held that “insofar as Title II creates a private cause of action for damages against the States for conduct that actually violates the Fourteenth Amendment, Title II validly abrogates state sovereign immunity. The Eleventh Circuit erred in dismissing those of Goodman’s Title II claims that were based on such unconstitutional conduct.”\textsuperscript{807}

c. Elements of an ADA Claim

Claims may arise in which there is the presumably remote possibility that the state transportation agency does not have immunity (see discussion of Title II, supra) or in which the transportation agency is not an agency of the state. Thus, the elements of an ADA claim will be discussed next, as well as recent cases against transportation agencies.

There are two basic theories for claims by persons with disabilities. One theory is based on disparate treatment, “when an employer treats a person less favorably than others because of his or her
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protected characteristic, such as a disability."\textsuperscript{801} The second theory is based on disparate impact, which "involves facially neutral employment practices or fixed qualifications that in fact impact one group, such as the disabled, more harshly than others and 'cannot be justified by business necessity' or the particular business activity involved."\textsuperscript{802} Proof of a discriminatory motive is not required for a disparate impact claim.\textsuperscript{803}

For a plaintiff to establish a \textit{prima facie} case of discrimination under the ADA, the plaintiff must show "(1) she is disabled within the meaning of the ADA, (2) she is qualified to perform the essential functions of her job with or without reasonable accommodation, and (3) she suffered from an adverse employment decision because of her disability."

With respect to the first part of the \textit{prima facie} case, a plaintiff must prove that her condition, either in fact or in the perception of the employer, meets the statutory definition of a disability. The term "disability" is defined as follows:

(A) a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more of the major life activities of such individual;

(B) a record of such an impairment; or

(C) being regarded as having such an impairment.\textsuperscript{804}

To establish that a claimant is disabled under the ADA, a "plaintiff must eventually show (1) that he is an individual with a disability as defined in the ADA, (2) that defendant knew this, (3) that he could have performed the essential functions of his job with reasonable accommodations, and (4) that defendant failed to make such accommodations."\textsuperscript{805}

There is a dearth of reported decisions involving the ADA and transportation departments in the past few years. In Jordon v. Dallas Area Rapid Transit\textsuperscript{806} the plaintiff (pro se) alleged discrimination under the ADA after sustaining an injury to her neck and shoulder after a panel from a Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) bus fell on her. Jordon claimed that she was denied a reasonable accommodation for her disability because DART denied her request for alternative duty.\textsuperscript{807} The district court stated that for one to qualify as being disabled under the ADA, "an individual must meet what the United States Supreme Court has characterized as a 'demanding standard.'"\textsuperscript{808}

To qualify as disabled, an individual must have a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more of her major life activities.\textsuperscript{809} The court held that Jordon "failed to raise a genuine issue of material fact as to whether she was 'disabled' within the meaning of the ADA...."\textsuperscript{810} As the court explained,

the focus of the disability inquiry turns on the impact that Jordon's injury had on everyday, routine aspects of her daily life rather than its impact on her ability to perform specific tasks associated with her job as a bus operator at DART. Jordon must also show that the impact of her impairment was permanent or long term.\textsuperscript{811}

The district court also rejected Jordon's claim that DART had retaliated against her for having made a claim of discrimination.\textsuperscript{812} A \textit{prima facie} case of retaliation requires a plaintiff to show

1) engagement in an activity protected by the ADA;
2) an adverse employment action; 3) a causal connection between the protected activity and the adverse action. "Once the plaintiff has established a \textit{prima facie} case, the defendant must come forward with a legitimate, non-discriminatory reason for the adverse employment action." If the defendant advances such a reason, the plaintiff must then come forward with sufficient evidence that the proffered reason is a pretext for retaliation and, ultimately, must show that "but for" the protected activity, the adverse employment action would not have occurred.\textsuperscript{813}

However, the court found, \textit{inter alia}, that DART had "presented evidence of a legitimate, non-retaliatory reason for the employment actions" taken in respect to Jordon.\textsuperscript{814} The court granted a summary judgment for DART and dismissed all claims.

Another case of interest under the ADA is Gilbert v. Indianapolis Public Schools, Department of
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Transportation, in which Gilbert filed claims based on alleged discrimination and retaliation. Gilbert, a bus driver, beginning in 1991 or 1992 suffered from degenerative disc disease and wore a cervical neck collar as needed. However, Gilbert was reassigned in 1999 to drive a route that required her to assist children with special needs. Gilbert claimed "to be (regarded as) impaired in the major life activity of working, not that of performing manual tasks...."

The court held, however, that Gilbert had failed to show that any agent of the defendant regarded her "as impaired to the extent that she would have difficulty performing any function central to daily life, or that she would be excluded from a broad class or range of jobs." As for the plaintiff's retaliation claim based on her transfer to a different bus after she refused to settle her lawsuit, the court agreed that "a refusal to settle would seem to qualify as participation in a proceeding under the ADA" and was protected conduct. Nevertheless, Gilbert failed to show that she had been the victim of an adverse employment action as her transfer had been a lateral transfer without loss of benefits.

In a case on asthma and the ADA involving a private university, in which the plaintiff also made claims based on a hostile work environment and harassment, the university's motion for summary judgment was denied where the plaintiff "alleged that his asthma, combined with the smoke in his working environment, made it difficult for him to perform his job to the point that he was forced into early retirement." There were issues of fact regarding what would have been a reasonable accommodation and whether the defendant had done enough to enforce its workplace policy, as well as issues of fact concerning several of the plaintiff's other claims.

d. Administration of the ADA from the Federal Perspective

The U.S. DOT has promulgated rules and regulations, entitled "Transportation for Individuals with Disabilities," in response to the enactment of the ADA that address transportation and disabled persons issues in full. The Federal Transit Administration's (FTA) Web site contains extensive information on the ADA. The site provides access to guidance on U.S. DOT disability law, bulletins on the topic, a toll-free assistance line, and a civil rights complaint form. In addition to the above rules and regulations, other rules and regulations have been promulgated by both the FHWA and the U.S. DOT that require each state to comply actively with the ADA. Compliance takes different forms and may require, for example, research on future transportation projects and what actions need to be taken with respect to the ADA. Generally, these rules and regulations require each state to certify multiple times at various stages of transportation projects that the state is in compliance with the ADA.

e. State Laws Prohibiting Discrimination Against Persons with Disabilities

States also have civil rights laws prohibiting discrimination against persons with disabilities. For example, the Iowa Civil Rights Act "prohibits an employer from discriminating against a qualified person with a disability because of the person's disability." Iowa looks to the federal ADA "to help establish the framework to analyze claims and otherwise apply [the Iowa] statute."

---
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822 Caseys's General Stores, 661 N.W.2d at 519 (citation omitted). Although alcoholism was a disability under the law, the employee's claim was not based on the employer's failure to accommodate him due to his disability but rather based on the employee's claim that he had suffered disparate treatment as the employer had failed to reassign him after revocation of the employee's driver's license. The claim failed in part because the employee did not identify a position that was available to which he could have been reassigned.
A case applying state law on disability in the workplace is *Campbell v. N.C. Department of Transportation—Division of Motor Vehicles* in which the petitioner, employed as a process assistant with duties requiring her to work with open files, suffered from asthma. Dust in the open files allegedly aggravated her condition. The court held that someone such as Campbell is ‘deemed to have voluntarily resigned’ by the State agency for being unable or unwilling to work in conditions that may constitute discrimination[;] such resignation can constitute a constructive discharge entitling the employee to file a contested case alleging termination” under the statute. Remanding the case, the court held, *inter alia*, that the “petitioner was clear in her request for reasonable accommodations” and “[t]he fact that her solution for a clean work environment was a job transfer does not support a conclusion that petitioner did not properly prove that she could perform her job with reasonable accommodations.”

In sum, state agencies have sovereign immunity for claims for monetary damages under Title I of the ADA but no sovereign immunity for claims under Title II, at least insofar as the claims arise out of the denial of a fundamental right, such as access to the courts.

5. Discrimination Under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

a. Absence of Sovereign Immunity for Title VII Claims Against States Under Present Law

As one authority has written, “Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 is the most broadly based and influential federal statute prohibiting discrimination in employment.” The law “protects against discrimination across the full range of employment practices or decisions….” Even so, there must be “persuasive evidence that any unlawful conduct on the part of the employer caused a real detriment” to the person’s employment.

Section 2000(e)-2(a) of Title 42 states:

It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer—

(1) to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual, or otherwise to discriminate against any individual with respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment, because of such individual’s race, color, religion, sex, or national origin; or

(2) to limit, segregate, or classify his employees or applicants for employment in any way which would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect his status as an employee, because of such individual’s race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.

The Civil Rights Act of 1991 amended Title VII, *inter alia*, “to provide appropriate remedies for intentional discrimination and unlawful harassment in the workplace; to confirm statutory authority and provide statutory guidelines for the adjudication of disparate impact suits under Title VII; and to respond to recent decisions of the Supreme Court by expanding the scope of relevant civil rights statutes.” Thus, 42 U.S.C. § 2000(e)-2 (k)(1)(A) provides:

An unlawful employment practice based on disparate impact is established under this subchapter only if—

(i) a complaining party demonstrates that a respondent uses a particular employment practice that causes a disparate impact on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin and the respondent fails to demonstrate that the challenged practice is job related for the position in question and consistent with business necessity; or

(ii) the complaining party makes the demonstration described in subparagraph (C) with respect to an alternative employment practice and the respondent refuses to adopt such alternative employment practice.

With respect to liability for disparate treatment, “the federal courts have at times struggled to clarify the evidentiary frameworks for proving individual and systemic disparate treatment, but there has been no real question that such intentional conduct constitutes unlawful discrimination.” As seen, besides liability for disparate treatment, there is liability for neutral or ‘facially nondiscriminatory practices’ or ‘neutral employer practices’...“that have greater adverse statistical impact on members of the plaintiff’s protected group (and therefore, inferentially, on the plaintiff) than on others.”

Facially nondiscriminatory or neutral practices ‘that in operation fall with disproportionate adverse impact on the plaintiff’s protected group have proven far more troublesome’ for
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the courts. Even with liability being imposed for disparate impact discrimination, a plaintiff may be unable “to specify a particular aspect of an employer’s subjective making process that is allegedly responsible for an under[ ] representation of the plaintiff class.”

As the Eleventh Circuit observed in 1999 in In re Employment Discrimination Litigation Against the State of Alabama, (hereinafter the “Alabama Employment Discrimination Case”), “[t]he genesis of the disparate impact theory lies in the Supreme Court’s decision in Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424, 91 S. Ct. 849, 28 L. Ed. 2d 158 (1971).” In the Griggs case, Duke Power had abandoned a policy of open discrimination and substituted instead various employment qualification requirements or tests that had a disparate impact on African Americans. Under Title VII, “practices, procedures, or tests neutral on their face, and even neutral in terms of intent, cannot be maintained if they operate to ‘freeze the status quo of prior discriminatory employment practices.’” In a disparate impact case the plaintiff does not have to show discriminatory intent on the part of the employer. After the Griggs decision, Congress codified the proper burdens of proof in a disparate impact case in 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(k) (1994).

There is some law review and other commentary suggesting that, based on recent decisions of the Supreme Court (e.g., Flores, Garrett, and Kimel), Congress’s abrogation of the states’ sovereign immunity under the Eleventh Amendment to Title VII claims for anything other than intentional discrimination could be successfully challenged. On the other hand, as seen, the Court, in Hibbs and in Lane, upheld the authority of Congress to abrogate the states’ immunity with respect to the FMLA and at least to some extent with respect to Title II of the ADA, respectively. Nevertheless, a few articles contend that the states should be able to claim immunity, particularly for Title VII claims based on gender-based disparate impact discrimination, because there was in their view an inadequate record of gender discrimination by the states. As discussed below, however, federal circuit courts of appeal have rejected arguments that Congress improperly abrogated the states’ sovereign immunity under Title VII, including claims for disparate impact.

In the Alabama Employment Discrimination Case the question was whether “Congress validly abrogated the states’ Eleventh Amendment sovereign immunity from claims arising under the disparate impact provisions of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended....” Plaintiffs, African Americans, alleged discrimination against them in a wide variety of employment actions, including, for example, hiring, lay-offs, terminations, and otherwise, for which they sought declaratory, compensatory, and injunctive relief.” As the Eleventh Circuit noted, the court was addressing only the disparate impact provisions of Title VII. The district court “held that the Eleventh Amendment did not bar private suits against states under Title VII, which are predicated on a disparate impact theory of liability.”

Likewise, the Eleventh Circuit held first that Congress had clearly “abrogate[d] the states’ sovereign immunity,” because in 1972 Title VII was amended to include governments, government agencies, and political subdivisions. Second, the court held that Congress’s authority was appropriately exercised under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment. The court distinguished the disparate impact legislation at issue in this case from the RFRA at issue in City of Boerne v. Flores, supra. The court noted that, as decided in the City of Boerne case, supra, under Section 5 of the Four-
teenth Amendment Congress “does not have the power to alter the ‘substance of the Fourteenth Amendment’s restrictions on the States.’” Al

though “what the Constitution prohibits is in-

tentional discrimination on the part of State actors,” Congress may deter or remedy constitutional violations “even if in the process [Congress] prohibits conduct which is not itself unconstitutional” as long as there is “congruence and proportionality between the injury to be prevented or remedied and the means to that end.”

The Eleventh Circuit agreed that “the disparate impact analysis does not require plaintiffs to demonstrate a subjective discriminatory motive.” However, according to the court, the “issue of intent is [not] wholly irrelevant to a claim of disparate impact” as “a genuine finding of disparate impact can be highly probative of the employer’s motive since a racial ‘imbalance is often a telltale sign of purposeful discrimination.” Thus, the court held that “Congress has not sought to alter ‘the substance of the Fourteenth amendment’s restrictions on the States’ with the disparate impact provisions of Title VII.” The court explained that “although the form of the disparate impact inquiry differs from that used in a case challenging state action directly under the Fourteenth Amendment, the core injury targeted by both methods of analysis remains the same: intentional discrimination.

Although the court addressed whether there was evidence supporting the law against disparate impact discrimination, the court did not review the record evidence in detail. “we need not dredge up this nation’s sad history of racial domination and subordination to take notice of the fact that the ‘injury’ targeted by Title VII, intentional discrimination against racial minorities, has since our inception constituted one of the most tormenting and vexing issues...” Nor did the court analyze whether or how the law satisfied the test of congruence and proportionality. Although the court referred to the strict scrutiny test, the court did not explain whether or how the legislation met the strictures of strict scrutiny. On the contrary, the court declared that “it is a rare day, indeed, that the courts find government actors to have adequately demonstrated a compelling interest, and a rarer one still that courts find no less restrictive alternatives to be available.” The court concluded that “[t]he means used by Congress in the disparate impact provisions of Title VII, so closely aligned to the constitutional equal protection analysis,” were neither incongruent nor disproportional.

The issue of whether Congress properly abrogated sovereign immunity in regard to disparate impact discrimination was addressed also in 2001 in Okruhlik v. University of Arkansas, a case involving claims of both race and sex discrimination and harassment under Title VII. More particularly, the plaintiffs brought claims based on disparate treatment and impact discrimination on the basis of gender, hostile workplace environment, sexual harassment, and discrimination in terminations and promotions. Arkansas argued that “claims of disparate treatment and disparate impact discrimination under Title VII...are barred by the Eleventh Amendment.”

The court in Okruhlik observed that in 1972 Congress amended Title VII to extend the coverage of the Act to states and their employees. Furthermore, the court observed that in 1991 Congress expanded the available remedies against a state from back pay and equitable relief to include compensatory damages, but excluded punitive damages. The court agreed that, as held by the Supreme Court and other courts, Congress clearly had abrogated sovereign immunity in regard to Title VII actions. The court’s approach in Okruhlik differed from the court’s approach in the Alabama Employment Discrimination Case in that the Okruhlik court addressed initially “whether Congress identified a history and pattern of unconstitutional employment discrimination by the states [on the basis of race and gender].” The court rejected Arkansas’s contention that “Congress did not identify a history and pattern of unconstitutional race and gender employment discrimination by states and that the studies it relied upon were limited in scope.” Among other things, the court found “much support” in the record, including at various
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times “numerous reports detailing racial and gender discrimination by the states....”

As for whether Title VII’s prohibitions impose greater limits on the states than does the Constitution, the court concluded that “Title VII does not make acts of state unlawful that would be permitted under the Constitution, and it is appropriate legislation.” The court recognized the congruence and proportionality test without discussing how the legislation met the test. Nevertheless, in the court’s view Congress could legislate against such discrimination by states where such discrimination “had the same effect as intentional discrimination....”

More recently, in Downing v. Board of Trustees of University of Alabama the Eleventh Circuit held that Title VII’s antiharassment provision replicates the kind of intentional discrimination prohibited by the Equal Protection Clause and is congruent and proportional to it. The statutory provision was a valid abrogation under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment “even if it prohibits conduct not itself unconstitutional it deters the kind of conduct the Clause prohibits.”

Notwithstanding the fact that two circuits have ruled that Congress acted within its constitutional authority to abrogate the states’ sovereign immunity under Title VII, one article maintains that based on the Supreme Court’s decisions in Hibbs and Lane, supra, “many civil rights statutes, such as Title VII’s disparate impact provision, are still at risk of being deemed an invalid exercise of Congress’s abrogation authority.” Some of the reasons given by the article and authorities cited therein are that

[although Hibbs and Lane represent refinements of the Court’s Eleventh Amendment jurisprudence, Title VII disparate impact claims against the state are still at risk.... First, the legislative record may not sufficiently justify prophylactic legislation. Second, the Court has repeatedly evidenced skepticism over the practical utility of disparate impact legislation. Third, the scope of Title VII more closely resembles the broadness of RFRA, the ADEA, and Title I of the ADA than the limited provisions of the FMLA and

Title II of the ADA—at least as those provisions were interpreted by the Court.

Moreover, the foregoing article argues that because “Title VII prohibits disparate impact, whereas the Court has determined that only intentional discrimination violates the Constitution, Title VII’s ban on disparate impact discrimination does in fact extend beyond the applicable constitutional provision, making it prophylactic legislation.” The article argues that under recent Supreme Court precedent the Congress is required to “document massive findings” before abrogating the states’ sovereign immunity. In particular, it is questioned whether before Congress abrogated the states’ sovereign immunity for Title VII claims, there was a sufficient legislative record of “specific evidence” of discrimination by the states against women or whether the Title VII disparate impact legislation demonstrates congruence and proportionality. Nevertheless, the article concedes that “[a] majority of lower courts considering the issue [has] determined that Title VII’s prohibition of disparate impact discrimination is a congruent and proportional response....”

Another article similarly argues that the Supreme Court

“increasingly appears to require a legislative record to justify enactments, and it then probes the record to determine its sufficiency.” The “findings” requirement, once considered an advantageous but unnecessary Section Five enforcement element, is now mandatory. An “unmistakably clear” statement, “remedial legislation,” and “congruence and proportionality” are not enough today for the states or the Court.

Furthermore, the viability of the decisions in the Alabama Employment Discrimination case and in the Okruhlik case, has been questioned because they were decided, for example, prior to Hibbs and Lane and rely on a “nexus rationale,” meaning that “Congress is justified in prohibiting disparate impact because there are enough instances where unconstitutional purposeful discrimination can be inferred from disparate impact even without being provable.” Finally, the article also observes that
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in Alexander v. Sandoval, the Supreme Court held that there is “no implied private right of action to enforce disparate impact regulations adopted by federal agencies...under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.  

b. Prerequisites to Filing a Title VII Claim

As stated, under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, it is unlawful “to discriminate against any individual with respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment, because of such individual’s race, color, religion, sex, or national origin....

Title VII includes federal and state agency prerequisites to filing a Title VII lawsuit. As one authority observes, “[t]he path to court is strewn with a series of intricate and time-consuming administrative procedures at the state and federal levels” that are designed to give the federal and state agencies “opportunities to obtain voluntary resolution of discrimination disputes, as well as to promote federal–state comity.” To bring a Title VII claim, the plaintiff must timely file a charge of discrimination “with the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (‘EEOC’) either in the first instance or, in the majority of states that have parallel state or local antidiscrimination legislation and agencies, after filing with [the state] agencies.” Second, the plaintiff must file “a federal or state court action within 90 days after receipt from EEOC of a ‘notice of right to sue.’” If the employee fails to adhere to these requirements, a court will lack jurisdiction over an employment discrimination action under Title VII. Title VII claims thus may be subject to dismissal for failure to exhaust administrative remedies, and claims may be time-barred depending on the claims and circumstances of the case.

c. Direct and Indirect Method of Proof

As with other forms of discrimination discussed herein, “a plaintiff may prove employment discrimination under Title VII by using either the ‘direct method’ or ‘indirect method.’ Although a specific situation may ‘implicate two or more modes of proof,’ there are “distinct proof modes that have developed....”

The direct method of proof occurs when a plaintiff must present “direct evidence of (1) a statutorily protected activity; (2) an adverse action taken by the employer; and (3) a causal connection between the two....” Under the indirect method, the plaintiff must show that “(1) she engaged in a statutorily protected activity; (2) [the plaintiff] performed her job according to her employer’s legitimate expectations; (3) despite her satisfactory job performance, she suffered an adverse action from the employer; and (4) she was treated less favorably than similarly situated employees who did not engage in statutorily protected activity.’”

As for disparate impact cases, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2 (k) (1)(B) (i) states that

[w]ith respect to demonstrating that a particular employment practice causes a disparate impact as described in subparagraph (A)(i), the complaining party shall demonstrate that each particular challenged employment practice causes a disparate impact, except that if the complaining party can demonstrate to the court that the elements of a respondent’s decision-making process are not capable of separation for analysis, the decision-making process may be analyzed as one employment practice.

Thus, with disparate impact, a plaintiff’s burden is only to show that the practice in question has a disproportionate impact on the protected class. With intentional discrimination, intent matters, whereas there is no intent-analysis in disparate impact cases.

There may be direct evidence of disparate treatment without the need of “inferences or presumption.” Nevertheless, a plaintiff may meet his or her burden “by constructing a ‘convincing mosaic’ of circumstantial evidence that allows a jury to infer intentional discrimination.” The types of circum-
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sternal proof include “suspicious timing, ambiguous statements, or other behavior;” statistical or anecdotal evidence “that persons outside the plaintiff’s protected group, otherwise similarly situated to the plaintiff, were treated differently with respect to the relevant terms and conditions of employment;” and the “pretext mode” as developed in the McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green case.\(^{906}\)

Passage of time may defeat a direct or indirect claim because of the inability to prove proximate cause. For example, in Sims v. Fort Wayne Community Schools\(^{896}\) the defendant had disciplined and then terminated the plaintiff, a bus driver, who argued that she was discriminated against because of her race and that “other employees who engaged in similar conduct...were not disciplined as harshly.”\(^{898}\) Although the court recognized that the plaintiff could establish her claim either by a direct\(^{905}\) or indirect\(^{900}\) method, the plaintiff had failed to show the ability to prove under the direct method the “causal link between her protected activity and her suspensions and termination.”\(^{901}\)

\[\text{(citation omitted)}\]

(employer’s motion for summary judgment granted in case in which plaintiff alleged race and sex discrimination claims under Title VII regarding termination of employment, failure to promote or transfer plaintiff, denial of a salary increase, failure to train, as well as a claim for retaliation for a harassing work environment).

\(^{906}\) LEWIS & NORMAN, supra note 702 § 3.10, at 179–81. See id. for elements required for prima facie case under McDonnell Douglas for “failure to hire.”


\(^{898}\) Id. at *19.

\(^{905}\) The direct evidence approach requires a plaintiff to present evidence of (1) a statutorily protected activity; (2) an adverse action taken by the employer; and (3) a causal connection between the two. Id. at *35, citing Sitar v. Ind. Dept’t of Transp., 344 F.3d 720, 728 (7th Cir. 2003).

\(^{900}\) The court explained that

\[\text{under the indirect method the Plaintiff must show that: (1)}\]

\[\text{she engaged in statutorily protected activity; (2) she was performing her job according to her employer's legitimate expectations; (3) despite her satisfactory performance, she suffered an adverse employment action; and (4) she was treated less favorably than similarly situated employees who did not engage in protected activity. This rule was developed to clarify the traditional burden shifting framework of McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792, 36 L. Ed. 2d 668, 93 S. Ct. 1817 (1973), in the retaliation context, and eliminates the need for a plaintiff to show a causal link between protected activity and adverse employment action.}\]

\(^{901}\) \text{Id. at *35–36 (emphasis supplied) (citation omitted).}

\(^{906}\) \text{Id. at *36.}

There has to be “temporal proximity” between the time of the protected activity and the adverse employment action, \(i.e.,\) between the time of the recommended termination and the time of the complaint. “Here, the passage of time is far too great to infer a causal connection and time has become the Plaintiff’s enemy.”\(^{902}\) The court also ruled that the evidence failed to show a material issue of fact as to whether the plaintiff’s discipline was pretext. That is, the record did not establish “that the [defendants'] reasons were (1) factually baseless, (2) not the actual motivation for the discharge, or (3) insufficient to motivate the discharge.”\(^{903}\) The court granted the defendant’s motion for summary judgment as the plaintiff was unable to show that her “discipline was a sham.”\(^{904}\)

\[\text{d. Elements for a Prima Facie Case of Discrimination Under Title VII}\]

To establish a \textit{prima facie} case, a plaintiff alleging discrimination must prove that he or she (1) was a member of a protected class; (2) was performing his or her job satisfactorily; (3) experienced an adverse employment action; and that (4) similarly situated individuals were treated more favorably.\(^{906}\) If the plaintiff establishes these required elements, the burden shifts to the defendant to come forward with a legitimate, noninvidious reason for its adverse action. Although the burden of production shifts to the defendant under this method, the burden of persuasion rests at all times on the plaintiff. Once the defendant presents a legitimate, noninvidious reason for the adverse action, the burden shifts back to the plaintiff to show that the defendant’s reason is pretextual. Direct evidence may consist of “statements by persons involved in the decision-making process which tend to show a discriminatory attitude” such that the court may “conclude that a discriminatory animus was the motivating factor in the employment decision.”\(^{906}\)

As for what constitutes a materially adverse employment action, in Rhodes v. Illinois Department of Transportation\(^{907}\) the court agreed with the district court that Rhodes “failed to set forth a materially adverse employment action under either the

\(^{904}\) \text{Id. at *37.}

\(^{905}\) \text{Id. at *48, citing Tincher v. Wal-Mart Stores, 118 F.3d 1125, 1130 (7th Cir. 1997).}

\(^{906}\) \text{Id. at *53.}

\(^{907}\) Rhodes, 359 F.3d at 504.


\(^{909}\) Rhodes, 359 F.3d at 504 (7th Cir. 2004).
can male, was 49 years old at the time he was denied a promotion. The DOT argued that Payne failed to establish a prima facie case because he could not show that he was the most qualified candidate for the position of section manager, and the record disclosed no irregularities in the DOT’s process. The court, noting that Payne satisfied the elements for establishing a prima facie case (including the fact that he possessed the basic skills necessary for the job of section manager), ruled that he was denied a promotion under circumstances that gave rise to an inference of discrimination. However, if the defendant DOT offers a legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for its actions, then the burden shifts back to the plaintiff to fulfill his ultimate burden of proving that the defendant intentionally discriminated against him in the employment decision. In order to satisfy this burden, the plaintiff may attempt to prove that the legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason offered by the defendant was not the employer’s true reason but was a pretext for discrimination. The court denied the DOT’s motion for summary judgment, inter alia, because Payne “has established a record sufficient to support an inference that the adverse employment action was pre-textual.”

In Merritt v. Iowa Department of Transportation the plaintiff, a long-time employee of the department, applied for a promotion to the position of Right-of-Way Agent IV, a position in which “women, minorities and disabled people were statistically under-represented.”

However, the court ruled that Merritt had “produced no evidence from which a reasonable fact finder could conclude [that] the DOT’s stated reason for not hiring her was ‘so lacking in merit as to call into question its genuineness.’”

In Sallis v. Minnesota, a Title VII case involving alleged racial slurs, in which plaintiff made a variety of claims (failure to promote, disparate treatment, hostile work environment, and retaliation), all claims were dismissed. As stated, one of the plaintiff’s claims was based on disparate treatment. To make a prima facie claim of disparate treatment, the plaintiff must establish that (1) he is a member of a protected class, (2) he was qualified for his position and performed his duties adequately, and (3) he suffered an adverse employment action under cir-
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cumstances that would permit the court to infer that unlawful discrimination had been at work.\footnote{922} The district court ruled that “[w]ithout evidence of a racial motive, the Court can only conclude that the well-documented antipathy between Sallis and his supervisors was of a personal, rather than racial nature. And personal animus, even against a member of a protected class, ‘does not discrimination make.’”\footnote{923}

e. Title VII Claims Based on Sexual Harassment and Hostile Work Environment

For a plaintiff to prevail on a sexual harassment claim under Title VII, the plaintiff must establish that: (1) [plaintiff] was subjected to unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors or other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature; (2) the conduct was severe or pervasive enough to create a hostile work environment; (3) the conduct was directed at her because of [plaintiff’s] sex; and (4) there is a basis for employer liability. Proof of a hostile work environment requires evidence that the plaintiff was subjected to conduct “so severe or pervasive as to alter the conditions of employment and create an abusive working environment.” To qualify as “hostile,” the work environment must be “both objectively and subjectively offensive.”\footnote{924}

For a plaintiff to establish a hostile work environment claim, the “plaintiff must show that he was a member of a protected class, that he was subjected to unwelcome harassment, that the harassment resulted from his membership in the group, and that the harassment affected a term, condition, or privilege of his employment.”\footnote{925} To determine whether the conduct in the work environment has created “an objectively hostile work environment, courts must consider all of the circumstances, including factors such as: the frequency of the discriminatory conduct, the severity of the conduct, whether it is physically threatening or humiliating, or a mere offensive utterance, and whether it unreasonably interferes with an employee’s work performance.”\footnote{926}

Not all verbal or physical harassment in the workplace is prohibited under Title VII.\footnote{927} To succeed on such a claim, the plaintiff must show that the work environment was “both objectively and subjectively offensive, one that a reasonable person would find hostile or abusive, and one that the victim in fact did perceive to be so.”\footnote{928} In the Sallis case, supra, where the plaintiff’s claims was based on a hostile work environment, in granting the defendant’s motion for summary judgment, the district court stated that “[b]ecause the discrimination laws are not a general civility code, offhand comments (unless extremely serious) and isolated incidents...will not amount to discriminatory changes in the terms and conditions of employment.”\footnote{929}

In the Rhodes case, the Department “concede[d] that Rhodes was subject to unwelcome, sexually-related conduct severe or pervasive enough to create a hostile work environment.”\footnote{930} However, to hold the employer liable where the harasser is a co-worker, the plaintiff must show that the employer has been “negligent either in discovery or remedying the harassment.”\footnote{931} On the other hand, “[h]arassment by a supervisor of the plaintiff triggers strict liability, subject to the possibility of an affirmative defense in the event the plaintiff suffered no tangible employment action.”\footnote{932} The supervisor must be the plaintiff’s supervisor. However, in Rhodes the court held that Rhodes failed “to establish that she made a concerted effort to inform IDOT” that a problem existed.\footnote{933}

Finally, in a case in which the plaintiff alleged that an applicant for a position had a sexual relationship with her supervisor, the court agreed that the Title VII implementing regulation\footnote{934} specifically identified favoritism based on sexual relationships as coming within the purview of what is prohibited by federal law, and furthermore agreed that the plaintiff’s complaint stated a claim because she had identified a specific lost opportunity.\footnote{935}

f. Retaliation Claims Under Title VII

As for claims of retaliation under Title VII, the title “prohibits an employer from discriminating against an employee because that employee has opposed any practice deemed unlawful under the

\footnotesize{\textit{negative light are not sufficiently severe or pervasive so as to create a hostile work environment.} Id.}

\footnotesize{\textit{Brown}, 358 F. Supp. 2d at 734 (citation omitted).}

\footnotesize{\textit{Sallis}, 322 F. Supp. 2d at 1008, quoting Wallin v. Minn. Dep’t of Corrections, 153 F.3d 681, 688 (8th Cir. 1998) (citation and internal quotations omitted).}

\footnotesize{\textit{Rhodes}, 359 F.3d at 505.}

\footnotesize{\textit{Id.} at 506 (internal quotation marks omitted).}

\footnotesize{\textit{Id.} at 505 (citation omitted).}

\footnotesize{\textit{Id.} at 507.}

\footnotesize{\textit{See} 29 C.F.R. § 1604.11(g).}

\footnotesize{\textit{Prowell}, 2003 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 25530 at *19.}
A plaintiff may establish a prima facie case of retaliation and overcome the defendant’s motion for summary judgment using either the direct method or the indirect method. However, in a case involving sex discrimination, the Ninth Circuit held that a “plaintiff need not prove she was discriminated against under Title VII to sustain a claim for retaliation under § 2000e-3(a).”

In the Rhodes case, supra, the court stated that the plaintiff could overcome defendant’s motion for summary judgment using either the direct method or the indirect method. Under the direct method, the plaintiff must present direct evidence of (1) a statutorily protected activity; (2) an adverse action taken by the employer; and (3) a causal connection between the two.

Under the indirect method, the plaintiff must show that (1) she engaged in a statutorily protected activity; (2) she performed her job according to her employer’s legitimate expectations; (3) despite her satisfactory job performance, she suffered an adverse action from the employer; and (4) she was treated less favorably than similarly situated employees who did not engage in statutorily protected activity.

The court held in the Rhodes case that plaintiff’s retaliation claim failed “because IDOT had a legitimate, non-pretextual reason for marking her absent without pay.”

In Bovee v. State of New Mexico Highway and Transportation Department the state appellate court affirmed the dismissal of the plaintiff’s retaliation suit. The court agreed with the trial court that the department legitimately could refuse to hire her based on representations she had made in an earlier Title VII lawsuit in which she had alleged her incapacity to perform the job of an engineer. It was not error for the trial court to dismiss Bovee’s claims for breach of contract and violation of civil rights.

F. FIRST AMENDMENT ISSUES

1. Adopt-a-Highway Programs

Several cases have presented a free speech issue under the First Amendment to the United States Constitution in the context of the “adopt-a-highway” programs and use of logos on state license plates. Because another report is addressing First Amendment issues in the transportation context, only several recent cases will be discussed in this section.

The question is to what extent the highway is a public forum and thus subject to the First Amendment, thereby prohibiting viewpoint discrimination by the government. In Knights of KKK v. Arkansas State Highway and Transportation Department the court held that the Adopt-a-Highway Program was an innately public forum or had become one by the state’s action. The court enjoined the state from denying the group’s application to participate in the program as the state was constitutionally prohibited from discriminating against the group because it disagreed with the group’s espoused views.

In Robb v. Hungerbeeler the court held that Missouri Highways and Transportation Commission had infringed the group’s expressive and associational rights to the extent that it had denied the group the ability to participate in the Adopt-a-Highway program based on the group’s choice of name and the conduct of other groups and individuals associated with that name. The timing of the amended regulations and the fact that the applicant was the only group that the regulations had ever been used to exclude strongly suggested that the regulations had been used as a pretext to target the group in a viewpoint-discriminatory manner.

In Cuffley v. Mickets also involving an Adopt-a-Highway program, the court held that the state unconstitutionally denied the group’s application based on the group’s views; that there was no question that the state treated the group differently from the vast majority of applicants based on the state’s perception of the group’s beliefs and advocacy; and that the state’s action violated the group’s freedom of political association.
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In Mo. ex rel. Mo. Highway & Transp. Comm’n v. Cuffley, 112 F.3d 1332 (8th Cir. 1997), the Court of Appeals vacated a summary judgment and an award of attorney fees to the political group where the Commission brought a declaratory action that would have been a defense to a hypothetical action by the group. Because the action by the political group was only hypothetical, the Commission was not prejudiced by the inability to bring a
However, in an earlier case, State of Texas v. Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, the court ruled otherwise. The group brought suit to force the state to grant the group’s application to participate in the state Adopt-a-Highway program. The court concluded that the state did not violate the First Amendment by refusing to allow the group to adopt a section of highway near a public housing project. The state’s denial of the group’s application was a reasonable effort to avoid strife and intimidation of current and prospective residents of the nearby housing project and to promote compliance with a federal desegregation order. The state’s limit on speech was also a reasonable measure to insure free use of the state’s public highways and to protect against the imposition of a message on captive recipients.

We hold that the State will not violate the First Amendment by rejecting the Klan’s application to adopt a portion of highway near the housing project in Vidor, Texas. Assuming that the Klan’s participation in the Program would constitute speech or expressive conduct protected by the First Amendment, the Program is a nonpublic forum and the Klan’s exclusion from the Program is reasonable and viewpoint-neutral.

The court held: “The Program is a nonpublic forum. The Program is not a traditional public forum, as are public streets and parks. Nor has it been designated by the State as a public forum. There is no indication that the State intended to open up the Program for public discourse. Furthermore, the court observed that the Klan wished to adopt a highway near a housing project that was under an order to desegregate; “given this context, the State could reasonably believe that the Klan’s adoption of a section of highway outside the project would result in further intimidation of the residents of the housing project and would create unreasonable conflict.” Although the court stressed the proximity of the housing project, later judicial authority, discussed above, holds that a denial of an application to a group such as the Ku Klux Klan is a violation of the group’s First Amendment rights.

2. Logos on License Plates

It is also a denial of a group’s First Amendment rights to deny a group’s application to place a logo on a state license plate. In Sons of Confederate Veterans, Inc. v. Commissioner of the Virginia Dept. of Motor Vehicles, in contrast to other Virginia statutes authorizing special plates for members or supporters of various organizations, the statute at issue contained a restriction (the logo restriction) providing that no logo or emblem of any description should be displayed or incorporated into the design of license plates issued under Virginia Code Section 46.2-746.22. The court held that the special plates authorized in Virginia were not instances of “government speech” and concluded that the logo restriction was an instance of viewpoint discrimination that did not survive review based on strict scrutiny. Accordingly, the restriction that prohibited the Sons of Confederate Veterans from receiving special plates bearing the symbol of their organization, which included the Confederate flag, violated their First Amendment rights.

G. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Constitutionality of Federal U.S. DOT DBE Law and Regulations

In Adarand III, the Supreme Court held that in the matter of race-based classifications in the field of public contracting, the standard of review that must be applied is strict scrutiny, whereas gender-based classifications continue to be reviewed on the basis of intermediate scrutiny. Strict scrutiny is applied to “smoke out illegitimate uses of race” by assuring that the legislature had sufficient evidence of discrimination before resorting to the use of a “suspect tool” and to assure that the means chosen are a proper fit.

Post Adarand III, several courts have held that TEA-21 and the DBE regulations promulgated in 1999 are constitutional. The federal DBE program has several objectives, including the assurance that there is “nondiscrimination in the award and administration of DOT-assisted contracts in the Department’s highway, transit, and airport financial assistance programs.” The regulations are intended “[t]o create a level playing field on which DBEs can compete fairly for DOT-assisted contracts and “[t]o ensure that the Department’s
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The DBE program is narrowly tailored in accordance with applicable law.\textsuperscript{955} When a governmental program relies on racial classifications, the program must satisfy a two-prong test: it "must serve a compelling governmental interest, and [it] must be narrowly tailored to further that interest."\textsuperscript{956} When racial classifications are present in public contracting, the court "must determine whether the government's articulated goal in enacting the race-based measures...is appropriately considered a 'compelling interest'.... Therefore, the court must decide whether the government's interest is sufficiently strong to meet the government's initial burden of demonstrating that there is a compelling interest, after which the court must decide whether the party challenging the program has met its "ultimate burden of rebutting the government's evidence...."\textsuperscript{957}

When enacting a DBE program, Congress may consider evidence of discrimination in society at large with respect to public contracting because the reach of Congress is "nationwide."\textsuperscript{958} The courts in \textit{Adarand, Sherbrooke Turf, Western States,} and \textit{Northern Contracting} concluded "that Congress 'had spent decades compiling evidence of race discrimination in government highway contracting, of barriers to the formation of minority-owned construction businesses, and of barriers to entry.'"\textsuperscript{959} Thus, "Congress had a 'strong basis in evidence' to conclude that the DBE program was necessary to redress private discrimination in federally-assisted highway subcontracting."\textsuperscript{960} Strong evidence is that "approaching a \textit{prima facie} case of a constitutional or statutory violation, not irrefutable or definitive proof of discrimination."\textsuperscript{961}

In regard to TEA-21, prior to the current SAFETEA-LU and the 1999 DBE regulations, the courts thus far have "conclude[d] that the federal government has a compelling interest in not perpetuating the effects of racial discrimination in its own distribution of federal funds and in remediating the effects of past discrimination in the government contracting markets created by its disbursements."\textsuperscript{962} For the government to fulfill the requirement that there is a compelling interest for a program, there must be "a strong basis in evidence to conclude that remedial action was necessary...."\textsuperscript{963} However, the government need not prove conclusively "the existence of past or present racial discrimination."\textsuperscript{964}

Assuming that a compelling interest has been demonstrated for a "race-conscious" approach, the government may use race-conscious programs that seek both to eradicate discrimination by the governmental entity itself and to prevent the public entity from acting as a "passive participant in a system of racial exclusion practiced by elements of the local construction industry by allowing tax dollars to finance the evil of private prejudice."\textsuperscript{965} However, the law must be narrowly tailored; reliance first on race-neutral means is important in demonstrating that an affirmative action program for public contracting is narrowly tailored.

Although several cases have addressed whether a claimant challenging a DBE program has standing, as the court observed in \textit{Northern Contracting,} in most cases the claimants were held to have standing.\textsuperscript{966} Moreover, although complaints contesting contracts awarded on the basis of a DBE requirement have been challenged for mootness because the government had suspended the use of the DBE requirement and/or contract clause at issue, it has been held that because the program could be renewed, that means there is still a "live controversy."\textsuperscript{967}

As for whether a state implementing the federal DBE program had to make an independent showing to satisfy strict scrutiny, it has been held that the states did not have to satisfy independently
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"the compelling interest aspect of strict scrutiny review." 968 A contractor may not challenge a grantee state for "merely complying with federal law." 969 However, "a national program must be limited to those parts of the country where its race-based measures are demonstrably needed." 970 Thus, although a state DOT, for example, may not need to make a separate showing to satisfy the compelling-interest prong of the strict scrutiny test, the state may be required to show that the program was narrowly tailored; "to the extent the federal government delegates this tailoring function, a [s]tate's implementation becomes critically relevant to a reviewing court's strict scrutiny." 971

2. Claims Based on Highway Projects and Disparate Impact

In regard to disparate impact cases arising out of the location of highways and related projects, under Section 601 of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 964 no person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance." However, the Supreme Court has interpreted Section 601 to proscribe only "intentional" discrimination. 972

Moreover, as for the disparate impact regulations promulgated under Section 602 of Title VI, the Supreme Court has held that there is no private right of action to enforce the regulations. 973 Nonetheless, transportation officials need to be aware of other civil rights-related laws and regulations that are implicated by planning and project decisions. The U.S. DOT is obligated "to assure that possible adverse economic, social, and environmental effects relating to any proposed project on any Federal-aid system have been fully considered in developing such project, and that the final decisions on the project are made in the best overall public interest...." 974 Presently there are two means of enforcing the disparate impact regulations. First, federal financial assistance may be refused if an applicant "fails or refuses to furnish an assurance required under [49 C.F.R.] § 21.7 or otherwise fails or refuses to comply with a requirement imposed by or pursuant to that section...." 975 Second, an affected person may file a complaint with the funding agency alleging a violation. 976

3. Immunity of a State or Its Officer Acting in Official Capacity from § 1983 Actions

As for actions under § 1983 of the Civil Rights Act of 1871, 977 the section is based on the constitutional authority of Congress to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment. Section 1983 is not itself a source of substantive rights but merely provides a method for vindicating federal rights conferred elsewhere. 978 The section does not create a cause of action in and of itself. Rather, a plaintiff must prove that he or she was deprived of a right secured by the United States Constitution or the laws of the United States and that the deprivation of his or her right was caused by someone acting under color of state law. 979

Neither a state transportation department nor its officers acting in their official capacities may be sued under § 1983. Moreover, government officials who are sued also may have absolute or qualified immunity for § 1983 claims. The qualified immunity doctrine thus "protects government officials who perform discretionary functions from suit and from liability for monetary damages under § 1983." 980 Thus, as a general rule in claims arising under federal law, government officials acting within their discretionary authority are immune from civil damages if their conduct does not "violate clearly established statutory or constitutional rights of which a reasonable person would have known." 981 Although municipalities are persons under § 1983, 982 a state or state agency is not a person under § 1983 983 and cannot be sued under § 1983 in state or federal court; 984 neither may a state official be sued in his or her official capacity under §
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1983.\textsuperscript{947} In some limited situations, private companies or individuals may be subject to suit under § 1983 because they have acquired the status or condition of a state actor.

Although § 1983 does not restrict a state’s Eleventh Amendment immunity,\textsuperscript{948} there are two exceptions. First, a state may be sued where Congress enacts legislation pursuant to Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, unequivocally expressing its intent to abrogate the states’ Eleventh Amendment immunity under the United States Constitution.\textsuperscript{949} Second, a state may consent to suit in federal court.\textsuperscript{950} Thus, § 1983 creating a cause of action for deprivation of civil rights under color of state law did not abrogate the states’ sovereign immunity under the Eleventh Amendment.\textsuperscript{951} As explained in Beach v. Minnesota,\textsuperscript{952} the Supreme Court has interpreted the Eleventh Amendment as barring individual citizens from suing states in federal court, including their own state.\textsuperscript{953} The “Eleventh Amendment bars a suit by private parties to recover money damages from the state or its alter egos acting in their official capacities.”\textsuperscript{954}

The purpose of § 1983 is to deter state actors from using the badge of their authority to deprive individuals of their federally guaranteed rights and to provide relief to victims if such violations of constitutional or statutory rights occur.\textsuperscript{955} The reach of § 1983 was expanded in 1961 when the U.S. Supreme Court decided Monroe v. Pape\textsuperscript{956} and was extended again by the Court’s decision in Monell v. New York.\textsuperscript{957} In Monroe, the Court held that the phrase “under color of law” included the misuse of power exercised under state law, even though the persons committing the acts that constituted the deprivation of rights were acting beyond the scope of their authority. In 1978 the Supreme Court in Monell v. New York\textsuperscript{958} overruled Monroe v. Pape insofar as the Monroe Court held that local governments were immune from suit under § 1983.\textsuperscript{959} By virtue of the Monell decision, municipal corporations are persons amenable to suit under § 1983. The Monell Court did uphold the Monroe decision insofar as the Monroe Court held that the doctrine of respondeat superior is not a basis for holding local governments liable under § 1983 for the constitutional torts of their employees.\textsuperscript{960}

For there to be a § 1983 action against a municipality, the claim must result from the violation of a government policy or custom.\textsuperscript{961} Section 1983 creates a species of tort liability, and the statute is interpreted in light of the background of tort liability.\textsuperscript{962} As held in DeShaney v. Winnebago County Department of Social Services,\textsuperscript{963} the Due Process Clause does not transform every tort committed by one acting under color of law into a constitutional violation.\textsuperscript{964} Moreover, not all property interests entitled to procedural due process protection are similarly protected by the concept of substantive due process: “[w]hile property interests are protected by procedural due process even though the interest is derived from state law rather than the Constitution, substantive due process rights are created only by the Constitution.”\textsuperscript{965}

There is no cause of action under § 1983 when the action complained against was private in nature. The language of the Due Process Clause “cannot fairly be extended to impose an affirmative obligation on the state” to protect citizens against private actors.\textsuperscript{966} The Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment “does not transform every tort committed by a state actor into a constitutional violation” actionable under § 1983.\textsuperscript{967} Nevertheless, “[t]he doctrine of sovereign immunity does not shield state employees from liability for acts or
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omissions constituting gross negligence. Thus, "[a] state employee who acts wantonly, or in a culpable or grossly negligent manner is not protected [by sovereign immunity]." However, supervisors may not be held liable for the acts of their subordinates: "an individual cannot be held liable under Section 1983 in his individual capacity unless he 'participated in the constitutional violation.'" It must be shown that the alleged supervisor is one who "directed the constitutional violation," or the violation must have "occurred with his 'knowledge and consent.'"

In a § 1983 action, the court may award declaratory and injunctive relief, damages, and attorney’s fees. A plaintiff prevails when actual relief on the merits of his claim materially alters the legal relationship between the parties by modifying the defendant’s behavior in a way that directly benefits the plaintiff. Nominal, compensatory, and punitive damages also are available under § 1983. To recover compensatory damages, the plaintiff must prove that the unconstitutional activities were the cause in fact of actual injuries. To prove damages, evidence must be received on general damages, including emotional distress and pain and suffering, and on special damages, such as lost income and medical expenses. In addition to compensatory damages, a court may award punitive damages in a § 1983 suit to punish the defendant for outrageous conduct and to deter others from similar conduct in the future. Even if the plaintiff cannot prove actual damages, the court may award punitive damages. Municipalities, however, are generally immune from punitive damages in § 1983 actions, as are municipal officers when sued in their official capacities.

As for injunctive relief, "[c]ivil rights actions under section 1983 are exempt from the usual prohibition on federal court injunctions of state court proceedings." Although the Eleventh Amendment bars claims for damages against state agencies and officials acting in their official capacity, the federal courts may enjoin state officials acting in their official capacity as long as the injunction governs only the officer’s future conduct and no retroactive remedy is provided; the rule applies also to declaratory judgments.

4. Discrimination Claims Against Transportation Departments Under Federal Law

In regard to discrimination claims against transportation departments under other federal laws, state transportation departments, as well as their officers and employees acting in their official capacity, have immunity for certain claims alleging discrimination by virtue of the states’ sovereign immunity under the Eleventh Amendment. On several occasions the Supreme Court has addressed the issue of whether Congress exercised its authority properly when abrogating the states’ sovereign immunity. After the decision in Seminole Tribe, supra, the Supreme Court struck down acts of Congress that were in the Court’s view in excess of Congress’s power under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment. For example, in City of Boerne v. Flores, the Supreme Court held that the RFRA exceeded Congress’s power under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment. In rendering its decision, the Court emphasized the absence of a sufficient record for the Congress to act under its Section 5 power. Whether Congress has enacted purportedly remedial legislation pursuant to its Section 5 power depends on whether the legislation passes the Court’s “congruence and proportionality” test. On the other hand, in 2003, in Nevada Department of Human Resources v. Hibbs, the Court upheld the FMLA in which the Court concluded that “the
States’ record of unconstitutional participation in, and fostering of, gender-based discrimination in the administration of leave benefits is weighty enough” for the enactment of the FLMA.  

Nevertheless, in regard to the ADEA, in 2000 in *Kimel v. Florida Board of Regents* the Supreme Court struck down the law that abrogated the states’ sovereign immunity for ADEA claims. The *Kimel* Court held that Congress had exceeded its authority in abrogating the states’ immunity for such suits. The Court’s reasoning was that the ADEA was “so out of proportion to a supposed remedial or preventive object that it cannot be understood as responsive to, or designed to prevent, unconstitutional behavior.”  

As for claims against state transportation departments under the ADA, although Title I of the ADA authorizes claims for monetary damages, in 2001 the Court held in *Board of Trustees of the University of Alabama v. Garrett* that such claims may not be made against states or their agencies or instrumentalities. The Court held that the legislative record “fail[ed] to show that Congress did in fact identify a pattern of irrational state discrimination in employment against the disabled.” Furthermore, the Court held that the remedy imposed by Congress was not “congruent and proportional to the targeted violation.”  

However, in *Tennessee v. Lane* the Court held that under Title II the states do not have sovereign immunity from ADA claims that arise out of a state’s denial of a fundamental right, such as access to the courts. The Court found that “Congress enacted Title II against a backdrop of pervasive unequal treatment in the administration of state services and programs, including systematic deprivation of fundamental rights of persons with disabilities in a variety of settings,” including courthouses and other state-owned buildings. The Court held that Congress had the power under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment to abrogate the states’ Eleventh Amendment immunity “to enforce the constitutional right of access to the courts.”  

The Court decided the *Lane* case, however, on the narrow basis of whether the Congress could abrogate the states’ Eleventh Amendment immunity under Title II of the ADA where the claim involved a fundamental right, such as access to the courts. The *Lane* Court stated that “the decision in *Garrett*, which severed Title I of the ADA from Title II for purposes of the § 5 inquiry, demonstrates that courts need not examine ‘the full breadth of the statute’ all at once.” It is unclear to what extent the states have sovereign immunity for other claims under Title II.  

There could be ADA claims in which there is a presumably remote possibility that the state transportation agency would not have immunity (see discussion of Title II, supra) or in which the transportation agency is not an agency of the state. Assuming there is no immunity, as for the elements of an ADA claim, there are two basic theories for claims by persons with disabilities. One theory is based on disparate treatment “when an employer treats a person less favorably than others because of his or her protected characteristic, such as a disability.” The second theory is based on disparate impact that “involves facially neutral employment practices or fixed qualifications that in fact impact one group, such as the disabled, more harshly than others and ‘cannot be justified by business necessity’ or the particular business activity involved.” Proof of a discriminatory motive is not required for a disparate impact claim. As seen in the report, only a handful of decisions involving the ADA and transportation departments in the past few years have been located. It should be noted that states also have civil rights laws prohibiting discrimination against persons with disabilities.  

Under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, it is unlawful employment practice for an employer “to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual, or otherwise to discriminate against any individual with respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment, because of such individual’s race, color, religion, sex, or national origin....” Once more, under Title VII there may be both disparate treatment and disparate impact claims. As with other forms of discrimination discussed in the report, “a plaintiff may prove
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employment discrimination under Title VII by using either the ‘direct method’ or ‘indirect method.’ 1037

Several cases were found in which plaintiffs brought one or more Title VII claims for disparate treatment against transportation agencies, for example, for alleged discrimination in hiring and promotions or retaliation occurring after an employee made a complaint. As for claims arising out of harassment and/or hostile workplace environment, not all verbal or physical harassment in the workplace is prohibited under Title VII. 1038 To succeed on such a claim, the plaintiff must show that the work environment was “both objectively and subjectively offensive, one that a reasonable person would find hostile or abusive, and one that the victim in fact did perceive to be so.” 1039

There is some law review and other commentary suggesting that, based on recent decisions of the Supreme Court, Congress’s abrogation of the states’ sovereign immunity under the Eleventh Amendment to claims under Title VII for anything other than intentional discrimination could be subject to challenge. On the other hand, as seen, the Court in Hibbs and in Lane, supra, upheld the authority of Congress to abrogate the states’ immunity with respect to the FMLA and at least to some extent with respect to Title II of the ADA, respectively. Nevertheless, a few recent articles contend that the states may be able to claim immunity, particularly for Title VII claims based on gender-based disparate impact discrimination, because, in the authors’ opinion, Congress had an inadequate record of gender discrimination by the states. However, at least two federal circuit courts of appeal have rejected arguments that Congress improperly abrogated the states’ sovereign immunity under Title VII, including claims for disparate impact.

5. First Amendment Issues

Lastly, the refusal to allow groups such as the Ku Klux Klan to participate in an Adopt-a-Highway program or to permit a group such as the Sons of Confederate Veterans to have a logo on a license plate may constitute viewpoint discrimination by the government and violate the First Amendment. One case has held, however, that under the Adopt-a-Highway program, the state could refuse to permit the Klan to participate where the group sought to do so near a public housing project subject to a desegregation order because the housing project would be both a captive audience and at risk of intimidation by the group.
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